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Abstract
A hallmark of human behavior is serial decision-making, in which decisions are
linked across time: the choices we make are informed by our past decisions and,
in turn, influence our future decisions. Flexible, accurate goal-directed behavior
breaks down when decisions become inconsistent with previous decisions and their
outcomes. Such impairments contribute to the difficulty that people with schizophrenia and other psychiatric disorders have functioning in society. While there has been
a large amount of research investigating the behavioral and neuronal mechanisms
responsible for making individual decisions, there is a dearth of research on serial
decision-making. The goal of my work has been to establish the formal study of serial
decision-making and provide a psychophysical, computational, and neural foundation
for future work. In Study 1, we showed that rhesus monkeys, a prime animal model
for decision-making, can perform serial decision-making in a novel rule-selection task.
The animals selected behavioral rules rationally and used those rules to flexibly discriminate between complex visual stimuli. In Study 2, we had human and monkey
subjects perform variations on the rule-selection task to study how behavioral strategies for serial decision-making are dependent on task characteristics. We developed
a set of normative probabilistic behavioral models and used Bayesian model selection to determine which model features best explained the observed behavioral data.
Specifically, we found that whether or not humans use sensory information (in addition to reward information) to guide their future decisions is dependent on the

iv

lower-level features of the task. In Study 3, we investigated the role of one particular brain region, the supplementary eye field (SEF), in serial decision-making. The
SEF is part of frontal cortex and sits at the intersection of oculomotor function and
broader cognition, and previous studies have implicated it in linking sequences of
decisions. We found that neuronal activity in the SEF encoded the rules used for
decisions, predicted the outcomes of future decisions, and reacted to the outcomes
of past decisions. The two outcome-related signals match what we expect of control
signals necessary for flexibly and adaptively updating stimulus values in accordance
with past decisions. Taken together, these three studies demonstrate that serial
decision-making strategies are dependent on decision context and that the SEF may
contribute to serial decision-making in dynamic environments.
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1
Introduction

The modern study of the neurobiological underpinnings of decision-making in primates began in 1989 when Bill Newsome and colleagues published the aptly named
article “Neuronal correlates of a perceptual decision” (Newsome et al., 1989). The
authors wrote:
“The relationship between neuronal activity and psychophysical judgement has long been of interest to students of sensory processing. Previous analyses of this problem have compared the performance of human
or animal observers in detection or discrimination tasks with the signals
carried by individual neurons, but have been hampered because neuronal
and perceptual data were not obtained at the same time and under the
same conditions. We have now measured the performance of monkeys and
of visual cortical neurons while the animals performed a psychophysical
task well matched to the properties of the neurons under study.”
Since their pioneering study, the field has grown, evolved, and diversified, and
accordingly, so has our knowledge of how the brain decides between competing op1

tions. However, the vast majority of these studies utilize task paradigms that feature independent decisions across trials. In other words, the factors that determine
the optimal decision on any given trial (typically in the form of sensory stimuli)
are provided during that trial, and past decisions and stimuli are irrelevant. This
independent-trial-based approach to experimental design is particularly common in
neuroscience because it allows for maximal experimental control while minimizing
the effects of unmeasurable latent variables that may affect behavior.
However, real human behavior is not segmented into discrete, independent decisions. It is a continual series of related decisions, and information about previous
decisions is crucial for successful completion of goal-directed behavior in the future
(Barraclough et al., 2004; Bornstein et al., 2017; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011;
van den Berg et al., 2016). Understanding the principles and mechanisms of serial
decision-making (i.e., how humans typically make decisions) could generate critical
insight into how the healthy human brain generates a coherent “stream of thought”
from a barrage of sensory stimuli and how insults to this system lead to the abnormal thought patterns common in neuropsychiatric disorders such as psychosis and
schizophrenia (Kim et al., 2007; Paulus, 2007; Tandon et al., 2013). Furthermore,
understanding these principles and mechanisms could allow for the prediction or
anticipation of sequences of decisions, which would inform the design of biomedical
devices that require human interation. Such devices range from instrument user interfaces to surgical robots and other semi-autonomous machines that are tasked with
making cooperative decisions with humans in real-time.
The primary goal of this dissertation is to advance our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying serial decision-making in humans and Rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mulatta), the best animal model for studying cognition. My research examined the
behavioral characteristics of serial decisions, the computational strategies that explain them, and neural activity in frontal cortex that may govern them. Accordingly,
2

I performed three studies that span behavior, computation, and neurophysiology. In
Study 1 (Chapter 2), I examined the extent to which monkeys are able to perform
rational, serial decision-making. This involved the design of a novel task, the training
and testing of two monkeys, and the quantitative analysis of their ability to use prior
decisions and the outcomes of those decisions to guide future behavior appropriately.
In Study 2 (Chapter 3), I examined the computational structure of serial decisionmaking in humans and monkeys. The approach was to apply probabilistic modeling
to determine how reward history and stimulus history are differentially used to guide
sequential decisions. Lastly, in Study 3 (Chapter 4), I investigated the neural basis
of serial decision-making. Specifically, I used electrophysiology to study neuronal signals in the supplementary eye field (SEF) of monkeys that performed the sequential
decision-making task of Chapter 2.
Portions of Chapter 1 are based on two previous review papers that I co-authored
(Abzug and Sommer, 2017a; Middlebrooks et al., 2014). The findings from Chapter 2
have been published in the Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal Learning
& Cognition under the title “Serial decision-making in monkeys during an oculomotor task” (Abzug and Sommer, 2017b). Manuscripts reporting the findings from
Chapters 3 & 4 are currently in preparation.

1.1 Studying single decisions
The focus of my research is on making linked, sequential decisions, which necessitates, first, an understanding of individual decisions. Then we can predict and study
the behavior, computations, and neural underpinnings of linking decisions serially.
Fundamentally, decision-making is a key facet of behavior in nature. Any living being
that uses sensory input to guide behavior, even in lieu of a nervous system, can be
said to make decisions. On the other hand, decision-making as a human behavior is
something of remarkable complexity. This huge variation in what it means to “make
3

decisions” across species makes the field of decision-making an enticing neurobiological foray. Through the history of neuroscience, decision-making has been studied
at a variety of levels in a number of species, ranging from motion detection within
milliseconds in Drosophila single neurons to the suite of behavioral changes observed
in Phinneas Gage after his infamous frontal lesion. Individual decisions are often categorized into different “types” (often dichotomies) in an attempt to make the study
of decision-making clearer. I will hereafter focus this literature review on these dichotomies in regards to visual decision-making in non-human primates (specifically,
Rhesus macaques and other species of the genus Macaca), with occasional examples
from other domains and species.
1.1.1

Perceptual vs. value-based

One of the most common dichotomies in the macaque decision-making literature
is between perceptual and value-based decisions. Generally speaking, a perceptual
decision is one that requires perceiving sensory differences between multiple targets
and selecting the correct one (based on some learned task rule), while a value-based
decision is one that allows the animal to select the target associated with some
desired reward. It should be clear, however, that this is an arbitrary distinction; both
perceptual and value-based decision paradigms require the animal both to perceive
the differences between the targets and know the reward associated with each target.
In other words, the probability of selecting a target, ppxi q, should be a function of
the expected value of that target, Epxi q, and the expected value of any target is then
Epxi q “ V pxi q ˚ ppr|C “ 1q ˚ ppC “ 1|X “ xi q

(1.1)

where V pxi q is the potential value of the reward associated with selecting xi , ppr|C “
1q is the probability of receiving reward given a correct response (i.e., the reward
contingency, which is typically 100%), and ppC “ 1|X “ xi q is the probability that
4

selecting xi is the correct (C “ 1) response. In typical perceptual decision paradigms,
the potential values of all targets, V pxq, are constant across targets and trials, while
the probability that the chosen target is correct and leads to reward delivery varies
from trial to trial. In contrast, typical value-based decision paradigms vary V pxq
across targets and trials, while holding the probability of reward constant (usually,
but not always, at 100%).
While the distinction between perceptual and value-based decisions is somewhat
arbitrary and contrived, it has nevertheless played an important role in the study of
decision-making, and therefore is worth discussing in any review of neurobiological
correlates of decision-making.
Perceptual decisions
As the name suggests, perceptual decision-making tasks involve comparing the perceptual characteristics of two or more targets, and selecting the proper target in
accordance with some known rule. Generally, the rule to be used is constant throughout a behavioral session (for tasks with changing rules, see Rule switching below).
Perceptual decision-making tasks frequently take the form of a two-alternative forced
choice (2AFC). In a 2AFC task, the perceptual decision itself can be either between
the two targets (e.g., which target is larger; Fig. 1.1A) or about a third stimulus
target (e.g., is the stimulus moving left or right; Fig. 1.1B). Task difficulty is chiefly
modulated through the alteration of two parameters: target presentation duration,
and objective discrimination difficulty. Coincident modulation of both parameters
across trials allows experimenters to generate psychometric and chronometric curves
to relate stimuli to performance and reaction time, respectively.
Arguably, the most famous visual perceptual decision-making task paradigm in
the last three decades is the random dot kinetogram (RDK) task (Britten et al.,
1992; Newsome and Pare, 1988). At any frame t during this task, an array of dots
5

Figure 1.1: Subtypes of perceptual decision-making tasks. (A) Selecting the
smaller target amongst multiple options is one example of a 2AFC task where the
decision targets are also the stimuli that the decision should be based on. (B) Decisions can also be based on a third stimulus, for example, whether the central array
has more red or green squares. (C) Stimulus presentation can also be staggered. In
the delayed match-to-sample task, a “sample” stimulus (C1 ) is presented, followed
by delay period (C2 ). After the delay, a “test” stimulus is presented and the subject
must report whether it is a match (C3a) or a nonmatch (C3b).

appears. At frame t ` 1, each dot appears in a new location: some proportion will
jump to a new and random location, while the rest will all move in the same direction
by the same number of pixels. Objective discrimination difficulty is altered in the
RDK task by changing the “coherence”, the percentage of the dots moving in the
same direction from one frame to the next. For instance, at 24% coherence, 24%
of the dots at frame t will appear shifted in the same direction at frame t ` 1; all
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other dots will shift in random, incoherent directions. After the stimulus presentation period, the subject must report the perceived direction of coherent movement
from a number of options (usually two diametrically opposite directions) by selecting
the appropriate decision target. These stimuli provide noisy or ambiguous evidence
because only a subset of the dots in the array carry the underlying motion signal.
Trial-to-trial variability in coherence changes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
stimulus, rather than the velocity of underlying, coherent motion. Sensory processing of motion has been studied by placing the RDK stimulus in the response field
(RF) of a concurrently-recorded neuron in area MT, a brain region sensitive to visual
motion (Britten et al., 1993; Newsome and Pare, 1988). Perceptual decision-making,
in contrast, has been studied by placing one of the decision targets, rather than the
RDK stimulus, in the response field of the recorded neuron. Using this paradigm, researchers have shown that neural activity in the superior colliculus (SC), frontal eye
field (FEF), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and lateral intraparietal area
(LIP) is predictive of the motion direction decision during presentation of the RDK
stimulus and a subsequent delay period (Horwitz and Newsome, 1999, 2001; Huk
and Shadlen, 2005; Kim and Shadlen, 1999; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Shadlen
and Newsome, 2001). Furthermore, saccades induced by FEF microstimulation during RDK stimulus presentation are biased towards the favored decision target (Gold
and Shadlen, 2000), while LIP microstimulation biases decisions towards the decision
target in the local response field (Hanks et al., 2006).
Other perceptual decision-making paradigms involve brief presentations of nonambiguous evidence. One such example is the visual masking paradigm, in which
a target appears in one of n possible locations before all n locations are covered
by larger “mask” stimuli. The duration between presentation of the target and the
masks is known as the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA): the longer the SOA, the easier it is for the subject to report which location the target appeared at (Middlebrooks
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and Sommer, 2011, 2012; Thompson and Schall, 1999). Perceptual decision-making
tasks can also require maintenance of target information in working memory. In the
delayed match-to-sample (DMS) task (Fig. 1.1C), the subject is first shown a visual
“sample” stimulus. After a delay period of variable length, a “test” stimulus is then
shown. The subject then must report whether or not they perceived that the test
and the remembered sample “match” (Freedman et al., 2001, 2002). DMS tasks are
a subset of a suite of tasks utilizing visual categorization to guide responses. In one
DMS categorization study, subjects were shown a sample dot followed by a either
a horizontal or vertical boundary line (or vice versa). They were then shown a test
dot, and had to report whether the test dot fell on the same side of the remembered
boundary line as the sample dot had appeared (Goodwin et al., 2012).
Other examples of visual categorization tasks include versions utilizing RDK
stimuli and reports of categorized direction of motion (Freedman and Assad, 2006;
Swaminathan et al., 2013) or speed of motion (Ferrera et al., 2009). Categorical
representations of stimuli by single neurons have been shown in DLPFC (Freedman et al., 2001, 2002; Goodwin et al., 2012), LIP (Freedman and Assad, 2006;
Goodwin et al., 2012), FEF (Ferrera et al., 2009), and the supplementary eye field
(SEF) (Heinen et al., 2011). Both the visual masking and many visual categorization
paradigms theoretically require only one instantaneous piece of evidence in order to
perform the required perceptual decision. Tasks involving moving stimuli or other
dynamically changing stimuli, like the RDK task, are inherently different because the
detection of motion (the change in position over time) necessarily requires at least
two “samples” (at different timepoints). This difference naturally leads to different
hypotheses about the neural and theoretical bases of perceptual decision-making,
which unfortunately can create interpretability issues across task paradigms.
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Figure 1.2: Subtypes of value-based decision-making tasks. (A) In subjective
preference tasks, different reward types (e.g., magenta is water, green is grape juice)
are represented by different colors, and reward sizes are represented by the number
of targets. In this example trial, the subject can freely choose between one drop
of grape juice (green) and three drops of water (magenta). (B) In gamble tasks,
different colors represent different reward sizes, and the relative sizes of each colored
segment represent the relative likelihoods of receiving a reward of each size. “Sure”
targets are a single color, and correspond to definite receipt of that reward amount.
Uncertainty in the different reward probabilities can be introduced by occluding
the exact boundary between colored segments (and therefore the exact sizes of each
segment).

Value-based decisions
Simple value-based decisions generally come in one of two forms. In subjective preference tasks, the subject gets to freely choose between two qualitatively different rewards, for instance, juice and water (Fig. 1.2A; Deaner et al., 2005; Padoa-Schioppa,
2013; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006, 2008). By varying the amount of each reward offered on each trial, the experimenter can determine the subjective preference
of the subject. If offered the choice between one drop of water and one drop of juice,
a subject might consistently choose the one drop of juice. If, however, the offer is
between four drops of water and one drop of juice, the subject may instead reliably
choose the water. The same subject, if presented with a choice between two drops
of water and one drop of juice, may choose both options equally often; this is the
break-even point, and it means that the subjective preference of water to juice is
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2:1, that is, two drops of water have the same value as one drop of juice. Many
such studies have found neural correlates of a variety of value-related task variables,
such as chosen value, unchosen value, and chosen identity, in orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) (Padoa-Schioppa, 2013; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006, 2008). Subjective
preference tasks can be made more complex by including other potential costs and
benefits, such as introducing aversive stimuli (Hosokawa et al., 2007), concealing one
of the rewards (Hayden et al., 2011), or varying between immediate and delayed
reward delivery (Louie and Glimcher, 2010).
The other simple value-based decision task is referred to as the known gamble
paradigm (Fig. 1.2B; Hayden et al., 2011, 2010; Hunt et al., 2012; So and Stuphorn,
2012, 2010). In one version of this 2AFC task, gamble targets are built out of two
components: the color of each component represents the value of the reward (e.g.,
one drop of juice vs three drops of juice) and the relative size of each component
represents the probability of receiving each possible reward if that target is chosen.
Choices can be either between two gamble targets or one gamble and one “sure” target. Rewards are then given out stochastically on a trial-by-trial basis. The objective
expected value of a target can be calculated simply as a probability-weighted sum of
each possible reward value, but actual subjects are often risk-seeking or risk-averse,
making the subjective value of a target only calculable with experimental data. For
this reason, the known gamble paradigm is often used to study neural representations of risk, in addition to value. Furthermore, by occluding the exact boundary
between components of a gamble target, uncertainty can be introduced (Gehring and
Willoughby, 2002; Hayden et al., 2011, 2010). In general, signals related to value,
reward expectation, gain and loss, expected value, and a number of other important
concepts in value-based decision-making have been found over wide swaths of cortex,
such as OFC (Padoa-Schioppa, 2013; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006, 2008; Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Wallis and Miller, 2003), lateral PFC (Kobayashi et al., 2002;
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Leon and Shadlen, 1999; Wallis and Miller, 2003; Watanabe, 1996), medial frontal
and cingulate cortices (Blanchard and Hayden, 2014; Gehring and Willoughby, 2002;
Hayden et al., 2011; Hunt et al., 2012; Ito et al., 2003; Shidara and Richmond, 2002),
LIP (Hunt et al., 2012; Platt and Glimcher, 1999), and the supplementary motor
area (Scangos et al., 2013; So and Stuphorn, 2012, 2010; Stuphorn et al., 2000).
1.1.2

Bottom-up vs. top-down

Another common way to differentiate decisions is by whether they are predominantly driven by bottom-up or top-down influences. Bottom-up decisions are typically driven by salience and other external factors, whereas top-down decisions are
often described as “strategic”, or emanating from other internal factors. Like perceptual and value-based decisions, however, this dichotomy is also imperfect. The
salience of an object is context-dependent (i.e., requires a top-down mapping of context onto salience): a beautifully-marbled slab of raw beef that looks great at a
grocery store would be returned to the kitchen if served uncooked at a restaurant.
Conversely, “chunking” is a phenomena in which one possible series of strategic decisions is compressed into a single salience value. This technique is commonly cited
as one that distinguishes experienced chess masters from less-experienced masters:
both populations are able to think and plan many moves in the future, but more
experienced players use chunking to determine which prospective combinations of
moves are more or less likely to lead to success.
Bottom-up decisions
Bottom-up decision-making can be studied using targets with innate neutral valence,
innate positive or negative valence, or learned salience through association with
reward (Fig. 1.3). Using truly neutral targets in a behavioral task is very difficult
when reinforcement is used, but studies have shown that subjects in a free-viewing
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Figure 1.3: Stimuli have both a valence and a salience associated with them. Many
environmental stimuli have innate valences associated with them (black circles; e.g.,
other monkeys are positive, snakes are negative). Stimuli with extreme valences tend
to also be highly salient. Most studies of primate decision-making utilize abstract
stimuli with innate neutral valence. In bottom-up decision-making tasks, the salience
of neutral stimuli (blue circles) is constant across trials and determined through
association with reward and/or the rarity of the target in the task environment. In
top-down decision-making tasks, the salience of neutral stimuli (red circles) can vary
and is dependent on task context.

condition spend more time foveating rare stimuli than common stimuli and attend
to task-irrelevant rare stimuli during other tasks (Bacon and Egeth, 1994; Moher
et al., 2011; Proulx and Egeth, 2006; Theeuwes, 1991). The reinforced analog of
the free-viewing condition is the visual search task, where subjects must find the
one different (and therefore, more salient) target amongst a set of visually similar
distractors (Basso and Wurtz, 1998, 2002; Bichot and Schall, 2002; Heitz and Schall,
2012; Purcell et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 1996). In the visual search task, the
target is salient because it is both (a) different from the distractors and (b) associated
with reward. The relative contributions of each factor to the total salience of the
target can vary depending on factors such as how different the target is from the
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distractors, how many distractors there are, the desirability of the reward itself. At
an extreme, when the number of distractors is only one, the innate salience due to
visual differences drops to zero and the salience of each target is solely dependent on
learned salience through association with reward (Barraclough et al., 2004; Chen et
al., 2013). This 2AFC visual search task is often used as a control task in studies of
top-down decision-making; because the salience of each target is only coming from
learned associations with reward (rather than innate salience or strategic planning),
it can be well-controlled by the experimenter.
Some studies use images with innate positive or negative valence, such as images
of other monkeys (which monkeys like to view) or images of snakes (which monkeys
do not like to view). These tasks often also fall under the heading of value-based decisions, and often require the subjects to choose between targets with innate salience
and those with learned salience. For example, a task might involve choosing between
seeing a picture of a monkey or receiving liquid reward, or choosing between seeing a
picture of a snake or receiving a time-out punishment; (Deaner et al., 2005; Ebitz et
al., 2014; Klein et al., 2008). In general, however, visual targets with innate positive
or negative valence are rarely used in behavioral tasks. Targets with innate neutral
valence are frequently preferred because they allow for higher levels of experimental
control over the salience of each target.
Top-down decisions
In contrast to bottom-up decision paradigms, top-down paradigms often involve targets with saliences that vary from trial-to-trial depending on context. Three topdown decision-making tasks that are often used on non-human primates are matching
pennies, rule switching, and foraging tasks.
In the matching pennies task, the subject is presented with two identical targets,
typically one in each visual hemifield, on every trial. On each trial, both the subject
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and the computer opponent pick one of two targets. After both the subject and
computer have selected their targets, the computer’s choice is revealed to the subject,
and the subject wins if it and the computer both pick the same target. However,
the computer is programmed to exploit any detectable biases or patterns in the
subject’s behavior over multiple trials to try to predict the subject’s upcoming choice
(Barraclough et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004). Therefore, the optimal behavior for the
subject is to be unpredictable, by treating each trial independently and selecting
targets randomly. This task is an example of top-down decision-making, because
on each trial, the behavior is driven by strategy (preventing exploitation by the
computer) rather than perceptual differences (left vs. right). Subject behavior in the
matching pennies task is often modeled based on the history of choices and outcomes,
in a model-free reinforcement learning framework. Regions such as SEF (Donahue
et al., 2013; Seo et al., 2014), DLPFC (Barraclough et al., 2004; Seo et al., 2007,
2014), ACC (Seo et al., 2014; Seo and Lee, 2007), and LIP (Seo et al., 2009) have all
been shown to be active during the matching pennies task, and they often represent
choices and outcomes of past trials in addition to information about the current
trial. In particular, SEF neurons have been implicated in strategy-switching and in
systematic deviations from heuristic learning algorithms (Donahue et al., 2013; Seo
et al., 2014).
Simple rule use tasks (e.g., pick the smaller target) are often classified as bottomup decisions because, since the rule is constant across trials, the stimulus-response
contingency is also constant and therefore target value is tied solely to its perceptual
details. However, tasks that require active switching between rules are much more
reliant on top-down processes because knowledge of the rule needs to be maintained
on a trial-by-trial basis. One example of a rule switching task is the visual categorization task described previously (see Perceptual decisions above; Goodwin et al.,
2012); different stimulus-response contingencies are needed depending on whether
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the horizontal or vertical categorization line is shown. This task has two categorization schemas, but they are both within the same domain (relative position). More
complex rule switching tasks involve switching between rules in different domains
(Caselli and Chelazzi, 2011; Mante et al., 2013; Mirabella et al., 2007; Roy et al.,
2010). For example, Mante et al. (2013) altered the standard RDK task such that
each dot in the array could be either red or green. On some trials, the subject was
instructed to report the direction of coherent motion (as in the normal RDK task),
but on other trials, the subject was instead instructed to report whether the majority
of dots in the array were red or green. Brain areas implicated in various facets of
rule switching tasks, such as rule encoding and rule-dependent modulations, include
PFC (Mante et al., 2013; Wallis et al., 2001; White and Wise, 1999) and SEF (White
and Wise, 1999).
Foraging tasks refer to a variety of decision-making paradigms requiring subjects
to balance factors such as reward, time, and effort, in the same way that animals
do in their natural environments. One particular type of foraging task is the diet
selection task, which requires subjects to either select or reject a delayed reward (a
diet option; Blanchard and Hayden, 2014; Stephens and Krebs, 1986). In this task,
optimal subjects will compare the relative profitability of all combinations of reward
and delay, and only accept options above a certain threshold. In the controlled
laboratory version of this experiment, reward size is indicated by the color of a bar
and delay is indicated by the size of the bar, with 25 total reward-delay combinations
(Blanchard and Hayden, 2014). Therefore, decisions must be made by integrating
reward and delay to determine profitability, rather than relying on lower-level visual
features. This is reflected in longer reaction times («500 ms) than what would be
expected in a simple bottom-up paradigm, providing further evidence that subjects
are deliberating in a top-down manner (Blanchard and Hayden, 2014). In this task,
accept/reject decisions are made by comparing the offered options to other potential
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options, but importantly, the trials are independent because any individual decision
will not affect future trials.

1.2 Studying serial decisions
In the laboratory, there are two main ways that subjects can be required to integrate
information across multiple decisions. The first is to have non-independent trials (i.e.,
trials in which the proper decision is also dependent on trial history). The second
way, which will serve as the focus of most of this section, is to have independent trials
but multiple, serial decisions per trial. These types of tasks are relatively uncommon
in both non-human primate neurophysiology and non-human studies of behavior in
general.
1.2.1

Non-independent trials

One example of a task with non-independent trials is the “patch-leaving” foraging
paradigm (Fig. 1.4A; Hayden et al., 2011). In this task, the subject is presented with
two targets. Selection of the “stay” target results in reward delivery, but with each
consecutive “stay”, the amount of reward delivered decreases (akin to exhausting the
food supply in a patch of land). Selection of the “leave” target results in no reward
and a time delay, but resets the value of the “stay” target to its initial level (leaving
the current food-depleted patch to find a new food-rich one). In this task, dorsal
ACC activity increased across a series of “stay” decisions until it reached a fixedthreshold and a “leave” decision was made (Hayden et al., 2011). Interestingly and
importantly, ACC activity did not seem to represent any single variable in theoretical
models of foraging behavior, but instead integrated information across trials.
Another group of tasks with non-independent trials are stay/switch tasks. In
contrast to typical rule-switching tasks (where the subject is explicitly cued which
rule to use on each trial), the subject is only cued whether to stay (use the same
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Figure 1.4: Two examples of serial decision-making tasks. (A) In the “patchleaving” foraging paradigm (Hayden et al., 2011), subjects choose on each trial between receiving reward (“stay”, blue square) and experiencing a long delay (“leave”,
grey bar; A1 ). If they choose to receive reward (A2a), they stay in the same “patch”
and the reward amount on future trials is decreased (A3a). If they choose to experience the delay (A2b), they move to a different “patch” and the reward amount
is reset (A3b). In this task, the optimal choice on any given trial is dependent on
past choices through their effect on reward amount. (B) In the “betting” paradigm
(Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012), each trial contains two linked decisions. A single
target appears on the screen (B1 ) before quickly being covered by one of four large
“masks” (B2 ) after a brief delay (SOA, stimulus onset asynchrony). The subject
must report which mask the target appeared behind, but no feedback is given. The
subject is then presented with two “betting” targets (B3 ). Selection of the high-risk
target (green) yields a large reward if the subject selected the correct mask and a
small reward if the subject made an error. Selection of the low-risk target (red)
yields an intermediate reward regardless of whether the subject selected the correct
mask. In this task, the optimal choice on the betting decision is dependent on the
subject’s confidence in their masking decision.
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behavioral rule as the previous trial) or switch (use the alternative rule). These tasks
therefore require subjects to always remember the rule used on the previous trial. In
some variants, the cue to stay or switch is explicitly given at the beginning of each
trial (Tsujimoto et al., 2011, 2012), whereas in other variants, the default assumption is to stay and only switches are explicitly cued (Shima and Tanji, 1998). In a
third variant (reminiscent of the patch-leaving task), no explicit cues are ever given,
and subjects are given the opportunity to voluntarily switch when they detect that
the reward earned per trial has decreased (Shima and Tanji, 1998). In stay/switch
tasks, DLPFC and OFC activity has been shown to encode cued stay/switch signals
(Tsujimoto et al., 2011, 2012), while the rostral cingulate motor area (part of ACC)
was causally important for voluntary switches in response to implicit cues (Shima
and Tanji, 1998).
1.2.2

Multiple decisions per trial

Behavioral tasks requiring subjects to make multiple related decisions during a single
trial typically either study hierarchical structure learning, where the second decision
is dependent on the identity of the first decision, or study confidence, where the
second decision is dependent on the outcome of the first decision.
Hierarchical structure learning
This class of tasks requires subjects to learn and/or use some hierarchical structure
to decide how to respond appropriately to some stimuli, given their past decisions.
One straight-forward implementation of a hierarchical structure learning task is a
“task-selection” task, where subjects first select which task or rule they would like
to perform from multiple alternatives, and then implement that task or rule. Rhesus
macaques (Perdue et al., 2014; Washburn et al., 1991), and to some extent, capuchin
monkeys (Fujita, 2009), can perform these self-selected tasks just as well as, if not
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better than, instructed alternatives. Furthermore, the subjects’ relative task preferences are consistent from day-to-day and persist even when the symbols that represent each task are changed (Perdue et al., 2014; Washburn et al., 1991). However,
each of the possible sub-tasks used in these studies relied on distinct stimulus-sets,
making it difficult for subjects to erroneously perform any task other than the selected one. In other words, the stimulus-set itself was indicative of the task to be
performed, and memory of the initial, task-selecting decision was not required for
successful performance.
When hierarchical structures must be learned, subjects use credit assignment
mechanisms to learn which decisions have larger impacts on future rewards and which
do not. For example, deciding how much to study the night before a test has a large
impact on future rewards, whereas deciding what color shirt to wear to the test does
not. Gersch et al. (2014) examined credit assignment in monkeys using a hierarchical
decision task where individual decisions within a trial could have a large or small
impact on future rewards independent of the immediate reward associated with each
decision. The authors found that monkeys were capable of learning the optimal
sequence of decisions to navigate the hierarchical structure, even when the optimal
sequence required selecting targets that yielded smaller immediate rewards but large
future rewards (Gersch et al., 2014). The authors also found that LIP neuronal
responses showed stronger decision-related modulations when those decisions had a
larger impact on future rewards (Gersch et al., 2014). Taken together, the results
indicate that monkeys are capable of learning optimal behavioral sequences within
a hierarchical structure, and that LIP neurons may play a role in this ability.
In their credit assignment study, Gersch et al. (2014) picked one hierarchical
structure and subjects learned until their behavior stabilized. Purcell and Kiani
(2016) extended this work to examine hierarchical structure learning in a dynamic,
rapidly-changing context using human subjects. Their subjects performed a standard
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RDK discrimination task, but there were two “environments” (two distinct pairs of
response targets), only one of which was active on any given trial. Crucially, the
active environment was uncued and unpredictably and covertly switched every 2–15
trials. In order to receive reward, subjects needed to both correctly perceive the
motion direction, which was based solely on the stimulus, and respond in the correct environment, which subjects had to determine through trial and error. Subjects
rarely switched environments after correct trials, and their likelihood of switching
after errors increased as discrimination difficulty decreased (Purcell and Kiani, 2016).
In other words, easy (i.e., high coherence) trials that resulted in errors were strong
evidence that an environmental switch was the cause of the error, whereas errors
on hard trials were more likely to be due to incorrect motion direction discrimination (Purcell and Kiani, 2016). This task represents a conceptual bridge between
hierarchical decision-making and making decisions across non-independent trials: individual decision reports (which target to select) are dependent on two hierarchical
decisions (which environment to use and what is the direction of net motion), but the
decision about which environment to use is dependent on the choices and outcomes
of previous trials.
Confidence monitoring and metacognition
In these tasks, the subject first makes an “object level” decision (often a perceptual
discrimination), followed by a subsequent “meta level” decision (often a confidence
rating) (Nelson and Narens, 1990). In practice, a confidence rating could be given
after any of the single decisions described previously, although the paradigm lends
itself particularly well to tasks that have an objective correct/incorrect response.
Unfortunately, most studies of animal metacognition utilize opt-out or implicit
paradigms that only require one overtly reported decision, rather than requiring a
second, explicit confidence judgment. Opt-out paradigms are fundamentally 2AFC
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perceptual discrimination tasks. On some trials, however, a third target is available
to the subject. Selection of this “safe” target results in the delivery of a small but ensured amount of reward, and the subject does not need to make the riskier perceptual
decision. Subjects are said to use the safe target appropriately and metacognitively
if (a) the subject selects the safe target more often on difficult trials than easy trials,
and (b) the subject performs better on trials in which the safe target is presented but
not chosen than on trials with no safe target. Multiple non-human species, including
dolphins (Smith et al., 1995), rats (Foote and Crystal, 2007; Kepecs et al., 2008),
gorillas (Suda-King et al., 2013), orangutans (Suda-King, 2008), and macaques (Beran et al., 2006; Hampton, 2001; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Shields et al., 1997; Smith
et al., 1998; Tanaka and Funahashi, 2012) have been shown to use the safe target
appropriately in such paradigms. However, there still remains some controversy over
whether appropriate use of the safe target truly requires metacognition, or can be explained by lower-level associative behaviors (Jozefowiez et al., 2009; Le Pelley, 2012).
One primary downside to opt-out tasks is that they do not require overt reports of
perceptual decisions in low confidence trials, because the opt-out target is selected
in lieu of either choice target.
Kiani and Shadlen (2009) modified the standard RDK task into an opt-out
paradigm and recorded neural activity in macaques performing it. Importantly,
in their paradigm, the opt-out target did not appear until after the motion stimulus
was extinguished, which, the authors reasoned, “ensured that the monkey made a
decision about motion direction on each trial” even though no explicit report was
given (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009). Both animals utilized the opt-out target appropriately, as described above. LIP neurons (preselected for spatially-selective delay
activity during a memory-guided saccade task) showed high activity during observation of RDK motion towards the cells response field, low activity when motion was
away from the RF, and intermediate activity when the opt-out target was going to
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be selected (regardless of motion direction). Lastly, the authors showed that neural
responses on trials where the opt-out target was selected were significantly different
from responses on motion coherence- and direction-matched trials where the monkey was presented with but did not select the opt-out target. This implied that the
trial-to-trial variability in LIP responses reflected confidence in addition to sensory
properties of the visual stimuli presented.
Kepecs et al. (2008) used a variation of the opt-out task to putatively study
decision confidence in rats performing an odor categorization task. A binary mixture of two pure odorants at some variable concentration ratio was delivered to the
rat. After delivery, the rat had to indicate the dominant odorant by moving to
one of two “choice” ports and waiting for reward delivery (or an error tone). The
authors recorded neural activity in OFC (which is partially homologous to primate
OFC; Heilbronner et al., 2016) during this reward anticipation period, and found
that many neurons changed their firing rates depending on how close to unity the
odor concentration ratio was. These findings indicated that OFC responses were
modulated by stimulus difficulty. Furthermore, a subset of these neurons showed
different responses for correct and error trials before feedback, even when controlling
for stimulus difficulty, therefore indicating that confidence might be driving the differential responses. This difference in response between correct and error trials was
larger for easier stimuli than for harder stimuli, consistent with the expectation that
confidence will be high during easy-correct trials, low during easy-error trials, and
intermediate during difficult trials, regardless of performance. Overall, the authors
took these results to demonstrate that a subset of rat OFC neurons encoded decision confidence. In a second experiment, the authors then tested whether rats could
demonstrate behavioral usage of an internal confidence signal. This second experiment was identical to the first, except that the duration of the reward anticipation
period was increased from ă 1 seconds to 2 ´ 8 seconds, and the rats could, at any
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time, leave their selected choice port and initiate a new trial. The authors hypothesized that rats would be more likely to abort feedback and initiate a new trial when
they were not confident in their decision. The observed behavioral results confirmed
their hypothesis and echoed the observed neural data from the first experiment: rats
had a high likelihood of waiting during easy-correct trials, a low likelihood during
easy-error trials, and an intermediate likelihood during difficult trials, regardless of
performance. In contrast to traditional opt-out tasks, this task requires the subject
to report their perceptual decision on every trial, regardless of confidence. However,
this task only requires the subject to provide an implicit, rather than explicit, report
of confidence.
So and Stuphorn (2016), like Kepecs et al. in their first experiment, also tried
to infer decision confidence without an explicit report of it. Using a gambling task
(discussed in Section 1.1.1), the authors operationally defined “choice confidence” as
the difference between the subjective values of the chosen and unchosen options in
each gamble, similar to the definition of stimulus difficulty used by Kepecs et al..
Unlike a perceptual discrimination task, though, the gambling task has no objective
correct or incorrect responses that can be used to disambiguate decision confidence
from difficulty or conflict. Instead, So and Stuphorn (2016) argue that, whereas
difficulty or conflict are a function of just the stimuli, confidence is a function of
both the stimuli and the choice, and therefore should be represented differently. The
authors found neurons in the SEF that whose activity satisfied their criteria, and
claimed that these neurons encoded choice confidence. Like Kepecs et al. found, the
rate of late fixation breaks (analogous to rats initiating a new trial early instead of
waiting for feedback) varied systematically as a function of choice confidence, and
furthermore, the SEF subpopulation encoded choice confidence more strongly prior
to those late fixation breaks.
A handful of behavioral studies have shown that monkeys are capable of ap23

propriately utilizing “betting” targets in paradigms that require both an explicit
perceptual decision and an explicit confidence report on every trial (Kornell et al.,
2007; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011; Shields et al., 2005). Like the opt-out case,
only one study has recorded neural activity during performance of a betting task.
Middlebrooks and Sommer developed a paradigm that requires monkeys to make
both a perceptual choice and an explicit confidence report on every trial (Fig. 1.4B;
Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011, 2012). This two-stage task is comprised of a visual masking task (Thompson and Schall, 1999) followed by a 2AFC betting stage:
selection of the high-risk target resulted in a large reward if the visual masking decision was correct, and a minimal reward if the visual masking decision was incorrect.
Selection of the low-risk target, in contrast, resulted in an intermediate reward regardless of performance in the visual masking stage. Importantly, no feedback on
the masking decision was provided until after the bet had been made, meaning that
subjects had to rely on internal factors for placing the bet. Therefore, the optimal
performance is to select the high-risk target when decision confidence is high, and
the low-risk target when decision confidence is low. The authors, using the phi correlation (Kornell et al., 2007), demonstrated that the subjects used the betting targets
metacognitively by preferentially making high-risk bets after correct decisions and
low-risk bets after incorrect decisions. The authors recorded neural activity in FEF,
DLPFC, and SEF during performance of the task, and found that a significant subset of SEF (but not FEF or DLPFC) cells fired differentially across trials where the
monkey made the same decision but different bets. This activity profile was found
during the refixation period between the masking and betting stages (i.e., after the
decision was made but before the bet targets were visible), and was also significant at
the population level during the same period. Thus, the authors concluded that SEF
responses during the refixation period, like Kiani and Shadlen’s LIP cells and Kepecs
et al.’s rat OFC cells, reflected decision confidence (Kepecs et al., 2008; Kiani and
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Shadlen, 2009). However, the two-stage task paradigm used by Middlebrooks and
Sommer, by requiring both explicit perceptual decisions and confidence reports, is a
marked improvement over the one-stage paradigm previously used. Additionally, it
provides valuable insight into how the brain makes strings of related decisions. Given
the important role of SEF in generating string of related decisions, it is important
to examine the SEF in more detail.

1.3 The supplementary eye field and its role in decision-making
The SEF was first described in detail by John Schlag and Madeleine Schlag-Rey
in their 1987 article “Evidence for a supplementary eye field”. They described an
oculomotor region in the dorsomedial frontal cortex that is in a distinct anatomical
location from the frontal eye field (FEF) discovered more than a century before
by David Ferrier. Like FEF neurons, neurons in the SEF exhibit phasic and tonic
visual responses (Bon and Lucchetti, 1997; Mann et al., 1988; Russo and Bruce,
1996; Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987), as well as presaccadic activity for both selfinitiated and visually-triggered saccades (Bon and Lucchetti, 1997; Mann et al., 1988;
Russo and Bruce, 1996; Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987), and microstimulation of the
region evokes saccades (Mann et al., 1988; Mitz and Godschalk, 1989; Schlag and
Schlag-Rey, 1987). Unlike many other oculomotor regions, the SEF does not appear
to encode space in a single reference frame: different studies have found evoked
saccade trajectories and preferred response fields that are retinotopic, craniotopic,
or somewhere in between (Mitz and Godschalk, 1989; Olson and Gettner, 1995, 1999;
Russo and Bruce, 1996; Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987). Compared to the FEF, Schlag
and Schlag-Rey wrote that the SEF featured “longer latency of response to electrical
stimulation, possibility to evoke saccades converging apparently toward a goal, and
long-lead unit activity with spontaneous saccades” (Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987).
For a brief review of the anatomy and function of the supplementary eye field, see
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Abzug and Sommer (2017a).
1.3.1

Defining the SEF: connectivity and microstimulation

A number of techniques have been used to define the location and boundaries of the
SEF (Fig. 1.5). Anatomically, SEF is a fairly large cortical region on the dorsomedial
surface of the brain, ranging approximately from the posterior end of the spur of the
arcuate sulcus to the anterior tip of the superior branch of the arcuate sulcus (Mann
et al., 1988; Schall, 1991; Tehovnik, 1995; Tehovnik and Lee, 1993). Its medial border
is approximately 2 mm lateral to the sagittal sulcus and the region extends roughly
5 mm laterally (Mann et al., 1988; Schall, 1991; Tehovnik, 1995; Tehovnik and Lee,
1993). Cytoarchitectonically, SEF corresponds roughly to zone F7 (Matelli et al.,
1991; Tian and Lynch, 1996), although microstimulation studies typically identify
an area than overlaps with F2, F3, and F6 as well (Fig. 1.5B; see Tehovnik, 1995 for
review). Microstimulation studies often describe SEF as the region of dorsomedial
frontal cortex where eye movements can be evoked at low (ă 50µA) currents (Huerta
and Kaas, 1990; Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987). This is in comparison to the preSMA
and SMA, which sit rostral and caudal to the SEF, respectively, where skeletomotor
movements can be electrically evoked (Macpherson et al., 1982; Matsuzaka et al.,
1992). However, a subpopulation of SEF neurons are activated by arm movements,
a subpopulation of SMA/preSMA neurons are activated by eye movements, and
many neurons in all three areas are preferentially active for coordinated hand-eye
movements (Fujii et al., 2002; Mushiake et al., 1996; Schall, 1991).
The SEF has also been defined by its connectivity (Fig. 1.6). Like the FEF
but unlike the surrounding skeletomotor regions, the SEF sends direct projections
to a number of gaze-related brainstem structures, including the superior colliculus,
nucleus raphe interpositus (omnipause region), nucleus prepositus hypoglossi, mesencephalic reticular formation, and multiple pontine reticular nuclei (Huerta and
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Figure 1.5: Location and boundaries of the SEF. (A) Lateral view. Approximate
locations and boundaries of the SEF (red) and FEF (blue) relative to major anatomical features of the macaque brain. (B) Superior view, same conventions as A above.
Cytoarchitectural regions (F2, F3, F6, F7) from Matelli et al. (1991) are overlaid on
the macaque brain.
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Figure 1.6: Notable ipsilateral and contralateral subcortical connections of the
SEF. Solid lines denote reciprocal connections between the SEF and the labeled region. Non-reciprocal connections are marked by double arrowheads denoting the
direction of the connection. Most SEF subcortical projections are efferent only;
notable exceptions are the thalamus and claustrum (both reciprocal) Within the
PPRF, the omnipause region is located within the nucleus raphe interpositus, and
the saccade burst region is located within the nucleus reticularis pontis oralis. Abbreviations: 5-HT, serotonin; cMRF, central mesencephalic reticular formation; MD
nucleus, mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus; NE, norepinephrine; NPH, nucleus
prepositus hypoglossi; PPRF, paramedian pontine reticular formation; SC, superior colliculus; SNr, substantia nigra pars reticulata; STN, subthalamic nucleus; VA
nucleus, ventral anterior nucleus of the thalamus.

Kaas, 1990; Shook et al., 1988, 1990). Similarly, SEF primarily sends projections to
FEF-targeted regions of the thalamus (such as VA, MD, and medial area X), caudate, and putamen (Huerta and Kaas, 1990; Matelli and Luppino, 1996; Shook et al.,
1991). It also directly projects to two of the brainstem’s neuromodulatory centers:
the locus coeruleus (norepinephrine) and the dorsal raphe nucleus (serotonin; Shook
et al., 1990).
The SEF sends and receives diverse cortical projections (Fig. 1.7). It is recipro-
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Figure 1.7: Notable ipsilateral and contralateral cortical connections of the SEF.
Conventions are as in Fig. 1.6. Most SEF cortical projections are reciprocal; notable
exceptions are the OFC (efferent only) and the STS (afferent only). Abbreviations:
ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; FEF, frontal
eye field; LIP, lateral intraparietal area; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PMC, premotor
cortex; pSMA, presupplementary motor area; SEF, supplementary eye field; SMA,
supplementary motor area; STS, superior temporal sulcus; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.
cally and bilaterally connected with large swaths of prefrontal cortex, the FEF and
its surrounding cortex, and the SMA and preSMA, with which it comprises the supplementary motor complex (Huerta and Kaas, 1990; Schall et al., 1993). SEF is also
reciprocally connected to ipsilateral cingulate cortices, orbitofrontal cortex (OFC),
and LIP (Carmichael and Price, 1995; Huerta and Kaas, 1990; Matelli et al., 1998).
Lastly, SEF receives afferent projections from cortex within the superior temporal
sulcus (STS; Huerta and Kaas, 1990; Luppino et al., 2001). Comparisons between
SEF and FEF show that “both regions are connected with structures related to vi29

suomotor functions, but the frontal eye field has more extensive connections with
vision-related structures, and the supplementary eye field has more extensive connections with structures related to prefrontal and skeletomotor functions” (Huerta
and Kaas, 1990).
1.3.2

The role of SEF in eye movements

Like the more-well understood FEF, the SEF directly projects to saccade-generating
circuits in the brainstem, SEF neurons fire in response to visual stimuli and before
saccades, and microstimulation of the SEF evokes saccadic eye movements. It is
only natural to ask, then, what exactly is the role of SEF in the generation of eye
movements?
Unlike the FEF, though, the answer here seems to be “minimal”. Inactivation of
SEF has no consistent effect on single visually-guided saccades and fixations (Schiller
and Chou, 1998; Sommer and Tehovnik, 1999). After unilateral SEF lesions, monkeys exhibit smaller directional biases and recover faster than monkeys with unilateral FEF lesions (Schiller and Chou, 1998). In a double-step paradigm, where
subjects need to make saccades to two remembered target locations in sequence,
SEF inactivation causes moderate increases in error rate for both contraversive and
ipsiversive saccades, in contrast to the large increase in error rate for contraversive
saccades only that is seen when FEF is inactivated (Sommer and Tehovnik, 1999).
Despite both recording and microstimulation studies implicating SEF in the performance of sequences of saccades (Berdyyeva and Olson, 2009, 2014; Isoda and Tanji,
2002, 2003; Lu et al., 2002; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1995), deficits on sequential
tasks are smaller and dissipate faster following SEF lesions than after an FEF lesion
(Schiller and Chou, 1998; Sommer and Tehovnik, 1999). Additionally, hypometria
of memory-guided saccades (i.e., saccades that undershoot the remembered target
location) has been observed clinically in a patient with a lesion to the SEF and in
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healthy controls following TMS to the SEF (Parton et al., 2007; Rosenthal et al.,
2008).
Converging lines of evidence have suggested, however, that SEF may preferentially play a role in the generation of eye movements specifically when there are
multiple competing motor plans. SEF neurons fire more for “antisaccades” (where
the automatic tendency to look at a target must be inhibited, and a saccade must
instead be directed 180˝ away from the target) than regular “prosaccades” towards
the target (Amador et al., 2004; Schlag-Rey et al., 1997). Furthermore, microstimulation of the SEF can improve performance on a countermanding task by delaying
saccade initiation, but has no effect on the latency of simple visually-guided saccades
(Stuphorn and Schall, 2006; but see Yang et al., 2008). This hypothesis has also been
corroborated by studies of a human lesion patient (see Section 1.3.4 for more details).
1.3.3

The role of SEF in decision-making and cognition

The first evidence that the SEF may play a role in decision-making and other aspects of cognition came shortly after its initial description. In 1988, Mann, Thau,
and Schiller wrote that the SEF and its surrounding cortices feature “a more labile organization than has so far been reported” and “that this organization is quite
unlike that which is found in the frontal eye fields and in the superior colliculi”
(Mann et al., 1988). Mann and colleagues (1988) recorded from SEF neurons during
a variety of different behavioral paradigms and found that neuronal responses were
highly dependent on the task and that the same observable motor acts (including
both saccades and reaches) could be associated with entirely different patterns of
neural activity (cf. Mann et al., 1988, Fig. 2). Furthermore, the results of SEF microstimulation were also task-specific, even at the same stimulation site (Mann et
al., 1988).
A series of studies investigating SEF neuronal activity during the learning of
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stimulus-response associations further demonstrated the lability of the region. Chen
and Wise (1995a,b) found two subpopulations of SEF neurons: “learning-selective”
cells that fired for novel stimuli (i.e., unlearned associations) but not for familiar
stimuli, and “learning-dependent” cells that fired for familiar, but not novel, stimuli. Both learning-selective activity and learning-dependent activity were found in
all temporal epochs of the task, not just in response to the novel or familiar stimuli
(Chen and Wise, 1995a,b). Both the preferred directions of individual SEF neurons
and the correspondence between saccade direction and the SEF population vector
evolved throughout the learning process, such that saccade direction was more reliably represented in the SEF population as learning progressed (Chen and Wise,
1996, 1997).
The task-specificity of SEF responses led researchers to probe further and examine if SEF is involved in the usage and encoding of behavioral rules within a task.
SEF neurons fire differentially depending on the behavioral rule in effect (Olson and
Gettner, 2002; White and Wise, 1999), and like Chen and Wise (1995b) found, this
rule-based differential firing can appear in all temporal epochs of the task. For example, Olson and Gettner modified the antisaccade task to disambiguate between rule
(always saccade to the target vs. always saccade away from the target) and conflict
(inhibit your automatic tendency to saccade to the target and saccade away instead).
They found that many SEF neurons were sensitive to both rule and conflict, and that,
as in Schlag-Rey et al. (1997), they tended to fire more for both harder rules and
higher levels of conflict (Olson and Gettner, 2002).
More broadly, SEF neurons seem to be involved in the anticipation and prediction
of salient events. Coe et al. (2002) found that both SEF visual responses and baseline
firing rates (i.e., before visual stimulus onset) were modulated by future saccade
direction well in advance of the saccade itself (cf. Coe et al., 2002, Fig. 9). Neuronal
activity in SEF can predict whether a moving target’s trajectory will intersect an
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arbitrary box (Heinen et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2005), whether an upcoming prosaccade
or antisaccade will be made correctly (Amador et al., 2000), and the expected value
of a reward before it has been delivered (So and Stuphorn, 2012). Furthermore, SEF
microstimulation decreased the latency of anticipatory smooth pursuit eye movement
(Missal and Heinen, 2004), while single-pulse TMS stimulation of human SEF, but
not occipital cortex, leads to impaired prediction of smooth pursuit target trajectories
(Nyffeler et al., 2008).
Similarly, SEF neurons also detect and robustly respond to salient events such
as trial feedback, often referred to as “performance monitoring” (Amador et al.,
2000; Donahue et al., 2013; Kawaguchi et al., 2015; Purcell et al., 2012; Stuphorn
et al., 2000). This performance monitoring activity can also be modulated by other
task-relevant variables such as target location and expected reward (Kawaguchi et
al., 2015; So and Stuphorn, 2012; Uchida et al., 2007). SEF neurons have also been
shown to encode or “monitor” confidence in past decisions before feedback has been
delivered (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012, discussed extensively in Section 1.2.2).
Given its role in both prediction and detection of reward and other salient events,
recent studies have suggested that the SEF is involved in transitioning between oculomotor behavioral strategies (Donahue et al., 2013; Kawaguchi et al., 2015).
1.3.4

Insight from a human lesion patient

Husain and colleagues studied a human clinical patient with a highly focal lesion,
caused by a small left medial frontal venous stroke, that they believed to be confined
to the left SEF (Husain et al., 2003; Parton et al., 2007). In accordance with the SEF
inactivation studies, no reaction time deficits for either prosaccades or antisaccades
were observed, with no observable directional biases (Husain et al., 2003; Parton et
al., 2007). Like Schiller and Chou (1998) found in their monkey lesion study, the
patient also showed minimal deficits when asked to produce a sequence of saccades
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(Parton et al., 2007). However, when the patient was asked to change his saccade
plan midway through a trial (e.g., make a leftward saccade instead of a rightward
saccade), he was unable to successfully do so unless the “change” signal was nearly
concurrent with the original directional cue (Husain et al., 2003). The patient also
showed deficits when switching between prosaccades and antisaccades on consecutive
trials, and preferentially made errors when switching from an antisaccade trial to a
pro-saccade trial, suggesting that he had difficulty resolving competing responses and
inhibiting previous behavioral sets (Parton et al., 2007). Similarly, when asked to
perform a rule-reversal task, with different cues signaling different saccade directions,
the patient exhibited perseverative errors relative to controls (Husain et al., 2003).
In both tasks, there was no evidence of deficits in the patient’s ability to make
corrective saccades, suggesting that his error-monitoring abilities were intact (Husain
et al., 2003). Additionally, the deficits seemed to be effector-specific: the patient
showed normal performance on a manual version of the rule-reversal task, as well as
on the Wisconsin card sorting task and the trail-making test, two common clinical
measures of executive control that require manual responses (Husain et al., 2003).
Echoing the finding that SEF is active during the acquisition of stimulus-response
associations (Chen and Wise, 1995a,b, 1996, 1997), the patient also showed deficits
learning the linkages between four abstract stimuli and four saccade directions, but
again only when he reported his decisions using saccades and not when he reported
his decisions manually (Parton et al., 2007). Overall, these studies confirmed the
functional overlap between human and monkey SEF, and added further evidence that
SEF sits at the intersection between decision-making and the oculomotor system.

1.4 Relevance to biomedical engineering
Biomedical engineering is a tremendously diverse, and sometimes disjoint, field that
focuses on using engineering principles to help diagnose and treat biomedical prob34

lems. Study of the neuroscience underlying decision-making is doubly important
within biomedical engineering: in addition to discovering knowledge instrumental for
the treatment of cognitive disorders, it also enables researchers to learn the brain’s
computational rules and apply them to engineering.
1.4.1

Importance of studying multiple decisions

As we learn more about the neurobiological processes underlying individual, isolated
decisions, we must integrate our current state of knowledge with the reality of continuous human behavior to guide us on our scientific path. The next logical step on
this path is towards paradigms involving multiple, serial decisions. This is important
progress, not just for the sake of scientific inquiry and understanding, but for the
sake of treatment of cognitive disorders. Symptoms of diseases such as schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s, and obsessive-compulsive disorder are often not readily apparent
in the context of an individual decision; rather, the debilitation is most evident
within the context of serial decisions and continuous behavior. For instance, people
with schizophrenia show deficits in both working memory and corollary discharge (see
Goldman-Rakic, 1999 and Ford and Mathalon, 2012 for examples). Working memory
can apply just as readily to internally-generated states (e.g., decisions) as externallyprovided percepts. Therefore, using serial decision tasks is a good way to bridge our
knowledge of the neurobiological correlates of visuospatial working memory with the
complex behavioral symptoms observed in people with schizophrenia. Furthermore,
the ability to remember past decisions with working memory (in addition to executing the decision with a reach, saccade, verbal report, etc.) is strongly reminiscent
of the way in which corollary discharge allows us to “remember” our movements as
we execute them and use that memory to predict the resultant incoming sensory
information (Crapse and Sommer, 2008a,b).
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1.4.2

Intervention in cognitive disorders

The study of cardiac electrophysiology by biomedical engineers revolutionized the
way we view and treat heart disease. More recently, neuroengineers have developed
a suite of neurostimulator implants for treatment of movement disorders, chronic
pain, and disorders of the peripheral nervous system. The next frontier in neuroengineering is treatment of cognitive and psychiatric disorders. Many neuropsychiatric
disorders, such as schizophrenia and dementia, feature deficits in decision-making as
key symptoms. Therefore, experimental inquiry into the neuroscience of decisionmaking will be a crucial component of the neuroengineering push towards effective
intervention in cognitive disorders. Understanding how healthy human (and animal)
brains make decisions will provide a critical context in which to understand, diagnose, and treat disorders that impair decision-making. Additionally, computational
models incorporating experimentally-derived neural data will allow neural engineers
to both create virtual models of neural disease states and simulate the effects of
potential therapies.
1.4.3

Computational basis of decision-making

Studying the neural basis of complex decision-making will also benefit the broader
field of engineering. As mechanical systems become increasingly automated, the need
arises for sophisticated computational systems to control them properly. Often, these
“sophisticated computational systems” are humans, but human supervision of automated systems is not always practical or possible. Computers are vastly superior
to humans when it comes to processing speed or memory. Furthermore, our ability
to program computers to make appropriate decisions in a variety of circumstances
has increased tremendously recently. However, humans still outperform computers in many tasks, particularly those involving generalization, flexible behavior, and
decision-making under uncertain circumstances. The human brain is also more en36

ergy efficient by many orders of magnitude. Understanding the behavioral and neural
basis of complex decision-making (such as serial decisions) will allow us to integrate
more human-like abilities into autonomous and automated systems, taking advantage
of the innate benefits of both computerized and human decision-makers.
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2
Serial decision-making in monkeys during an
oculomotor task

2.1 Introduction
Decisions are based on evidence but shaped by rules and context. Sometimes the
rules and contextual factors are externally provided. The different colors on a traffic
light, for example, affect how evidence (the locations and speeds of cars around you)
is used to form a decision (whether or not to press the accelerator or brake). Often,
however, rules and context are internally determined. For instance, one’s decision
to buy more fresh produce at a grocery store has implications for dinner choices
later. Self-selecting a rule or principle for guiding subsequent behaviors is common
in human experience.
The extent to which non-human animals can select rules for later behavior is less
well understood. However, an abundance of research has known that macaques can
use abstract rules when instructed to do so. Typically, these rules are provided to
the monkey on each trial by the experimenter, e.g. through the color of a stimulus
at the start of a trial (Goodwin et al., 2012; Mante et al., 2013; Wallis et al., 2001;
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White and Wise, 1999). Evidence also indicates that monkeys can keep more than
one rule in mind for potential application, as shown in experiments requiring them
to remember one of two rules and follow instructions on whether to stay with it or
switch to the other (Shima and Tanji, 1998; Tsujimoto et al., 2011, 2012).
A smaller corpus of research has indicated that non-human primates can select
and perform rules or tasks amongst multiple alternatives, opening up the potential
for examination of neural mechanisms (Fujita, 2009; Perdue et al., 2014; Washburn
et al., 1991). Crucially, Washburn et al. (1991) demonstrated that rhesus monkeys
can maintain a selection bias towards task options across days, even when new task
cues are introduced, suggesting that the bias represents a true preference for certain
tasks. However, there still remains a notable gap in the literature. None of these
studies directly examined the underlying causes of those preferences and how they
relate to task performance. Additionally, in all prior studies the tasks used distinct
stimulus-sets, preventing the study of cross-task interference. Lastly, none of the
tasks in prior work were designed for use in physiological studies, which benefit from
quick event timing, precise stimulus control, and minimal response demands.
We developed a behavioral paradigm, suitable for use during electrophysiology
and fMRI, that allows monkeys to freely select rules and apply them to subsequent
decisions. Performance on this rule selection task should reveal not only if monkeys
can use self-selected rules, but also why monkeys make their rule selections. When
humans have the opportunity to voluntarily switch between rules, they preferentially
repeat the same rule selection to avoid costs associated with switching (Arrington and
Logan, 2004), but changes in relative difficulty of applying the rules can lead to more
switching behavior (Cohen et al., 2007; Daw et al., 2006; Wisniewski et al., 2015).
We tested two specific hypotheses: first, that even in our streamlined paradigm,
monkeys are able to select rules and use them to make perceptual decisions; and
second, that monkeys, like humans, bias their rule selection to balance the avoidance
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of switching costs with the preferential selection of rules that favor reward (based on
reinforcement history).
In broader terms, the selection of rules to guide future behavior may be viewed
as a form of metacognition (Nelson, 1996; Nelson and Narens, 1990), specifically
metacognitive control of decision-making. Previous efforts to study metacognitive
control in non-human primates focused on decisions to perform memory tasks (Fujita, 2009; Hampton, 2001; Morgan et al., 2014). Our task is simpler in the sense of
requiring visual discriminations but not “metamemory,” the self-assessment of one’s
working memory capabilities. The task is conceptually the converse of one we designed previously in which monkeys performed a visual detection and then wagered
on whether they were correct, which tested metacognitive monitoring (as opposed
to control; see Middlebrooks et al., 2014, for review). In that work, we found that
monkeys are capable of metacognitive monitoring (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011)
and that neural correlates of the operation are exhibited in an area of frontal cortex,
the supplementary eye field (SEF; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012).
Evidence from two monkeys trained to perform the new task supported both
hypotheses: the monkeys selected rules and applied them to later decisions, and
across trials they exhibited rational biases in their rule selection as if tracking their
success. The results confirm, in a preparation amenable to neural studies, that
monkeys can set their behavioral contexts in a goal-directed manner and flexibly
make decisions in accordance with the chosen context.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1

Subjects

Two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) served as the subjects. Monkey S (male, 11
years old) had substantial previous experience performing oculomotor tasks. Monkey
M (female, 8 years old) was initially naı̈ve to all laboratory tasks. Each monkey was
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implanted with scleral search coils to monitor eye position with high spatial (0.1degree) and temporal (1-ms) precision (Judge et al., 1980). The temporal resolution
was important for precise measurement of saccadic reaction times and, ultimately,
for correlation with 1-ms neural data. The use of scleral search coils is not critical,
however, and standard video eye-tracking methods could be used as well, e.g. for
imaging studies. A plug for connecting to the eye coil leads and a plastic post for
keeping the head still during experiments were bound with acrylic and affixed to
the skull with bone screws using aseptic techniques while animals were anesthetized
(Sommer and Wurtz, 2000). All procedures were approved by the Duke Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.
2.2.2

Task

A monkey sat in a primate chair (Crist Instrument Co., Hagerstown, MD), facing
a tangent display screen (Steward Filmscreen Corp., Torrance, CA) in a dimly lit
room. Visual stimuli from a 60-Hz LCD projector (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) were
back-projected onto the screen. The REX real-time system (Hays et al., 1982) was
used to control behavioral paradigms and collect eye position data at 1 kHz. Every
trial of the task included a rule-selection stage followed by a rule-implementation
stage (Fig. 2.1).
Rule-selection stage
The animal’s goal in the rule-selection stage (Fig. 2.1, left) was to establish the
behavioral rule that it would subsequently need to use in the rule-implementation
stage (Fig. 2.1, right). We initially trained the animals to associate colored stimuli
with abstract behavioral rules: the “size” rule, RS , and the “brightness” rule, RB .
For both rules, the animals were required to select the less salient option, that is, the
smaller target for RS and the darker target for RB . For Monkey S, RS was denoted
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Figure 2.1: Task schematic. Each trial was divided into two stages. Left: Ruleselection stage. A monkey looked at a fixation spot and then two colored stimuli
appeared in the periphery. Each color represented a learned, behavioral rule: RS
(pick the smaller target) or RB (pick the darker target). In Self-Selected trials (top),
the two stimuli were of different colors and thus corresponded to different rules from
which the monkey could choose. In Instructed trials (bottom), the stimuli were the
same color so only a single rule was possible. The monkey had to select one of the
colored stimuli by making a saccade to it. After foveating it briefly, the monkey
had to make a saccade back to the fixation spot. Right: Rule-implementation stage.
Two new peripheral targets appeared, differing in their sizes and brightnesses. After
a delay, the monkey had to select one of the targets with a saccade. If it picked
the target concordant with the previously self-selected or instructed rule, it received
reward. Shown is a successful RS trial. Orange circles represent eye position and
orange arrows represent saccades. Stimuli not to scale; they are shown larger than
in the experiment for clarity of illustration.

with a green stimulus and RB with a red stimulus; for Monkey M, the rule-color
assignments were reversed. The sizes and brightnesses of the decision targets were
set in a pilot study using Monkey S with the goal of equalizing difficulty levels (i.e.,
accuracy on each rule). The resulting size and brightness value distributions were
then used for both monkeys during formal testing sessions, which commenced after
they learned the rules and the color-rule associations. We assessed that monkeys
learned the task when their accuracy stabilized and they could immediately respond
appropriately to novel visual stimuli.
At the start of the rule-selection stage in every trial, a monkey fixated a central
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white spot for 400-600 ms (randomized by trial). Then, two colored, peripheral ”rule”
targets appeared. They could be different (one red, one green in ”Self-Selected”
trials) or the same (both red or both green in ”Instructed” trials), as described
in the next paragraph. The two targets were always diametrically opposite from
each other on the screen, with one target in each visual hemifield, but the exact
eccentricities and directions (relative to the horizontal median) could vary from 5-25
degrees and ˘0-60 degrees, respectively. Exact target locations varied from sessionto-session, but were constant within a behavioral session. Varying the location is not
a necessary feature of the task but was meant to reduce spatial habits and accustom
the animals to presentation of stimuli over a wide range of space in preparation
for neurophysiological recordings (the locations of neuronal response fields can vary
considerably).
After the rule targets appeared, the monkey had to maintain fixation for an
additional 300-500 ms before the central spot was extinguished, cueing the monkey
to make a saccadic eye movement to one of the rule targets and foveate it for at
least 200 ms. If the rule targets differed in color, it was a Self-Selected trial, and the
choice of rule target established the behavioral rule that would then need to be used
in the rule-implementation stage. If the rule targets were the same color, it was an
Instructed trial, and the rule was imposed on the monkey; it was still required to
select one of the two rule targets, but the same rule would be in effect regardless of
which one it chose. Hence everything was the same in Self-Selected as in Instructed
trials except that, in the former, the animal decided which rule to use. If at any
time during the rule-selection stage, the monkey broke fixation by more than 3 deg.
prior to minimum duration times, made a saccade before cued to go, or failed to
make a saccade, the trial was aborted (to be repeated later) and the next trial began
immediately. Such an early abort might occur for many reasons – for example, if the
monkey became distracted or simply wanted to rest – so we neither penalized nor
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quantified such trials. In all trials, the saccade ended the rule-selection stage and
started the rule-implementation stage.
Rule-implementation stage
After foveating the rule target for 200 ms, the monkey made a saccade back to the
central white spot. This started the rule-implementation stage of the task. After the
animal fixated the spot for 400-600 ms, two square ”decision” targets appeared, diametrically opposite from each other at 10 deg. eccentricity on the horizontal median.
Importantly, these targets could vary both in their size and brightness, irrespective
of the rule to be implemented (see Decision target parameters for more details).
After a variable delay (500-1000 ms), the fixation point was extinguished, and the
monkey was required to select one of the decision targets by making a saccade to
it. If the monkey selected the target consistent with the established rule (e.g., it
selected the smaller target when the rule was RS , “pick the smaller target”), the
trial was considered correct and reward (0.25 mL water or juice) was delivered. If
the monkey selected the incorrect target, no reward was delivered. If the monkey
broke fixation or made a saccade to a non-target location, the trial was aborted, and
a brief time-out ensued before a new trial began.
Decision target parameters
On each trial, the sizes of the decision targets were independently drawn from identical discrete uniform distributions. The square targets could have side-lengths of
3, 3.5, or 4 deg. (also 4.5 deg. in some sessions). The brightnesses of the decision
targets were also independently drawn from identical discrete uniform distributions,
and could have brightnesses of 1, 5, or 15 cd/m2 (also 27 cd/m2 in some sessions).
Therefore, in a given session, the subjects were exposed to up to 42 “ 16 possible
decision targets, 162 “ 256 possible pairs of decision targets, and 2 ˆ 256 “ 512
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possible sets of decision targets and rule target combinations. A large number of
target combinations was used to encourage subjects to learn and use abstract rules
rather than a large number of distinct stimulus-response associations. For reference,
the central white fixation point had a side-length of 2 degrees and brightness of 27
cd/m2 , and the screen background had a brightness of 0.1 cd/m2 .
For most analyses, we were interested in the differences in size or brightness
(∆S and ∆B) between the targets rather than absolute sizes and brightnesses. The
size and brightness scales have notably different ranges, and brightness perception
is nonlinear. Therefore, we used arbitrary size units (SU) defined as the difference
between the ordinal ranks of the sizes of the decision targets (and analogously for
brightness units, BU). The differences therefore varied between 0-3 SU for size and
0-3 BU for brightness, allowing for direct comparison of difficulty across both rules
on the basis of ordinal rankings.
2.2.3

Statistics

Parametric statistical tests were used except for tests involving reaction times, which
are typically skewed and therefore require non-parametric tests (e.g., Mann-Whitney
U Test). All results are based on p ă 0.05 criterion, with Bonferroni correction for
multiple comparisons applied as needed. For effect-size measures, we report ηp2 for
ANOVAs and Cohen’s d for t-tests.

2.3 Results
2.3.1

Accuracy using selected vs. instructed rules

The two monkeys performed a total of 95 sessions of the rule selection task after
training stabilized (65 sessions for Monkey S and 30 for Monkey M). Accuracy was
quantified as the fraction of trials in which a monkey made a correct visual discrimination in the rule-implementation stage of the task (Fig. 2.1), based on the rule in
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effect as determined in the rule-selection stage: RS (“pick the smaller target”) or RB
(“pick the darker target”). The rule could be selected by the monkey (Self-Selected
condition) or provided to it (Instructed condition). The first analysis examined the
monkeys’ ability to select and use rules. We tested whether accuracy significantly
exceeded chance levels for each condition-by-rule interaction (n “ 4; Conditions:
Self-Selected and Instructed; Rules: RS and RB ) in each monkey (n “ 2). Correction for the 8 multiple comparisons was applied. With no rule use, accuracy would
be at a chance level of 0.5. We found, first, that both monkeys performed significantly greater than chance when using instructed rules (Fig. 2.2; t-test against 0.5;
tp64q “ 25.2, Cohen’s d “ 3.09, p ă 0.0001 for Monkey S; tp29q “ 12.1, Cohen’s
d “ 2.16, p ă 0.0001 for Monkey M) and, in support of our hypothesis, when using
self-selected rules (t-test against 0.5; tp64q “ 29.5, Cohen’s d “ 3.62, p ă 0.0001 for
Monkey S; tp29q “ 14.7, Cohen’s d “ 2.62, p ă 0.0001 for Monkey M). ). To compare performance across both rules and conditions, we ran a 2-way repeated-measures
ANOVA with rule and condition as factors. Accuracy did not differ significantly between the use of instructed vs. selected rules (two-way ANOVA on rule and trial type;
F p1, 64q “ 0.893, ηp2 “ 0.014, p “ 0.348 for Monkey S; F p1, 29q “ 0.349, ηp2 “ 0.012,
p “ 0.559 for Monkey M). Therefore, at the level of average performance, both monkeys were capable of implementing both selected and instructed abstract rules for
later visual discrimination decisions. Monkey S had significantly higher accuracy
when using RS than when using RB (F p1, 64q “ 32.05, ηp2 “ 0.334, p ă 0.0001), but
there was no effect of rule on accuracy for Monkey M (F p1, 29q “ 0.265, ηp2 “ 0.009,
p “ 0.611). Due to the two-alternative forced choice task design, it was not possible
to determine the source of errors, e.g., whether the monkey applied the correct rule
incorrectly or the incorrect rule correctly.
We confirmed the accuracy results using the phi correlation test, a trial-by-trial
measure that facilitates comparison across studies of serial decision-making (Kornell
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Figure 2.2: Task performance: accuracy, measured as fraction correct. Results are
plotted separately for each animal (Monkey S, left; Monkey M, right). In each plot,
data are separated by Self-Selected (SS; left) and Instructed (IN; right) conditions
and, within each condition, by rule RS (bold lines) and RB (thin lines). Accuracy is
better than chance (horizontal dashed line) in all four cases for each monkey (t-tests
against 0.5, all p ă 0.0001, corrected for multiple comparisons). Boxes extend from
the 25th to the 75th percentiles of each set of samples, and “+” symbols represent
outliers.
et al., 2007; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011). In this case, the binary variables were
RS /RB in the first and second stages of the task; that is, how well the monkeys’ choice
during the rule-implementation stage correlated with the rule that was established
in the rule-selection stage. Phi correlations were significantly greater than zero for
both selected (Monkey S: φ “ 0.58, tp64q “ 72.7, Cohen’s d “ 8.91, p ă 0.0001;
Monkey M: φ “ 0.42, tp29q “ 29.8, Cohen’s d “ 5.30, p ă 0.0001) and instructed
rules (Monkey S: φ “ 0.55, tp64q “ 70.3, Cohen’s d “ 8.62, p ă 0.0001; Monkey M:
φ “ 0.38, tp29q “ 20.5, Cohen’s d “ 3.65, p ă 0.0001). Monkey S performed even
better with selected than instructed rules (paired tp64q “ 3.11, Cohen’s d “ 0.53, p ă
0.01) but Monkey M showed no significant difference (paired tp29q “ 1.71, Cohen’s
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Figure 2.3: Tradeoff in accuracy between the rules. For a given behavioral session,
accuracies when using RS or RB were inversely correlated (Monkey S: n “ 65 sessions,
Pearson’s r “ ´0.795, p ă 0.0001; Monkey M: n “ 30 sessions, Pearson’s r “ ´0.598,
p ă 0.0001). Lines show linear regression fits. Monkey S: black filled dots and solid
line. Monkey M: grey unfilled dots and dashed line. Self-selected and Instructed
trials combined.
d “ 0.44, p “ 0.09). The phi correlation levels were similar to those found in our
laboratory previously for a two-stage decision/betting task (.45 to .71; Middlebrooks
and Sommer, 2011).
We also looked at how accuracy on each of the two rules co-varied from session-tosession (Fig. 2.3). On a daily basis, the animals’ ability to perform the RB perceptual
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Figure 2.4: Session-by-session variation in rule selection biases. For each monkey,
the amount of rule selection bias in a session was significantly and positively correlated with the log-odds of reward when using RB vs. RS (Monkey S: n “ 65 sessions,
Pearson’s r “ 0.531, p ă 0.0001; Monkey M: n “ 30 sessions, Pearson’s r “ 0.670,
p ă 0.0001). Symbol and line conventions as in Fig. 2.3.

decision (“pick the darker stimulus”) fluctuated inversely with the ability to perform
the RS decision (“pick the smaller stimulus”; Monkey S: Pearson’s r “ ´0.795,
tp63q “ 10.4, p ă 0.0001; Monkey M: Pearson’s r “ ´0.598, tp28q “ 3.94, p ă
0.0001). Thus, although the animals could perform both rules well, it appeared that
when they dedicated more attention (or other cognitive resources) to performing one
rule better than usual, it compromised their performance of the other rule.
Reaction times varied little with condition or rule. We analyzed saccades to
the rule target and to the decision target, correcting for the two comparisons (p ă
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Figure 2.5: Congruency effects. For illustration, data from both monkeys are
pooled, but see text for results of each monkey individually. Accuracy depended on
both the congruency and the strength of the irrelevant stimulus feature. Congruency
effects were accentuated when the relevant discrimination was harder (“Easy”, i.e.,
∆B or ∆S “ 2 BU or SU: solid lines; “Hard”, i.e., ∆B or ∆S “ 1 BU or SU: dashed
lines), and occurred for both rules (RS or “Size”: thick lines; RB or “Brightness”:
thin lines). For definition of BU and SU, see Methods. Error bars represent S.E.M.
of pooled data for each rule/difficulty/irrelevant stimulus feature strength condition
(within-subject measures correction unnecessary).

0.025 criterion). Median reaction times were not significantly different between SelfSelected and Instructed conditions for saccades made to either the rule targets (Monkey S: average 165.72 ms vs. 165.47 ms respectively, paired tp64q “ 0.56, Cohen’s
d “ 0.03, p “ 0.58; Monkey M: average 198.02 ms vs. 199.17 ms respectively, paired
tp29q “ 1.11, Cohen’s d “ 0.09, p “ 0.28) or decision targets (Monkey S: average
159.67 ms vs. 159.62 ms respectively, paired tp64q “ 0.16, Cohen’s d “ 0.01, p “ 0.88;
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Monkey M: average 184.48 ms vs. 186.15 ms respectively, paired tp29q “ 1.50, Cohen’s d “ 0.24, p “ 0.14). As a function of rule, median reaction times of saccades to
rule targets were slightly shorter for RB than RS for Monkey S (average 164.9 ms vs.
166.60 ms respectively; paired tp64q “ 3.54, Cohen’s d “ 0.21, p ă 0.001) but not for
Monkey M (average 198.32 ms vs. 198.68 ms respectively; paired tp29q “ 0.40, Cohen’s d “ 0.03, p “ 0.69). The same trend was found for saccades to decision targets
(Monkey S: average 159.33 ms vs. 159.93 ms, respectively; paired tp64q “ 2.15, Cohen’s d “ 0.12, p “ 0.035; Monkey M: average 185.68 ms vs. 184.87 ms respectively;
paired tp29q “ 1.32, Cohen’s d “ 0.12, p “ 0.20).
2.3.2

Factors affecting rule selection

On Self-Selected trials, monkeys were free to choose either of the two rules in the first
stage of the trial. These choices did not seem to be random. Despite attempts during
training to equalize the difficulty of applying the rules to the perceptual decision (see
Methods), both monkeys developed a small but significant bias in their rule selection
(t-test vs. 0.5; tp64q “ 9.89, Cohen’s d “ 1.21, p ă 0.0001 for Monkey S; tp29q “ 5.81,
Cohen’s d “ 0.19, p ă 0.0001 for Monkey M). Each monkey had a preference toward
a different rule (Monkey S preferred selecting RB while Monkey M preferred RS )
with almost identical magnitudes of bias (0.605 for Monkey S, 0.603 for Monkey M),
calculated as the proportion of Self-Selected trials for which the monkey chose its
preferred rule.
Comparing these biases with accuracy levels in Self-Selected trials (cf. Fig. 2.2,
SS-RS and SS-RB data), we found evidence for rational rule selection: Monkey S
preferentially selected RB and was also better at implementing RB , while Monkey M
preferred RS and was better at implementing RS . We hypothesized that the monkeys
selected rules rationally to optimize reward and dynamically adapted their preferences accordingly. A decision-maker trying to maximize reward should preferentially
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select the rule that is most likely to yield reward (i.e., the rule at which they perform
better). The strength of this bias should track the relative likelihoods of reward for
each rule, which can be quantified as the log-odds of reward L “ log10 ppRB {pRS q,
where pRB and pRS are the accuracies (probability correct) using RB and RS , respectively (one can also use L “ pRB ´ pRS ; results are qualitatively the same).
To test the hypothesis, we plotted rule selection bias against log-odds of reward for
each session (Fig. 2.4). The two measures were directly correlated for each monkey
(Monkey S: Pearson’s r “ 0.531, tp63q “ 4.97, p ă 0.0001; Monkey M: Pearson’s
r “ 0.670, tp28q “ 4.77, p ă 0.0001) and in the pooled data (Pearson’s r “ 0.626,
tp93q “ 7.74, p ă 0.0001). A parsimonious explanation is that the monkeys altered
their rule biases each day to exploit their accuracies in using one rule over the other.
Alternative explanations for rule selection biases include a buildup in preference
for a rule across sessions (as a monkey improves at using it) or dependence on log-odds
of reward on the prior day rather than the current day. To test these explanations,
we ran a linear regression that quantified the relationships between session number,
the prior day’s log-odds of reward, and rule selection biases on the current day.
Both monkeys exhibited significant effects of session number (β1 ) and/or the prior
day’s log-odds of reward (β2 ) on rule selection bias (Monkey S: Pearson’s r “ 0.484,
β1 “ ´0.0014, tp61q “ 2.69, p “ 0.009, β2 “ 0.401, tp61q “ 2.93, p “ 0.005;
Monkey M: Pearson’s r “ 0.565, β1 “ 0.0058, tp26q “ 2.64, p “ 0.013, β2 “ 0.145,
tp26q “ 0.57, p “ 0.57). Even when controlling for these alternative explanatory
variables, however, we still observed a significant correlation between rule bias and
log-odds of reward on the current day (correlation between regression residuals and
log-odds of reward; Monkey S: Pearson’s r “ 0.381, tp62q “ 3.24, p “ 0.002; Monkey
M: Pearson’s r “ 0.405, tp27q “ 2.30, p “ 0.029). Thus, even though rule biases were
affected by multiple factors, they did depend significantly on each day’s accuracies
in using the rules.
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2.3.3

Factors affecting accuracy

Congruency effects
We have shown that accuracy when applying the rules fluctuates with a tradeoff
between doing better using RS or RB , session by session, and that these fluctuations
explain a large portion of the variance in rule selection. Importantly, in our task,
the size difference and brightness difference between the two targets are both present
regardless of which rule is in effect. However, only one stimulus feature is relevant for
performance (as determined by the rule that is in effect) on any individual trial. For
example, with RB in effect, the subject should select the darker of the two squares
in the second stage of the task, but the squares will vary in size as well. An ideal
observer would make decisions utilizing only relevant stimulus features and ignore
irrelevant stimulus features. In prior studies of decision-making in which subjects
must selectively attend to certain stimulus dimensions while ignoring others (e.g.
Kumano et al., 2016; Rogers and Monsell, 1995), significant congruency effects –
the influence of irrelevant stimulus features on perceptual decision-making – have
been found. Continuing the example, differences in size between the stimuli could
bias behavior towards the smaller stimulus even when the brightness rule is in effect
(and vice versa). To determine if such effects were present in our data, we looked at
accuracy as a function of target congruency.
To quantify congruency, we looked at the strength (i.e., difficulty) of the relevant
stimulus features (0-3 SU or BU, depending on rule; see Methods), and both the
magnitude and sign of the irrelevant stimulus features (-3 – +3 SU or BU, where
positive numbers denote congruent combinations and negative numbers denote incongruent combinations). We focused on trials in which using the rule was more or
less difficult as implied by smaller or larger differences in the relevant features of the
two targets (∆S “ 1 or 2, respectively, in RS trials, and ∆B “ 1 or 2 in RB trials).
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We then quantified our congruency effects as mean accuracy on trials with congruent
target combinations minus mean accuracy on trials with incongruent target combinations. Congruency effects are positive when accuracy is higher for congruent vs.
incongruent target combinations.
We found robust congruency effects in our accuracy data (Fig. 2.5), with both
monkeys showing a ą 40% increase in accuracy on congruent vs. incongruent trials
(0.419 for Monkey S, 0.414 for Monkey M). For simplicity of visualization, Fig. 2.5
displays data pooled from both monkeys and shows raw accuracy as a function of
the difficulty and congruency of the target combination (congruent combinations
are on the right side of the x-axis, incongruent combinations are on the left side of
the x-axis). Statistical analyses were performed for each monkey individually using
a 3-way repeated-measures ANOVA on congruency effects with factors of difficulty
of the relevant discrimination, difficulty of the irrelevant discrimination, and rule.
Congruency effects depended robustly on difficulty of the relevant discrimination,
such that more difficult discriminations were subject to more interference from the
irrelevant stimulus feature (main effect of relevant difficulty: F p1, 64q “ 555.3, ηp2 “
0.896, p ă 0.0001 for Monkey S; F p1, 27q “ 43.05, ηp2 “ 0.614, p ă 0.001 for Monkey
M). Qualitatively, this can be observed in Fig. 2.5 as the dashed lines (“Hard”: ∆S or
∆B “ 1) shifted below the respective solid lines (“Easy”: ∆S or ∆B “ 2). We also
found that congruency effects were larger when the degree of the irrelevant stimulus
feature was large (main effect of irrelevant difficulty: F p1, 64q “ 533.2, ηp2 “ 0.898,
p ă 0.0001 for Monkey S; F p1, 28q “ 165.3, ηp2 “ 0.855, p ă 0.0001 for Monkey
M). That is, strong irrelevant stimulus features interfered more strongly with the
required discrimination. Lastly, congruency effects depended on rule for Monkey S
(main effect of rule: F p1, 64q “ 17.75, ηp2 “ 0.217, p ă 0.0001) but not for Monkey
M (F p1, 27q “ 0.471, ηp2 “ 0.017, p “ 0.499). We also looked across sessions to see if
target congruency affected median saccadic reaction times. They were significantly
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longer for incongruent target combinations for Monkey S (RTincong ´ RTcong “ 4.77
ms, paired tp64q “ 14.86, Cohen’s d “ 0.93, p ă 0.0001) but not for Monkey M
(RTincong ´ RTcong “ 0.17 ms, paired tp28q “ 0.26, Cohen’s d “ 0.02, p “ 0.79). This
effect was present in 44/65 individual sessions for Monkey S (one-tailed Fisher’s
Exact Test, p ă 0.0001).
Switching costs
The observation of a tradeoff in accuracy for each rule (Fig. 2.3) is suggestive of
switching costs. Therefore we performed trial-by-trial analyses to determine if the
monkeys exhibited switching costs, defined as the average accuracy on “stay” trials
minus the average accuracy on “switch” trials. First, we performed logistic regression
to determine the effect of rule switching on trial accuracy while controlling for the
current rule in effect. Across sessions, accuracy on the current trial was significantly
higher when the rule on the previous trial was the same as the rule on the current
trial for Monkey S (mean logistic regression coefficient, βlog , was 0.089; tp64q “
2.69, Cohen’s d “ 0.33, p ă 0.01) but not for Monkey M (mean logistic regression
coefficient, βlog , was 0.052; tp29q “ 1.07, Cohen’s d “ 0.20, p “ 0.29). However, this
effect was only significant for 5/65 individual behavioral sessions for Monkey S (onetailed Fisher’s Exact Test, p “ 0.36). We found no systematic effect of switching
on median saccadic reaction times across sessions (Monkey S: paired tp64q “ 0.90,
Cohen’s d “ 0.05, p “ 0.37; Monkey M: paired tp29q “ 0.31, Cohen’s d “ 0.04,
p “ 0.76).
To test if switching costs strengthen after repeated instances of a rule, we identified streaks of consecutive trials with the same rule and looked at accuracy on the
subsequent trial as a function of whether the rule on that trial was the same as
the rule during the streak. Within each session, we performed linear regression to
see if there was a relationship between streak length and the switching cost after a
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streak of that length. We found that, across sessions, switching costs increased as
streak length increased for Monkey S (mean linear regression coefficient, βlin , was
1.50, tp64q “ 2.16, Cohen’s d “ 0.27, p “ 0.034) but not Monkey M (mean linear
regression coefficient, βlin , was 1.75, tp29q “ 1.34, Cohen’s d “ 0.25, p “ 0.19). This
effect was significant in 14/65 individual behavioral sessions for Monkey S (one-tailed
Fisher’s Exact Test, p “ 0.004q and 7/30 individual behavioral sessions for Monkey
M (one-tailed Fisher’s Exact Test, p “ 0.073).

2.4 Discussion
We investigated serial decision-making in rhesus macaques as a prelude to neurophysiology and for comparison with human capabilities as described in the literature. The
animals had to first set a behavioral context (select a rule), then make a perceptual
discrimination within that context (apply the rule). Two monkeys learned to proficiently perform the task, regardless of whether rules were selected or instructed.
Crucially, when given the opportunity to select a rule, both animals made selections
consistent with the goal of reward maximization. The results support our hypothesis
that macaques can select and apply rules – a form of metacognitive control – and
modify their rule selection rationally.
By confirming and extending similar work on serial decision-making that used
more complex approaches (e.g. Washburn et al., 1991), the results suggest that our
visual-saccadic paradigm provides a sound basis for moving toward neural studies of
the subject. It should be recognized, however, that the simplified task design has
its limitations. Most notably, the exact mechanisms of rule selection, and the causes
of rule application errors, can be inferred but not explicitly demonstrated. Further
investigation will be required to determine whether the behaviors observed herein
are evidence of higher-order reasoning in macaques or could be adequately explained
by lower-order processes. Results using any reduced task for the purposes of neural
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study should be interpreted in the context of the broader psychophysics literature.
2.4.1

Rule implementation and psychophysics

This work builds on prior studies of rule selection in monkeys in two key ways. First,
we demonstrated that rule preference across days is dynamic and tied to day-today fluctuations in accuracy on each of the rule options. Second, by utilizing the
same stimulus-set for both rules, we ensured that the monkeys were truly using the
selected rule rather than responding appropriately to distinct stimulus-sets. In all
prior studies of rule selection in monkeys, each rule or task option used different
stimuli, meaning that (a) the stimulus-set was perfectly indicative of the task to
be performed and (b) it was impossible for the monkeys to mistakenly perform an
unselected task (Fujita, 2009; Perdue et al., 2014; Washburn et al., 1991). In our task,
the stimuli shown during the rule-implementation stage did not indicate the rule that
had been selected (forcing the monkeys to remember the selected rule), and it was
possible for monkeys to mistakenly perform an unselected rule. Our task was not
designed, however, to distinguish “within-rule” errors (i.e., misperceiving the relative
sizes or brightnesses of the target) from “between-rule” errors (i.e., performing the
unselected rule instead of the selected one).
Consistent with prior demonstrations of perceived control (Burger, 1987), Washburn et al. (1991) found that task performance was typically higher when a monkey
selected a task than when it was instructed. In contrast, we found no main effects
of selection vs. instruction on accuracy. A possible explanation is that performance
was at a ceiling and could not benefit from perceived control. It could also be that
assessing accuracy within each rule was not an appropriate metric: phi correlations,
a rule-agnostic measure of performance, were significantly higher for selected vs.
instructed rules for one monkey (and marginally significant for the second).
Congruency effects, such as the Stroop effect (Macleod, 1991), have been demon57

strated in humans performing a wide variety of different tasks. Typically, these
effects are manifest as an increase in reaction time and error rate for incongruent vs.
congruent target combinations, although error rates (on both congruent and incongruent trials) are often less than 10% (cf. Rogers and Monsell, 1995, their Fig. 2).
One of our monkeys exhibited the expected reaction time effects, and both exhibited
robust and large effects on accuracy. Specifically, while accuracy on congruent trials
approached 100%, accuracy on incongruent trials was often at or below chance for
both animals, suggesting that macaques are less able than humans to ignore irrelevant target information. In agreement with this conclusion, previous studies have
formally compared congruency costs between monkeys and humans and found them
to be significantly greater in monkeys (Stoet and Snyder, 2003; Washburn, 1994).
Two more recent studies have also found congruency effects in monkeys (Kumano et
al., 2016; Mante et al., 2013). In all of these studies, notable congruency effects were
found, but at magnitudes smaller than in our experiment. A possible explanation
is that, in all of the prior studies, the two stimulus dimensions (symbolic numerals
vs. numerosity in Washburn, 1994; color vs. spatial orientation in Stoet and Snyder,
2003; color vs. motion direction in Mante et al., 2013; depth vs. motion direction
in Kumano et al., 2016) were unlikely to directly interact or interfere. In contrast,
stimulus size and brightness can interact very strongly. Stimulus size can impact our
perception of stimulus brightness, and vice versa (Osaka, 1975; Over, 1962; Withouck
et al., 2015). Overall, we expect that the difference in the magnitude of congruency
effects between our study and previous studies (in both monkeys and humans) is
largely caused by this potential for perceptual interference between our two stimulus
dimensions.
In contrast, the switching costs we found were less robust than what is often
reported in literature for humans (Altmann, 2004; Meiran, 1996; Meiran et al., 2000;
Sudevan and Taylor, 1987). This is consistent with evidence suggesting that mon58

keys do not show switching costs when switches are cued, unpredictable, and frequent
(Avdagic et al., 2014; Stoet and Snyder, 2003), although one study reported comparable switching costs in monkeys and humans (Caselli and Chelazzi, 2011). To our
knowledge, none of these previous studies in monkeys specifically examined whether
switching costs increase or appear when the switch comes after multiple consecutive
trials of the same rule or task. One possible explanation of our results is that, when
switches are frequent and unpredictable, monkeys do not preferentially prepare for
either task during the inter-trial interval, and thus do not show simple switching
costs. However, when the same rule or task is repeated over a series of trials, switching costs do emerge, suggesting that monkeys may have small switching costs that
additively interact during a streak of similar trials. Notably, while only Monkey S
showed significant switching costs, Monkey M showed comparable effect sizes that
were statistically insignificant but based on fewer sessions (30 for Monkey M; 65 for
Monkey S).
Interestingly, despite experiencing much more training than humans, the monkeys
never reached the same levels of accuracy as humans performing comparable tasks
(including when humans must implicitly learn the task rules; Smith et al., 2010).
This may reflect a species difference in cognitive ability. Both monkeys exhibited
a systematic tradeoff in accuracy between the two rules (Fig. 2.3), suggesting that
they were operating at the upper limits of their abilities. A complementary potential
explanation is that the monkeys were satisfied with their moderate reward rates, and
thus did not increase accuracy further at the cost of greater effort. Regardless of the
cause, the increased number of errors overall allowed us to look systematically at how
error rates change over various task conditions, and this will be particularly useful for
future comparisons of neural data across task conditions. Furthermore, the elevated
error rates suggest that, in contrast to many studies of nonhuman animal behavior,
our monkeys were not over-trained or simply performing learned stimulus-response
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associations.
2.4.2

Rule selection and neurophysiology

This study represents the first investigation of rule selection in monkeys. We found
that, when prompted to decide which rule to use for a future perceptual decision,
monkeys preferentially selected the rule that they performed better. The more general ability of non-human primates to make decisions that either impact future decisions or are impacted by past decisions has been studied in a number of recent
studies, typically in the form of confidence monitoring.
Studies of confidence monitoring in non-human animals have formed a strong
backbone for a “neuroscience of metacognition” (Kepecs and Mainen, 2012; Kepecs
et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Middlebrooks et al., 2014; Middlebrooks and
Sommer, 2012), and confidence monitoring has been demonstrated behaviorally in
a large number of species ranging from dolphins (Smith et al., 1995) and birds
(Nakamura et al., 2011) to macaques (Hampton et al., 2004; Kornell et al., 2007;
Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011; Shields et al., 2005; Smith et al., 1998; Son and
Kornell, 2005) and orangutans (Suda-King, 2008). Confidence monitoring is only one
piece within the suite of metacognitive abilities, yet it has served as a particularly
useful probe due to its ease of measurement without requiring language. The rule
selection task introduced here has elements that could be interpreted as reflecting
confidence, in particular the tradeoff between rule selection and rule success (Fig. 2.3
and Fig. 2.4), but we think it goes beyond that in providing a versatile framework
for linking decisions across time in ways that should be useful for studying metacognition. Flexibility in task design could include introduction of more rules, variation
of rule selection-implementation delays, and other manipulations to answer specific
questions about how decisions interact across time.
The results of the task, as we applied it, contribute to growing evidence that
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non-human primates can engage in prospective metacognition, or metacognitive control (Morgan et al., 2014). While retrospective metacognition (such as confidence
monitoring) involves making judgments about events that happened in the past,
prospective metacognition involves making judgments about events that will happen
in the future. Our results indicate that monkeys preferentially elect to use easier
rules over harder rules, a common finding in research on metacognitive control just
as a human needing to study for a test will devote more time to the items they
believe are harder (Nelson and Leonesio, 1988; Nelson and Narens, 1990).
An important feature of our task design is its compatibility with neurophysiological methods of recording, stimulation, and inactivation in non-human primates.
Specifically, it involves well-controlled visual stimuli, minimal motor responses (saccades), and a trial structure that can be compared directly across conditions (the
sequence of task events is always the same). A large body of evidence has shown
that neurons in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) of macaques encode task
rules and contexts (Asaad et al., 2000; Muhammad et al., 2006; Rigotti et al., 2013;
Wallis et al., 2001), and the human DLPFC responds more strongly for selected rules
than instructed rules (Zhang et al., 2013). Neurons in macaque SEF encode the outcomes of previous behavioral trials (Purcell et al., 2012; Stuphorn et al., 2010, 2000),
predictively encode the outcome of the current behavioral trial (Amador et al., 2004;
Schlag-Rey et al., 1997), and encode confidence in those decisions when feedback
is not immediately given (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012). As successful performance of our task requires the ability to remember and use behavioral rules and to
optimally select them (e.g., based on internal estimates of rule difficulty), we hypothesize that both the DLPFC and SEF will be critical for successful performance of our
task. Furthermore, side-by-side usage of our task and confidence monitoring tasks
will be critical in determining if brain regions like the SEF (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012) and the lateral intraparietal area (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009) are involved
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generally in metacognition or specifically in tasks requiring confidence judgments.
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3
Behavioral strategies for serial decision-making are
dependent on task characteristics

3.1 Introduction
Previously, we demonstrated that on a session-by-session basis, monkeys’ rule preferences in a serial decision-making task were correlated with their relative performance
on each rule, consistent with an explanation that monkeys selected rules deliberately
with the goal of maximizing their reward (Abzug and Sommer, 2017b). In this study,
our goal was to follow up and ask if we could predict subjects’ rule selections on a
trial-by-trial basis as a function of their perceptual and reward histories.
Humans are often forced to make decisions between uncertain options, where the
probability of each option leading to success is unknown and must be estimated in
order to behave optimally. For example, imagine you are given the choice between
shooting a basketball or shooting a soccer ball, but the distance from which you would
have to take each shot is unknown (Fig. 3.1A). Model-free reinforcement learning
(RL) algorithms would solve this problem by tracking past outcomes (successes and
failures) for each possible action (soccer and basketball) to determine the action
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with the greater expected probability of success. However, sensory cues can also
carry important information about expected success probabilities: basketball shots
from halfcourt should be harder than shots from the three-point line, and both should
be harder than shooting a soccer ball from only six yards away. Model-based RL
algorithms, in contrast, utilize these sensory cues to estimate the generative processes
that control the probability of success for any given action. In our example, a modelbased decision-maker would utilize sensory data from previous trials (Fig. 3.1B) to
learn the probability distributions over possible shooting distances for both soccer
and basketball (Fig. 3.1C).
Many lines of research have demonstrated that, in certain contexts, model-based
RL algorithms that incorporate estimates of generative processes outperform modelfree algorithms that rely solely on tracking outcomes (Doll et al., 2015; Green et al.,
2010; Solway and Botvinick, 2015). However, neurophysiological studies of decisionmaking have tended to focus on correlates of model-free variables (such as reward
prediction error) rather than model-based variables (Daw et al., 2006; Schonberg et
al., 2007; Wittmann et al., 2008). Recently, though, researchers have found that
many of the same brain regions putatively involved in model-free RL, such as the
dopaminergic system (Sharpe et al., 2017), also seem to underlie model-based RL
(see Doll et al. (2012) for review).
Implicit in model-based RL is statistical learning, the ability of subjects to learn
the probabilities of different possible outcomes or stimuli in response to previous
stimuli. Humans are capable of implicitly learning Gaussian, skewed unimodal, and
bimodal distributions (Acerbi et al., 2014; Bays et al., 2016; Chalk et al., 2010;
Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010; Kording and Wolpert, 2004; Tassinari et al., 2006),
although the learning of skewed or multimodal distributions takes longer and is less
accurate overall (Acerbi et al., 2014). Crucially, humans are also able to update their
beliefs and learn non-static distributions to make decisions in changing environments
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Figure 3.1: Multiple sources of information affect decision-making under uncertainty. (A) Often, subjects have to make decisions between two uncertain tasks, for
instance, whether to shoot a basketball or a soccer ball from an unknown distance.
(B) To decide which option is most likely to result in reward, subjects can utilize both
sensory information (the distances that past shots have been taken from) and reward
information (the outcomes of past shots). (C) These two sources of information can
be used to estimate the generative process underlying each task (the distributions of
shot distances, left) or the action-values associated with each task (the probability
of reward, right).
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(Behrens et al., 2007; Markovic and Kiebel, 2016; Nassar et al., 2010; Summerfield et
al., 2011; Yu, 2007) and even identify correlations betweens the outcomes of different
choices (Green et al., 2010).
Substantial research has also studied how humans choose between different options after the probabilities of reward associated with each option have already been
estimated. Studies often report that humans perform “probability matching” by
choosing different options in proportion to each option’s relative probability of leading to reward (Gaissmaier and Schooler, 2008; Stanovich, 2003; Unturbe and Corominas, 2007). However, alternate lines of work have demonstrated that probability
matching arises due to a mismatch between the generative processes that actually
determine reward probabilities and subjects’ beliefs about those generative processes
(Green et al., 2010). Furthermore, in certain cases, such as those where reward probabilities are partially dependent on the subject’s motor behavior, subjects exhibit
behavior consistent with the maximization of reward rates rather than probability
matching (Acerbi et al., 2014; Green et al., 2010).
In this study, we developed a family of behavioral models and applied them to
choice data from monkeys and humans performing a serial decision-making task,
with the goal of determining the relative contributions of sensory stimulus history
and reward history in estimating the difficulty of tasks involving uncertainty. We
found that when task difficulty systematically changes over the course of a behavioral
session, subjects use both sensory and reward information to estimate task difficulty,
and the relative importance of one form of information vs. the other is dependent on
the specific task mechanics.

3.2 Behavioral task
The base task is as described in Chapter 2.
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3.3 Behavioral models
Our objective was to develop a model that is motivated by the optimal behavior of an
ideal observer, and then investigate ways of sensibly perturbing the model in order
to capture suboptimalities in real-world behavior and strategy. Our core behavioral
model featured three modules: a Sensory Module, which tracked incoming sensory
information; a Reward Module, which tracked reward histories for each rule; and a
Decision Module, which integrated information from the Sensory Module and Reward
Module with potential biases and lapses.
3.3.1

Sensory Module

The purpose of the Sensory Module is to recursively track the distributions of sensory
features (the distance from which a basketball or soccer shot must be taken, the
size/brightness/color of an object, etc.) for each rule i on each trial t according to
the following update rules:
pt´1q

ptq

x̄i “
ptq
Σ̄i

p1q

ptq

where xi

p1 ´ αs q ˆ x̄i
Nef f

ptq

` xi

(3.1)

t
1 ÿ pτ q
pτ q
px̄i ´ xi q2
“
t τ “1

(3.2)

p1q

with x̄i “ xi

(3.3)

and Nef f “ 1{αs

(3.4)
ptq

is the observed feature for rule i on trial t, x̄i

ptq

and Σ̄i

are the mean

and variance of the feature distribution for rule i incorporating all evidence through
trial t, and the free parameter αs is the sensory learning rate. The learning rate
parameter is included to allow the mean to vary dynamically rather than forcing it
to converge to a stable estimate. In contrast, the estimate of the variance around
that dynamically changing mean is assumed to be constant and to converge in the
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limit of infinite observations. Then, the predicted feature for rule i on trial t ` 1 is
drawn from the predictive distribution:
pt`1q

x̂i

ptq

ptq

„ N px̄i , Σ̄i q

(3.5)

All features used (size and brightness differences in Experiments 1 & 2, target
size in Experiment 3) are such that greater feature strengths are monotonically associated with greater task performance (e.g., as the difference in brightness between
two targets increases, it becomes easier to discriminate which target is less bright).
Therefore, an optimal decision-maker is interested in the probability that a random
draw from the feature distribution for rule i is greater than random draws from
feature distributions for all other rules j ‰ i. Utilizing the closed-form solution
for the difference between normally-distributed random variables, dropping the trial
superscript for clarity, and setting the numbers of possible rules to 2, we have:
ppx̂i ą x̂j q “ 1 ´ Zp0|x̄i ´ x̄j , Σ̄i ` Σ̄j q

(3.6)

where Zp¨q is the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution.
A rational decision-maker should base their choices systematically on the relative
likelihoods that a target of a particular color will be largest. Therefore, we employed
the power function approximation to the stochastic posterior model (SPK; Acerbi et
al., 2014) to model decision-making. The SPK model is of the form:
ppR̂i |Ds , αs , κs q 9 ppx̂i ą x̂j qκs

(3.7)

where ppR̂i |¨q is the model probability of picking rule i given data and parameters,
Ds is the sensory stimulus history, and the power exponent κs is a free parameter
controlling how noisy or variable the decision model is. One primary benefit to the
SPK model is its versatility; by changing the value of κs , the model can implement
probability matching (κs “ 1; Acerbi et al., 2014) or maximum exploitation (κs Ñ
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8), and can even ignore predictive feature distributions (κs “ 0) or preferentially
select harder rules (κs ă 0).
3.3.2

Reward Module

Analogously to the Sensory Module, the purpose of the Reward Module is to recursively track distributions of rewards for each rule i on each trial t according to the
following update rules:
ptq

pt´1q

` 1pOptq “ 1q ˆ 1pRptq “ iq

(3.8)

ptq

pt´1q

` 1pOptq “ 0q ˆ 1pRptq “ iq

(3.9)

ai “ p1 ´ αr q ˆ ai
bi “ p1 ´ αr q ˆ bi

where 1p¨q is the indicator function, Optq is the actual outcome of trial t (1 for correct,
0 for error), Rptq is the actual rule on trial t, and the free parameter αr is the reward
learning rate. Then, the predicted reward likelihood Ô for rule i on trial t ` 1 is
drawn from the predictive distribution:
pt`1q

Ôi

ptq

ptq

„ Betapai , bi q

(3.10)

Also analogously to the Sensory Module, we are interested in determining the
probability that a random draw from the reward distribution for rule i is greater
than random draws from reward distributions for all other rules j ‰ i. However, the
difference between beta-distributed random variables does not have a closed-form
solution. Therefore, we substitute in the geometric mean of the beta distribution Õi ,
again dropping the trial superscript for clarity and utilizing the SPK model:
ln Õi “ Erln Ôi s “ exp rψpai q ´ ψpai ` bi qs
κr

ppR̂i |Dr , αr , κr q 9 Õi

(3.11)
(3.12)

where ψ is the digamma function, Dr is the reward history, and the power exponent
κr is the free SPK parameter.
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3.3.3

Decision Module

The Decision Module takes the outputs of the Sensory Module and Reward Module
and combines them with biases and lapses to ultimately determine the probability
that the model selects rule i on any given trial:
ppR̂i |Ds , αs , κs , Dr , αr , κr q 9 ppR̂i |Ds , αs , κs q ˆ ppR̂i |Dr , αr , κr q ˆ πi

(3.13)

ppR̂i |Dq “ p1 ´ `q ˆ ppR̂i |Ds , αs , κs , Dr , αr , κr q ` `{NR

(3.14)

where the free vector π contains the rule biases, D is a shorthand representation for
all data and parameters supplied to the model, the free parameter ` is the lapse rate,
and NR is the number of rules in the task. The final output of the model is ppR̂i |Dq,
the probability of the model selecting rule i on any given trial.
3.3.4

Creating a family of models

This final model has 5`pNR ´1q free parameters: αs , κs , αr , κr , `, and the bias vector
ř R
πi “
π, which has NR ´ 1 free parameters because it is subject to the constraint N
i
1. We employed a factorial approach to generate a large family of models (Acerbi et
al., 2014; van den Berg et al., 2014) by setting different subsets of free parameters
to be equal to constants. Our family of models is therefore the combinatorial set of
the following factors and their levels:
1. Decision Model (2 levels): utilize the stochastic posterior model (‘SPK’: κs and
κr are free) or implement probability matching (‘PPM’: κs “ 1 and κr “ 1)
2. Sources of Information (4 levels): the model can use both sensory and reward
information (‘SR’: αs , κs , αr , and κr are all free), sensory information only (‘S’:
αr “ 0 and κr “ 0), reward information only (‘R’: αs “ 0 and κs “ 0), or both
sources with matched learning rates (‘SRM’: α “ αs “ αr )
3. Decision Bias (2 levels): present (‘B’: π is free) or absent (‘NB’: all πi “ 1{NR )
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4. Lapse (2 levels): present (‘L’: ` is free) or absent (‘NL’: ` “ 0)
Therefore, each of the 2 ˆ 4 ˆ 2 ˆ 2 “ 32 models in this family can be uniquely
described by a string. For example, the full model described above is ‘SPK-SR-B-L’
and, for NR “ 2, has 6 free parameters. In contrast, a model that uses the stochastic
posterior model, only utilizes sensory information, has decision bias, and has no lapse
would be denoted as ‘SPK-S-B-NL’ and, for NR “ 2, has 3 free parameters (αr “ 0,
κr “ 0, and ` “ 0).
We also implemented two control models: ‘BiasOnly’ and ‘SensoryChaser’. The
‘BiasOnly’ model has NR ´ 1 free parameters, the rule bias vector π, and uses the
static decision model:
ppR̂i |Dq “ πi

(3.15)

on every trial. The ‘SensoryChaser’ model has one free parameter, the lapse parameter `, and simulates the behavior of a subject who selects the rule that had
the greatest feature strength (i.e., the easiest rule) on the immediately previous trial
with probability 1 ´ ` and doesn’t utilize any other information. This corresponds
to the dynamic decision model:
ppR̂i |Dq “ p1 ´ `q ˆ 1pargmax rxj
ptq

pt´1q

s “ iq ` `{NR

(3.16)

j

3.3.5

Fitting and evaluating models

We evaluated model performance using three primary metrics, the negative loglikelihood (N LL), the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), and prediction accuracy
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(how often the model selects the rule that the subject actually selected):
N LL “ ´

ÿ
t

ln

NR
ÿ

r ppR̂i |Dq ˆ 1pRptq “ iq s
ptq

BIC “ 2N LL ` ln pT qk
prediction accuracy “

(3.17)

i“1

1
ptq
1pargmax r ppR̂i |Dq s “ Rptq q
T
i

(3.18)
(3.19)

where T is the number of trials the subject performed and k is the number of free
parameters in the model. All model performance metrics were only evaluated on
Self-Selected trials, where the subject was able to freely select a rule. We chose to
use BIC rather than AIC to decrease the likelihood of selecting overparametrized,
more general models, which can be a particular problem with a family of nested
models (Vrieze, 2012).
All models were fit eight times per subject with randomized initial conditions in
an attempt to avoid local minima. Models were fit using Matlab’s fmincon function
with a tolerance of 10´5 , and the individual run that yielded the lowest N LL was
retained for further analysis. Because all models in the family can be formulated
by starting with the ‘SPK-SR-B-L’ model and setting free parameters as constants,
and adding parameters to a model (i.e., increasing model complexity) will never
result in a worse fit to data (i.e., increasing the N LL), we can determine that the
‘SPK-SR-B-L’ model should yield the lowest N LL for every subject. Therefore, we
utilized the BIC to facilitate comparison between models of varying complexity.
For any given subject, the number of trials performed T is constant, so adding one
additional parameter to the model increases the BIC by ln pT q. Lastly, we were
interested in prediction accuracy as a measure of how well the models can predict
the actual rule selections made by the subject. Specifically, we are interested in
the prediction improvement for each model over chance, where chance is prediction
accuracy for the ‘BiasOnly’ model.
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We also used Bayesian model selection (BMS) to directly compare between models
(Stephan et al., 2009). BMS computes the evidence for each model based on marginal
likelihoods from each subject (or an approximation to the marginal likelihood, such as
p´1{2qBIC). Specifically, the BMS algorithm is a variational Bayesian method that
treats different models as random variables in a Dirichlet distribution while allowing
for in-group heterogeneity (i.e., treating subject identity as a random effect). BMS
provides three key related metrics that allow formal comparison between models: the
parameters of the fit Dirichlet distribution, the multinomial distribution over models
that defines the likelihood that each model generated the data of a random chosen
subject, and the “exceedance probability” P ˚ that one model (or one factor level)
is more likely than any other. We initialized the BMS algorithm with a symmetric
Dirichlet distribution and α0 “ 0.25, which corresponds to the weak belief that only
a few behavioral models are actually present in the population (Acerbi et al., 2014).

3.4 Experiment 1
3.4.1

Subjects

Two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) served as the subjects for Experiment 1.
Monkey S (male, 11 years old) had substantial previous experience performing behavioral tasks. Monkey M (female, 8 years old) was initially naı̈ve to all laboratory
tasks. Each monkey was implanted with scleral search coils to monitor eye position
with high spatial (0.1-degree) and temporal (1-ms) precision (Judge et al., 1980).
The temporal resolution was important for precise measurement of saccadic reaction
times and, ultimately, for correlation with 1-ms neural data (see Chapter 4). The
use of scleral search coils is not critical, however, and standard video eye-tracking
methods could be used as well, e.g. for imaging studies. A plug for connecting to the
eye coil leads and a plastic post for keeping the head still during experiments were
bound with acrylic and affixed to the skull with bone screws using aseptic techniques
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while animals were anesthetized (Sommer and Wurtz, 2000). All procedures were
approved by the Duke Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Each behavioral session from each monkey was fit independently. Monkey S
performed 65 sessions, with an average of 411 ˘ 123 trials per session (mean ˘ SD).
Monkey M performed 29 sessions, with an average of 307 ˘ 134 trials per session.
3.4.2

Methods

The base task is as described in Section 3.2. A monkey sat in a primate chair
(Crist Instrument Co., Hagerstown, MD), facing a tangent display screen (Steward
Filmscreen Corp., Torrance, CA) in a dimly lit room. Visual stimuli from a 60-Hz
LCD projector (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) were back-projected onto the screen. The
REX real-time system (Hays et al., 1982) was used to control behavioral paradigms
and collect eye position data at 1 kHz. All decisions were reported by making
saccades to and fixating visual stimuli. Raw size and brightness differences were
converted to arbitrary units as described in Chapter 2. Correct trials culminated in
liquid reward delivery (0.25 mL water or juice). No liquid was delivered after errors.
For further details, see Abzug and Sommer (2017b).
3.4.3

Results & Discussion

We used the Bayesian information criterion (BIC ) to determine the best-fitting model
for each behavioral session while taking into account model complexity. The ‘BiasOnly’ model was the best-fitting model in 62/65 sessions for Monkey S (‘PPM-SNB-NL’: 2/65; ‘SensoryChaser’: 1/65) and in 25/29 sessions for Monkey M (‘PPMS-NB-NL’: 1/29; ‘SensoryChaser’: 3/29). All three models featured only one free
parameter, suggesting that, generally, adding more parameters to the model only
resulted in small increases in model performance. Across all sessions within a monkey, the BIC for the ‘BiasOnly’ model was significantly lower than the BIC for the
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Figure 3.2: Monkeys are best fit by the ‘BiasOnly’ model. For each behavioral
session in each monkey, we took the BIC for the ‘BiasOnly’ and subtracted it from
the BIC for the best of the other 33 models (∆BIC ą 0 means there is more
evidence for the ‘BiasOnly’ model). ∆BIC was significantly greater than zero for
both monkeys (Monkey S: tp64q “ 10.60, p ă 0.0001; Monkey M: tp28q “ 4.52,
p “ 0.0001). Boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th percentiles of each set of
samples.

best model after removing the ‘BiasOnly’ model from the pool (Fig. 3.2; Monkey S:
tp64q “ 10.60, p ă 0.0001; Monkey M: tp28q “ 4.52, p “ 0.0001). A difference in
BIC of greater than 6 is considered to be “strong” evidence in favor of the model
with the lower BIC (Kass and Raftery, 1995). The ‘BiasOnly’ model was the bestfitting model by a ∆BIC of 6 or greater in 19/65 sessions for Monkey S (χ2 “ 11.89,
p ă 0.001) and 8/29 sessions for Monkey M (χ2 “ 4.35, p “ 0.037).
Despite the fact that the ‘BiasOnly’ model always outperformed any of the more
complex models, we could still ask whether more complex models could lead to better
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Figure 3.3: Monkey rule selections are not well predicted. Seven models predicted
rule selections better than the ‘BiasOnly’ model for either monkey. However, no
individual model showed a mean prediction improvement of 2% or greater.

prediction of trial-by-trial rule selections. For Monkey M, three models consistently
predicted rule selections better than the ‘BiasOnly’ model: the full model ‘SPK-SRB-L’, ‘SPK-SRM-B-NL’, and ‘PPM-SR-B-NL’ (one-tailed t-test, Bonferroni-Holm
correction for multiple comparisons). All three of these models also predicted rule
selections better than the ‘BiasOnly’ model for Monkey S, plus four others: ‘SPKSRM-B-L’, ‘SPK-R-B-L’, ‘PPM-SRM-NB-NL’, and ‘PPM-R-B-NL’ (one-tailed ttest, Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons). However, even amongst
these models, prediction improvement was still low, with the best-predicting models
exceeding chance by less than 2% on average (Fig. 3.3).
The results from Experiment 1 suggest that, in our task, monkeys either did not
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track expected rule difficulties based on sensory or reward information, or did track
expected rule difficulties but did not use that information to guide trial-by-trial rule
selection. This is in contrast to previous work demonstrating that at the level of
an entire behavioral session, monkeys do modulate their rule selections in responses
to changes in performance using the two rules. However, in this behavioral task,
because size differences (and brightness differences) are independently drawn from
the same distribution on every trial, the size difference on the previous trial carries
no predictive information about the size difference on the subsequent trial. In other
words, tracking the sensory stimulus history cannot improve performance because
future stimuli and past stimuli are statistically independent.

3.5 Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we asked how subject behavior and model fits change when past
stimuli and future stimuli are no longer statistically independent. To accomplish
this, we adapted the task from Experiment 1 to incorporate dynamically varying
size-difference and brightness-difference distributions.
3.5.1

Subjects

Twenty-four naı̈ve human subjects, with normal or corrected-to normal vision, were
recruited from the Duke University community. All individuals were older than 18
years and gave informed consent through protocols approved by the Duke Institutional Review Board. Subjects in Experiment 2 completed an average of 465 ˘ 70.5
trials in an hour-long behavioral session.
3.5.2

Methods

The behavioral task used in Experiment 2 was nearly identical to the task used in
Experiment 1 with a few notable exceptions:
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• only Self-Selected trials were used (no Instructed trials)
• responses were made with button presses rather than saccades, and eye position
was not monitored
• the distributions from which size and brightness differences were drawn from
fluctuated throughout the behavioral session
Behavioral sessions were comprised of blocks of 30-60 trials. Transitions between
blocks were continuous, covert, and uncued. Within a single block, rule difficulties
were globally coupled: one rule was designated as the “easy” rule and the other
rule was necessarily designated as the “hard” rule (these assignments swapped at
the start of every new block). On a trial-by-trial basis, the “easy” rule had a 90%
chance of yielding an “easy” discrimination and a 10% chance of yielding a “hard”
discrimination (these contingencies were reversed for the “hard” rule). Importantly,
these contingencies were locally uncoupled, such that a single trial could, for example,
feature both a “hard” size discrimination and a “hard” brightness discrimination.
At the start of each trial, the size (measured in pixels) and brightness (measured
in screen brightness units P r0, 1s) of the target on the left were drawn from normal
distributions:
xsize,L „ N pµ “ 40, Σ “ 25q
xbrightness,L „ N pµ “ 0.6, Σ “ 0.01q

(3.20)
(3.21)

The size and brightness of the target on the right was defined relative to the
target on the left. Specifically, “easy” and “hard” distributions were defined by the
ratio of sizes or brightnesses between target on the right and the target on the left.
“Easy” discriminations were drawn from a discrete uniform distribution with possible
R:L ratios of 0.7:1, 0.8:1, 1.2:1, or 1.3:1. “Hard” discriminations were drawn from
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a discrete uniform distribution with possible R:L ratios of 0.96:1, 0.98:1, 1:1, 1.02:1,
or 1.04:1.
As stated above, these size differences and brightness differences are measured
in different units. As a result, some sort of scaling factor must be used to convert
between size differences and brightness differences before they can be directly compared in Equation 3.6. To determine the optimal scaling factor, we used Matlab’s
fminsearch function to minimize the divergence (as a function of the scaling factor)
between two distributions: the raw distribution of size differences and the distribution of scaled brightness differences. We used the symmetrised KL divergence as our
divergence metric to be minimized:
DKL pXi ||Xj q ` DKL pXj ||Xi q

(3.22)

This procedure yielded a scaling factor of 70.3, and xbrightness values were multiplied by this factor before being input into Equation 3.1.
3.5.3

Results & Discussion

We fit our set of 34 behavioral models to each of 24 human subjects and used the BIC
and Bayesian model selection to determine the best-fitting model for each subject
while taking into account model complexity. Figure 3.4 shows the ∆BIC for each
model fit, relative to the best-fitting model for each subject. The models are ordered
according to the posterior probability of each observer model from the BMS procedure. Most subjects were well-fit by multiple models, without any models clearly
outperforming the rest at the group level. Importantly, all models were at least as
likely as our two control models, ‘BiasOnly’ and ‘SensoryChaser’. Five models had
a ą 0.05 probability of being the best-fitting model for a random subject, and no
models had a ą 0.2 probability of being the best-fitting model (Fig. 3.5A). These
results are confirmed by Figure 3.5B: out of the four possible factors, only the lapse
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Figure 3.4: Model fitting results for Experiment 2. Each column represents a subject, and each row represents an observer model from the factorial family of models
and two control models. Models are identified by a model string (see Section 3.3.4,
substrings ‘NB’ and ‘NL’ are left out for clarity), and are ordered according to model
posterior likelihood from BMS algorithm. Cell color represents model evidence, defined here as the difference between the BIC for that model and the BIC for the
the best model for that subject. Differences of greater than 6 are considered to be
strong evidence in favor of the model with lower BIC.

factor showed population-level effects, with random subjects being more likely to
not have lapses (P ˚ ą 0.999). Additionally, only 6.2% of subjects were likely to be
described by an observer model using only sensory information (P ˚ “ 0.0003).
In contrast to Experiment 1, 29/32 behavioral models in the family predicted
rule selections significantly better than the ‘BiasOnly’ model (Fig. 3.6; one-tailed ttest, Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons), suggesting that subjects
were using incoming sensory and/or reward information to guide their decisions.
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Figure 3.5: Model selection results for Experiment 2. (A) Probability that a given
model generated the data of a randomly chosen subject. Only models with posterior
likelihoods ą 0.05 are shown individually. No individual models had posterior likelihoods ą 0.2, and the top models have no obvious strong relation to each other. (B)
Probability that a given model level within a factor generated the data of a randomly
chosen subject. There was significantly more support for models without lapses than
models with lapses (‘NL’ vs. ‘L’; P ˚ ą 0.999). Observer models using only sensory
information were unsupported (‘S’ vs. others; P ˚ “ 0.0003).

Unsurprisingly, the model with maximal complexity, ‘SPK-SR-B-L’, was the best at
predicting rule selections across subjects (21.61 ˘ 10.2% above chance). However,
this model was only one of 22 models with mean prediction improvements of 20% or
greater, including all five of the top models as determined by BMS. Mean prediction
improvements for each model were correlated with the number of parameters in the
model (r “ 0.515, p ă 0.005) but not the BMS posterior probability for the model
(r “ 0.272, p “ 0.12). As expected from the BMS factor results, models with lapses
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Figure 3.6: Prediction improvement for Experiment 2. Average prediction improvement was significantly above chance for all but 3/32 behavioral models, and
was correlated with model complexity (r “ 0.515, p ă 0.005) but not BMS posterior
probability (r “ 0.272, p “ 0.12).

tended to predict rule selections better than models without lapses (paired tp15q “
1.91, p “ 0.075), and models using only sensory information did not predict as well
as models using reward information only or sensory and reward information together
(one-way ANOVA on information source, F p3, 28q “ 77.1; post-hoc Tukey’s test on
‘S’ vs. others, all p ă 0.0001). Additionally, two other trends emerged: SPK models
tended to predict better than PPM models (paired tp15q “ 2.10, p “ 0.053), and
models with decision bias predicted better than those without (paired tp15q “ 4.20,
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p ă 0.001). In the case of every pattern, as expected, more complex models were
better at predicting behavior than less complex models.
Overall, the results of Experiment 2 suggest that subjects were using predominantly reward information to guide their rule selections, although the precise strategy
used by each subject varied. All 32 models tested (and the ‘SensoryChaser’ control
model) outperformed the ‘BiasOnly’ control model, as measured by both BIC and
prediction improvement metrics, but no individual model or small subset of models significantly outperformed the rest of the family. Interestingly, unlike as is often
found (e.g., Acerbi et al., 2014; Wichmann and Hill, 2001), models without lapses significantly outperformed models with lapses. One possible explanation for this result
is that the incorporation of both decision biases and lapses are partially redundant
when NR “ 2, particularly when ` is small. Another complementary possible explanation has to do with the primary benefit of including lapse parameters: the ability
to explain and compensate for errors on objectively easy (“high signal intensity”,
e.g., high coherence levels on the RDK task) trials where proportion correct should
approach or equal 1 (cf. Wichmann and Hill, 2001, Fig. 1, solid light line vs. broken
light line). If signal intensities are not high enough for performance to saturate (in
this study, for subjects to consistently select the optimal rule), then lapse parameters
become much less important for accurate behavioral modeling.

3.6 Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we further modified the behavioral task to promote the usage of
sensory stimulus history in decision-making. Specifically, we modified the task with
two goals in mind: to allow the subject to choose from more than two rules, and to
no longer require subjects (or experimenters) to calculate a scaling factor in order to
compare sensory stimuli across rules.
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3.6.1

Subjects

Twenty-four naı̈ve human subjects, with normal or corrected-to normal vision, were
recruited from the Duke University community. All individuals were older than 18
years and gave informed consent through protocols approved by the Duke Institutional Review Board. Subjects in Experiment 3 completed an average of 952 ˘ 164.2
trials in an hour-long behavioral session.
3.6.2

Methods

Like the tasks used in Experiments 1 & 2, the task used in Experiment 3 required
subjects to first choose a behavioral rule, and then use that rule to flexibly guide
behavior in response to complex stimuli. Specifically, we had subjects perform a
“shooting” task that required them to use a joystick to pre-select a color, and then
shoot at a target of that color among multiple distractors (Fig. 3.7). A video of the
task can be found at https://goo.gl/iXZybV.
In the rule-selection stage (Fig. 3.7A, left), subjects were shown a ring that was
equally split into three distinct colored “rule” regions (red, green, and blue). Subjects
were free to select one of the colored regions at any time after their onset by directing
a joystick radially in the direction of their chosen target. The ring target was always
centered on the screen, but the precise boundaries between the three rule regions
varied randomly from trial-to-trial, such that the location of one particular rule
region was unpredictable on any given trial. After the joystick returned to its resting
position, the trial automatically progressed to the rule-implementation stage.
In the rule-implementation stage (Fig. 3.7A, right), subjects were shown a small
white ball (10px diameter) at the center of the screen, and three colored “arc” targets
(red, green, and blue) at the same radial distance away from the ball (set to 0.3
times the height of the screen in pixels, for a landscape-oriented monitor). The
targets varied in their arc-widths and their locations, but their centers were always
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Figure 3.7: Task schematic for Experiment 3. (A) Subjects used a joystick to select
one of three color rules (A1 ). They then used the joystick to shoot a virtual ball
at the appropriately colored target, given the previously selected color rule (A2 ). A
video of the task can be found at https://goo.gl/iXZybV. (B) On each trial, each
color was classified as “easy”, “medium”, or “hard”. Actual target sizes were drawn
from overlapping gamma distributions with class-specific parameters. (C) Trials
were organized into a block structure. At the end of each block, the colored rules
could swap difficulty classes. The “easy” and “medium” rules could swap (40%), the
“medium” and “hard” rules could swap (40%), or the classes could stay the same
(20%). The “easy” and “hard” rules could never directly swap in a single block
transition.
equally spaced around the circumference of a circle (120˝ apart). Importantly, the
location of each target was random from trial-to-trial and could not be predicted by
the location of the colored rule region in the rule-selection stage. The subjects’ goal
was to use the joystick to “shoot” the ball at the target that was the same color.
To determine the ball’s trajectory, we determined when the subject initially began
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to displace the joystick from its resting position, waited 50 ms, and then sampled
the new joystick position. The resting joystick position was subtracted off from the
sampled joystick position, the difference was converted into an angular trajectory,
and the ball began moving according to that trajectory. In practice, this trajectory
was typically modified by some correction factor before visual feedback began (see
Controlling motor error below for details). If the ball’s angular trajectory was within
the angular bounds of the target, the ball collided with the target, stopped moving,
and an auditory cue sounded. If the they did not successfully hit the target (or hit
an incorrect target), the ball continued moving until it hit the edge of the screen and
no auditory cue sounded.
As in Experiment 2, behavioral sessions were comprised of blocks, and transitions
between blocks were continuous, covert, and uncued. Within a block, one colored
rule was designated as the “easy” rule (i.e., largest target size, on average), one was
designated as the “medium” rule, and the third was designated as the “hard” rule
(i.e., smallest target size, on average; Fig. 3.7B). Blocks lasted 6-9 trials, and at the
end of each block, there was a 40% chance of swapping the identities of the “easy”
and “medium” rules, a 40% chance of swapping the identities of the “medium” and
“hard” rules, and a 20% chance of the rankings staying the same (Fig. 3.7C). A single
rule could never transition directly from “easy” to “hard” or vice versa in a single
block transition. On a trial-by-trial basis, target sizes were drawn from the following
distributions:
xi,easy „ Gammapk “ 12.04, θ “ 0.865q

(3.23)

xi,medium „ Gammapk “ 7.42, θ “ 0.928q

(3.24)

xi,hard „ Gammapk “ 2.80, θ “ 1.417q

(3.25)

This yielded target size distributions with means of 10.41/6.88/3.97˝ and standard
deviations of 3.00/2.53/2.37˝ (E/M/H, respectively). These parameters were selected
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to yield performances (i.e., target hit rates) of 0.6/0.425/0.25 (E/M/H, respectively)
while maximizing overlap between the distributions, given an ideal subject motor
error of σideal “ 6px.
Controlling motor error
At the start of every session, subjects completed 80 “calibration” trials. These trials
mimicked the rule-implementation stage of the main task, but with only a single 7.5˝
wide white target in the periphery instead of three colored targets of variable size.
The purpose of these calibration trials was to generate an initial estimate of each
subject’s motor error, σactual . Then, during the actual testing phase, we attempted
to equalize performance across subjects through the following procedure:
1. We calculated the correction factor f “ σideal {σactual .
2. On each trial, we determined the angular deviation d between the actual trajectory and the center of the chosen target.
3. If |d| ă 450 , we shifted the trajectory such that the new shifted deviation
d1 “ f ˆ d. if |d| ě 45˝ , no shift was applied and d1 “ d.
4. The deviation d1 was used for both visual feedback (the trajectory shown on
screen) and reward feedback (whether or not the ball hit the target).
5. Every 50 trials (after the initial 100 trials had elapsed), the motor error σactual
was updated to control for practice effects and motor learning.
In practice, actual motor errors were always greater than σideal “ 6˝ , meaning that
the shifting procedure increased subject accuracy. All subjects who commented on
this increase in accuracy attributed it to the successful “calibration” of the joystick,
rather than any experimental manipulation of trajectories. Additionally, actual deviation magnitudes were almost always ă 45˝ unless subjects purposefully aimed for
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a different target. No subjects commented on any perceived misalignment between
intended and displayed target trajectories.
3.6.3

Results & Discussion

We fit our set of 34 behavioral models to each of 24 human subjects and used the BIC
and Bayesian model selection to determine the best-fitting model for each subject
while taking into account model complexity. Figure 3.8 shows the ∆BIC for each
model fit, relative to the best-fitting model for each subject. The models are ordered
according to the posterior probability of each observer model from the BMS procedure. In contrast to Experiment 2, where most subjects were fit well by many different behavioral models, the model fits for most subjects in Experiment 3 were much
more sparse and selective. Additionally, whereas few detectable patterns existed in
the model rankings for Experiment 2, some clear patterns emerged in Experiment 3:
the top two models (‘SPK-SR-NB-L’ and ‘SPK-SR-B-L’) are identical in three of the
four factors of interest and only differ in the presence or absence of decision bias, and
the third-best model (‘PPM-S-NB-NL’) is one of the simplest possible models in the
family, with only one free parameter (αs ). Additionally, in contrast to Experiment 2,
where almost every subject was well-fit by a large number of models (the rectangular
“block” of color in Fig. 3.4), subjects in Experiment 3 tended to either be fit well by
many models (e.g., Subject 9) or very few models (e.g., Subject 13; vertical “stripes”
of color in Fig. 3.8).
These patterns inferred from the ∆BIC values for each subject were corroborated
by BMS over the population as a whole (Fig. 3.9). Observer models ‘SPK-SR-NB-L’
and ‘SPK-SR-B-L’ were the most likely to be used by a randomly selected subject,
although neither model individually gained significance (Fig. 3.9A). Additionally,
three of the four factors showed population-level effects (Fig. 3.9B). Subjects were
significantly more likely to use the SPK decision model than perform probability
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Figure 3.8: Model fitting results for Experiment 3. Same conventions as Fig. 3.4.
matching (74.2%, P ˚ ą 0.999), were most likely to use both sensory and reward
information to guide their decisions (63.8%, P ˚ ą 0.999), and were likely to have
lapses (73.0%, P ˚ “ 0.998).
Given that decision bias was the only factor not to reach population-level significance and that the top two models were identical other than the presence or absence
of decision bias, we further examined the extent to which subjects’ biases influenced
model fits. First, we collapsed our family of 32 models across the bias dimension to
create a group of 16 model-sets, where each model-set contained both of the models
that were identical in the other three factors (e.g., ‘PPM-SRM-B-L’ and ‘PPM-SRMNB-L’ were combined into the model-set ‘PPM-SRM-?-L’). BMS applied to these 16
model-sets clearly indicated that the set ‘SPK-SR-?-L’ was significantly more likely
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Figure 3.9: Model selection results for Experiment 3. Same conventions as Fig. 3.5.
(A) The two top models, ‘SPK-SR-NB-L’ and ‘SPK-SR-B-L’, are identical in three
of four factors and only differ in whether or not they include decision bias. The
third-best model, ‘PPM-S-NB-NL’, only has one free parameter (αs ) and therefore is
minimally penalized in the calculation of BIC from NLL. (B) There was significantly
more support for SPK models (‘SPK’ vs. ‘PPM’; P ˚ ą 0.999), models using both
sensory and reward information (‘SR’ vs. others; P ˚ ą 0.999), and models with
lapses (‘L’ vs. ‘NL’; P ˚ “ 0.998). Models with and without decision biases were
approximately equally likely in the population.
to be found in the population (54.5%, P ˚ ą 0.999). Next, we looked to see if there
was a relationship between the bias parameter π from the full model ‘SPK-SR-B-L’
and the change in model evidence ∆BICbias between the top two population-level
models. Positive ∆BICbias means that evidence is stronger for the model without
bias, ‘SPK-SR-NB-L’. We used the entropy of π as a measure of decision bias for
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each subject:
Hpπq “ ´

NR
ÿ

πi log2 πi

(3.26)

i“1

For any discrete distribution, the uniform distribution maximizes entropy (for NR “
3, π “ r1{3 1{3 1{3s, and Hpπq “ 1.585 bits), and any deviations from this distribution will decrease entropy. Furthermore, if π is the discrete uniform distribution,
then inclusion of the decision bias parameter in the model will result in no change to
the model NLL but will increase the BIC due to the addition of extra free parameters. Therefore, we hypothesized that decreasing entropy (i.e., increasing decision
bias) would be associated with lower BIC (i.e., better performance) on the model
with decision bias relative to the model without decision bias. In other words, we
hypothesized that subjects with larger decision biases were better fit by models including decision biases.
We found a strong correlation in the population between a subject’s entropy and
∆BICbias (Fig. 3.10; r “ 0.668, p ă 0.001). However, there appeared to be outliers
in the population distribution of entropies, and the distribution of entropies was
best fit as a mixture of three Gaussian distributions (BIC3 “ ´20.83, compared to
BIC2 “ ´18.49 and BIC4 “ ´14.47). Therefore, to ensure that this correlation was
not driven by outliers in the data, we also ran correlations over different subsets of
subjects. Specifically, in our main cluster of n “ 18 subjects (black stars in Fig. 3.10),
we still found a strong correlation between entropy and ∆BICbias (Fig. 3.10, inset;
r “ 0.632, p ă 0.005). This correlation persisted even when only two clusters were
used to partition subjects (black stars and blue squares combined, n “ 22 subjects;
r “ 0.515, p “ 0.014).
All 32 behavioral models in the family (and the ‘SensoryChaser’ control model)
predicted rule selections significantly better than the ‘BiasOnly’ model (Fig. 3.11;
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Figure 3.10: Correlation between decision bias and model fits. Across the
population, the relative evidence for ‘SPK-SR-NB-L’ vs. ‘SPK-SR-B-L’ was correlated withřthe entropy of decision bias parameter in the ‘SPK-SR-B-L’ model,
R
Hpπq “ ´ N
i“1 πi log2 πi (r “ 0.668, p ă 0.001). ∆BIC ą 0 means evidence is
stronger for ‘SPK-SR-NB-L’, and ∆BIC ă 0 means evidence is stronger for ‘SPKSR-B-L’. Entropy decreases as decision bias increases, is minimized when subjects
only ever pick one rule (dashed line on left), and is maximized when π is the discrete
uniform distribution (dashed line on right). The distribution of entropies was best
fit by a Gaussian mixture model with three components (black stars, blue squares,
red circles), and the correlation was still found when only applied to the main cluster
(inset, black stars; r “ 0.632, p ă 0.005; see main text for details).

one-tailed t-test, Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons), suggesting
that subjects were using incoming sensory and/or reward information to guide their
decisions. As in Experiment 2, the model with maximal complexity, ‘SPK-SR-BL’, was the best at predicting rule selections across subjects (27.07 ˘ 15.9% above
chance). Mean prediction improvements for each model were correlated with the
number of parameters in the model (r “ 0.674, p ă 0.0001) but not the BMS
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Figure 3.11: Prediction improvement for Experiment 3. Average prediction improvement was significantly above chance for all 32 behavioral models, and was
correlated with model complexity (r “ 0.674, p ă 0.0001) but not BMS posterior
probability (r “ 0.218, p “ 0.22).

posterior probability for the model (r “ 0.218, p “ 0.22). As expected from the BMS
factor results, SPK models predicted rule selections better than PPM models (paired
tp15q “ 4.76, p ă 0.001) and models with lapses predicted better than models without
lapses (paired tp15q “ 4.04, p ă 0.005). Additionally, models with decision bias
predicted better than those without (paired tp15q “ 15.3, p ă 0.0001), and models
using both sensory and reward information predicted better than models using only
one information source (one-way ANOVA on information source, F p3, 28q “ 17.9;
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Figure 3.12: Models were more successful at predicting rule selections in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2 (paired tp31q “ 6.13, p ă 0.0001), represented by
data points lying above the dashed unity line. Each data point represents prediction
improvement for a single model, averaged across all subjects within an experiment.
Only 5/32 models predicted rule selections better on Experiment 2.

post-hoc Tukey’s test on pairwise combination of ‘SR’ or ‘SRM’ vs. ‘S’ or ‘R’, all
p ă 0.001). In the case of every pattern, as expected, more complex models were
better at predicting behavior than less complex models.
We also compared prediction improvements to see if rule selections in Experiment
3 were more or less predictable than those from Experiment 2. We found that, across
our population of models, models on average predicted rule selections better when
applied to Experiment 3 data than when applied to Experiment 2 data (Fig. 3.12;
paired tp31q “ 6.13, p ă 0.0001). Only five models individually fit Experiment 2
data better on average: ‘PPM-R-NB-NL’, ‘PPM-R-NB-L’, ‘SPK-R-NB-NL’, ‘SPK-
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R-NB-L’, and ‘PPM-R-B-NL’. Of these five models, all of them only use reward
information (‘R’) and 4/5 do not have decision bias (‘NB’). Using reward information
only (compared to using both sensory and reward information) was associated with
inferior prediction in Experiment 3 but not in Experiment 2.
Overall, the results of Experiment 3 suggest that subjects utilized both sensory
and reward information to guide their rule selection. Interestingly, models that only
incorporated sensory history and models that only incorporated reward history were
approximately equally poor at explaining the behavior of subjects. Taken together,
this indicates that, in certain behavioral tasks, both model-based and model-free
learning may be used in concert to generate behavior.
While no individual model was significantly better than all others, the model-set
‘SPK-SR-?-L’ did outperform all other model-sets. At the level of factors, models
with stochastic posteriors outperformed models that implemented probability matching, suggesting that subjects selected the optimal rule more frequently than would
be predicted by simply comparing reward and sensory histories across rules. Other
groups have also recently found evidence for stochastic posterior models (Acerbi
et al., 2014), particularly when task performance is based on fine motor behaviors
(e.g., using a joystick as opposed to pushing a button) and sensory cues of reward
probability are present and accurate (Green et al., 2010).
We did not find a consistent effect of decision bias in our population. However,
we did find that subject differences in evidence between the top-performing models
with and without bias were strongly related to subject biases. Additionally, most of
our subjects had small levels of bias, although there did appear to be two distinct
groups of outliers with larger biases. One potential explanation for this is that some
subjects were not properly motivated to maximize their performance for some or
all of the behavioral session, and therefore developed rule preferences. Even with
our small-bias group, though, we found predictable heterogeneity in model fits as
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a function of bias. Given the relatively large number of trials performed by each
subject (« 1000), we believe that these empirical biases are not simply artifacts
of taking a finite number of samples from an unbiased (i.e., uniform) distribution.
Therefore, we suggest that the benefits of including bias parameters in the model
outweigh the risks of overfitting rule choices.

3.7 Discussion
We compared model fits to behavior from both humans and monkeys performing
a rule selection task. In Experiment 1, we found that when sensory history is not
predictive of future stimuli, monkeys do not use that sensory history to guide their
rule selections. We also found that trial-by-trial rule selections were not dependent
on reward history. This is in contrast to previous work showing that, at the level of
an entire behavioral session, monkeys’ rule selection biases were rationally related to
their relative performance on each of the rules (Abzug and Sommer, 2017b). Taken
together, these results suggest that trial-by-trial rule selections were independent
draws from some underlying distribution (the subject’s rule selection bias for that
session) and were not strongly conditioned on past trial outcomes. In a typical behavioral session, monkeys performed 250–450 trials, which means that the binary
outcome of any one trial is not a strong indicator of session-level accuracy. Furthermore, because objective task difficulty is constant on average, rule-dependent
fluctuations in performance should be predominantly caused by internal factors that
change on a slow timescale (relative to the duration of a single trial; e.g., motivation,
satiety).
The behavioral tasks used in Experiments 2 & 3 shared a fundamental structure
(pre-select a rule and then use it to flexibly behave) but differed in the specific rules,
stimuli, and motor behaviors used. These lower-level task changes led to drastic
changes in the behavioral strategies used by human subjects to make their rule
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selections. In Experiment 2, subjects had to choose between two rules that existed
in different perceptual dimensions and report a discrimination using button presses:
subject behavioral strategies were heterogeneous but typically dependent on reward
history. In Experiment 3, subjects had to choose between three rules that existed
in the same perceptual dimension and use a joystick to aim for the desired target:
subject behavioral strategies were more homogeneous and dependent on both sensory
and reward history.
Expected performance on any task with binary outcomes (where O “ 1 represents
correct trials and O “ 0 represents errors) is:

ErppO “ 1qs “

ż
ppO “ 1|xqppxqdx

(3.27)

where ppO “ 1|xq is the psychometric curve and ppxq is the generative distribution
for stimuli. Therefore, comparing the expected difficulties of multiple tasks requires
the estimation of both the psychometric curve and generative distribution for each
candidate task. If, however, psychometric curves for the tasks are the same, then
psychometric curves do not need to be estimated and generative distributions can
be compared directly. In Experiment 2, psychometric curves for brightness discriminations and size discriminations are distinct and therefore both must be estimated
in order to estimate task difficulty without using heuristics. When confronted with
these additional task demands, our results indicate that humans instead default to
heuristics that are reliant only on trial outcomes and not on ppxq. In contrast, in
Experiment 3, the probability of hitting a target as a function of target size should
be independent of target color, so psychometric curves do not need to be estimated.
As a result, subjects in Experiment 3 used both sensory and reward history to guide
their rule selections.
We found that models without lapse parameters best explained subject behavior
in Experiment 2, whereas models with lapse parameters performed best in Exper97

iment 3. We believe that this effect is driven by the number of rules used in each
task. A subject with both decision bias and lapses can be approximated by a model
with only decision bias, and the quality of this approximation degrades as the lapse
rate increases and as the number of possible rules increases. Therefore, the increase
in model fit quality due to explicitly modeling lapses is greater in Experiment 3
(NR “ 3) than in Experiment 2 (NR “ 2), which compensates for the BIC penalty
associated with adding a model parameter.
We also found that stochastic decision-making models outperformed probability
matching models in Experiment 3, but found no evidence in favor of either class
of decision model in Experiment 2. One possible explanation of this effect is based
on motor noise. Noise in the motor system is well-modeled as being independent
of past motor behavior (Faisal et al., 2008), and when trial outcomes are based on
motor behaviors, this temporal independence leads to more optimal choices instead
of sub-optimal probability matching (Green et al., 2010). In line with these findings,
subjects in Experiment 3, which required fine motor behaviors that are sensitive to
noise (moving a joystick in a precise direction), made more optimal choices instead
of implementing probability matching. In Experiment 2, where subjects reported
decisions with gross motor actions that are robust to noise (pushing a button), subject behavior was more heterogeneous with no population-level preference for either
stochastic posterior or probability matching models.
In summary, this study shows that normative probabilistic models can be used to
predict the decisions made by humans in a rule selection task when the difficulties of
each rule systematically vary over the course of a behavioral session. Furthermore,
by changing the lower-level parameters of the behavioral task, we can encourage
subjects to change the strategies used to optimize those rule selections. Specifically,
when subjects pre-select which target they would like to aim at in the future, those
selections are based on both sensory and reward information and are more optimal
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than probability matching behavior.
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4
Neuronal correlates of serial decision-making in the
supplementary eye field

4.1 Introduction
Human behavior is defined not by individual decisions, but by series’ of coherent decisions. In many cases, the optimal decision in a situation is dependent on internallygenerated past decisions and their outcomes, in addition to externally-provided stimuli in the environment. For example, an American football coach deciding which play
to call will base that decision on both environmental factors (e.g., position on the
field, time left in the game) and their play-calling history: which plays they have
decided to call in the past and what the outcomes of those plays have been. While
substantial research has studied the neural bases of individual decisions, few studies
have examined neuronal activity during serial decision tasks.
One previous study examined the role of frontal cortex in a serial decision task
that required Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) to first make a perceptual decision,
then use their internal confidence to bet on their performance before receiving feedback (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011, 2012). Neurons in the supplementary eye
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field (SEF), but not the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) or frontal eye field
(FEF), served as a putative bridge between the initial perceptual decision and the
subsequent bet by predictively encoding the monkeys’ bets during the delay period
between the two task phases (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012). This was the first
study demonstrating confidence-encoding neurons in the SEF, but the results are
consistent with a variety of intersecting lines of research showing the sensitivity of
SEF neurons to past rewards, variables that affect reward likelihood such as conflict
and difficulty, and future behavior.
Many neurons in the SEF reliably show differential responses to the presence or
absence of reward at the end of each trial, a type of activity referred to as “performance monitoring” (Amador et al., 2000; Donahue et al., 2013; Kawaguchi et
al., 2015; Purcell et al., 2012; Stuphorn et al., 2000). This performance monitoring activity can extend into subsequent behavioral trials (Donahue et al., 2013),
and SEF neurons often show mixed selectivity for combination of reward and other
task-relevant variables such as target location, target identity, and expected reward
(Donahue et al., 2013; Kawaguchi et al., 2015; So and Stuphorn, 2012; Uchida et al.,
2007).
Neurons in the SEF also respond differentially to cues that predict the likelihoods
of upcoming rewards. SEF neurons exhibit sensitivity to task rules (Olson and
Gettner, 2002; White and Wise, 1999), tend to fire more for more difficult rules
that are predictive of higher error rates (Olson and Gettner, 2002; Schlag-Rey et
al., 1997), and categorize visual stimuli based on those task rules (Kim et al., 2005;
Missal and Heinen, 2004). Similarly, SEF neurons tend to fire more when conflict is
higher, such as when a subject must inhibit their automatic tendency to saccade to
a flashed peripheral target (Olson and Gettner, 2002; Schlag-Rey et al., 1997), and
a human patient with a left SEF lesion showed impairments in resolving this type of
conflict (Husain et al., 2003; Parton et al., 2007). Lastly, when reward probabilities
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and sizes are explicitly provided to the subject, SEF neurons predictively encode the
expected value of reward before it has been delivered (So and Stuphorn, 2012).
More generally, SEF neurons seem to be sensitive to the anticipation or prediction
of future behavior even when it is indirectly related to reward. Baseline and visual
responses in SEF are modulated by future saccade direction well in advance of the
saccade itself (Coe et al., 2002). Neuronal activity in SEF predicts whether an upcoming prosaccade or antisaccade will be made correctly (Amador et al., 2000). SEF
microstimulation decreased the latency of anticipatory smooth pursuit eye movements (Missal and Heinen, 2004), and single-pulse TMS stimulation of human SEF
leads to impaired prediction of smooth pursuit target trajectories (Nyffeler et al.,
2008).
As described in Chapter 2, we developed a novel behavioral task that requires
monkeys to make a series of saccadic decisions coherently in order to receive reward.
First, we found that the directionality of SEF saccadic activity varies depending on
the function of the saccade. We also found that SEF encoded behavioral rules but
only at the time that they were needed to generate a motor plan. Lastly, we found
that SEF encoded trial outcomes both before and after feedback was delivered. In
particular, we found neurons in SEF that encoded trial outcomes «200 ms after
decision stimuli appeared, before the animal had even reported its decision. Hence,
the SEF provides a diverse set of signals relevant to serial decision-making both at
the single trial level and at longer, across-trial timescales.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1

Surgery

Two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; Monkey S: male, 10.0 kg; Monkey M: female,
5.4 kg) were surgically prepared for neuronal recordings and eye position measurements. Using aseptic procedures, ceramic screws and an acrylic implant were affixed
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to the skull. Recording chambers and a head-restraint socket (Crist Instruments,
Hagerstown, MD) were embedded in the implant, positioned over craniotomies for
accessing the SEF (stereotaxic coordinates A25, L0). In the same surgery, we implanted scleral search coils for recording eye position at high spatial and temporal
resolution. Animals recovered for 1-2 wk before behavioral training resumed. Procedures were approved by and conducted under the auspices of the Duke University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and were in compliance with the
guidelines set forth in the United States Public Health Service Guide for the Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals.
4.2.2

Behavioral task

The task is as described in Chapter 2 (Abzug and Sommer, 2017b). Briefly, monkeys
performed a two-stage task in which, on every trial, they first selected a rule (SelfSelected trials) or received a rule (Instructed trials) and then applied the rule to
perform a visual decision (RB : choose the darker stimulus; RB : choose the smaller
stimulus).
4.2.3

Eye movement recordings

Eye position was measured using a unilateral scleral search coil and sampled at 1
kHz. Saccades were automatically detected online using velocity and acceleration
thresholds. During fixations, eye position had to be maintained in 4˝ ˆ 4˝ window
around visual stimuli. Both raw eye position traces and saccade onset and offset
timing were recorded and saved.
4.2.4

Neuronal recordings

Using a custom microdrive system, we recorded neurons in the SEF by advancing a
single, parylene-insulated tungsten electrode (0.3-1 MΩ impedance at 1 kHz; FHC,
Bowdoinham, ME) through a 23TW gauge guide tube using a custom microdrive
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system. Guide tubes were held by a plastic grid with 1 ˆ 1 mm hole spacing (Crist
Instruments, Hagerstown, MD) that was attached inside the recording chamber. The
SEF was identified by moderate-current microstimulation (typically 50-100 µA) that
evoked or delayed saccades (Russo and Bruce, 1996; Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987)
or by anatomical reference based on MRI images. Standard extracellular recording techniques were used to isolate action potentials of single neurons (Sommer and
Wurtz, 2004a). All data were collected using the REX real-time system (Hays et al.,
1982), Spike2 (CED, Cambridge, England), and RHD2000 Evaluation System Software (Intan Technologies, Los Angeles, CA). Action potentials were sorted offline
using Spike2, and analyses were performed using MATLAB (R2016a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).
4.2.5

Analyses

We defined multiple epochs throughout the rule-selection task, and measured and
analyzed the average firing rates within these epochs. There were four epochs during
the rule-selection stage (Fig. 2.1, left). The baseline epoch began 500 ms before the
fixation point appeared at the start of the trial, and ended when the fixation point
turned on. The fixation epoch began when the initial fixation point was acquired
and ended 300 ms after fixation had begun. The rulestim epoch began 50 ms after
the colored rule targets appeared and ended 300 ms after target onset. The sac1
epoch began 50 ms before the onset of the rule-selecting saccade and ended 150 ms
after saccade onset.
There were three epochs of interest during the rule-implementation stage (Fig. 2.1,
right). The refix epoch began 200 ms before the fixation point was reacquired to
begin the rule-implementation stage, and ended 200 ms after the fixation point was
reacquired. The percstim epoch began 50 ms after the perceptual decision targets
appeared and ended 500 ms after target onset. The sac2 epoch began 50 ms before
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the onset of the rule-implementing saccade and ended 150 ms after saccade onset.
There were also two reward-related epochs of interest, one before reward delivery
and one after reward delivery. On all trials, the monkey needed to maintain fixation
on the selected perceptual decision target for 200 ms; after 200 ms, all visual stimuli
disappeared and reward was delivered if the decision was correct. Therefore, feedback
(the presence or absence of reward) on all trials was reliably and predictably timelocked to saccade offset, and we can consider the timepoint 200 ms after saccade
offset to be the time of ”potential reward delivery” on all trials, regardless of trial
outcome. The prerew epoch began after 150 ms before potential reward delivery and
ended 50 ms before potential reward delivery. The postrew epoch began 50 ms after
potential reward delivery and ended 500 ms after potential reward delivery.
Preliminary screening
We recorded all well-isolated neurons that we encountered. We selected neurons for
further analysis based on two criteria: the neurons had to be task-modulated and
had to have been recorded during a sufficient number of behavioral trials. To determine task modulation, we ran a one-way ANOVA on the firing rate of each neuron
individually (p ă 0.05 criterion level) across each of the nine epochs of interest. We
divided all behavioral trials into eight groups, representing all possible combinations
of task condition (SS vs. IN), rule (RS vs. RB ), and outcome (correct vs. error). If a
neuron was recorded for at least eight trials in each of these eight sets of conditions
(and was task-modulated), we included it in the pool for analysis. In practice, «200
total trials were required to satisfy this criterion. Out of 163 recorded neurons, 155
neurons met these criteria.
We also screened task variables for further analysis. We ran an ANOVA on the
firing rate of each neuron in each epoch individually (p ă 0.05 criterion) across
eight potential variables of interest: the task condition, the identity of the right
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rule target, the identity of the left rule target, the direction of the rule-selecting
saccade, the rule, the location of the correct decision target, the direction of the
rule-implementing saccade, and the trial outcome. We included a variable in further
analyses if, in any epoch, there was a main effect of that task variable in a proportion
of the neuronal pool significantly greater than 5% (11.61% or 18/155 neurons, cutoff
determined from χ2 test at p ă 0.05 criterion). This screening yielded three variables
for further analysis: the rule, the direction of the rule-selecting saccade, and the trial
outcome. Potential reasons for the failure of other task variables to pass the screening
are discussed in Section 4.4.
Selectivity indices
We calculated selectivity indices for a specific task variable as follows:
SI “ pF RA ´ F RB q{pF RA ` F RB q

(4.1)

where F RA is the mean firing rate on trials in behavioral condition A and F RB is
the mean firing rate on trials in behavioral condition B. In particular, we looked at
three selectivity indices corresponding to our three variables of interest:
Direction Selectivity: DSI “ pF Rcontra ´ F Ripsi q{pF Rcontra ` F Ripsi q

(4.2)

Rule Selectivity: RSI “ pF RRS ´ F RRB q{pF RRS ` F RRB q

(4.3)

Outcome Selectivity: OSI “ pF Rcorrect ´ F Rerror q{pF Rcorrect ` F Rerror q

(4.4)

Normalization of population-averaged activity
To plot population-averaged activity across subsets of our SEF population, we first
normalized the activity of individual neurons to its dynamic range within the epoch
of interest. We subtracted off the minimum firing rate ymin and dividing by the range
ymax ´ ymin , yielding, for each neuron, a normalized firing rate that ranged from 0
to 1. These normalized firing rates were then used to calculate population-averaged
activity and the standard error of the mean across neurons.
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Population dynamics
We used the multidimensional distance method of investigating population dynamics
(Stokes et al., 2013). In short, the state of the full population was represented as
a 155-dimensional vector in Euclidean space, where each dimension represents the
instantaneous firing rate of a single neuron estimated within a 50 ms sliding window.
The dynamic trajectory through this state space is the path that passes through the
multidimensional coordinate of each time point.
In each epoch, for each neuron, we calculated the mean activity profile on correct
and error trials. For each condition, we collected the individual time-varying neural
responses and plotted them as a single trajectory through a 155-dimensional state
space. Then, we calculated the Euclidean distance between trajectories for correct
and error trials. To evaluate the significance of these time-varying distances using
randomized permutation tests, we repeated the same process 1000 times but with
randomly shuffled trial rule and outcome labels to generate a null distribution. Because distances are always positive, we normalized all distances by subtracting the
median of the null distribution. Distances between trajectories were considered to
be statistically significant when they exceeded the 99% confidence interval for the
null distribution.

4.3 Results
4.3.1

Behavior

We previously provided a detailed analysis of the monkeys’ behavior during the
rule-selection task (Chapter 2; Abzug and Sommer, 2017b). To summarize, both
monkeys were capable of performing self-selected rules at least as well as instructed
rules. Crucially, when given the opportunity to select their own rules, both monkeys
exhibited strong correlations between session-by-session rule biases and session-by-
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session fluctuations in accuracy on each of the two rules (even when controlling for
other possible confounding variables). Lastly, both monkeys had strong congruency
effects and weak or non-existent switching costs, in line with what has previously been
reported for monkeys (Avdagic et al., 2014; Stoet and Snyder, 2003; Washburn, 1994).
The monkeys therefore performed serial decision-making in a directed, rational way.
Here we investigated the neural basis of selecting and applying a rule by recording
from single neurons in frontal cortex as monkeys performed the same task. We
studied neurons in the SEF, an area shown previously to be involved in linking
decisions in a visual detection-wagering task (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012).
4.3.2

Neuronal recordings

Our dataset consisted of 155 neurons recorded from the left SEFs of two animals
performing the rule-selection task (Monkey S: 65 neurons; Monkey M: 90 neurons).
Neurons were verified to be in the SEF based on relation to microstimulation landmarks, anatomical landmarks (histology and/or MRI), and visual/oculomotor neural activity (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012; Russo and Bruce, 1996; Schlag and
Schlag-Rey, 1987).
4.3.3

Selectivity of SEF neurons: General

First we quantified the relationship between SEF neural activity and specific task
events. We found that many neurons exhibited selectivity and mixed selectivity
for task-relevant variables throughout the various task epochs (Fig. 4.1). We ran a
three-way ANOVA (p ă 0.05 criterion) on SEF firing rates as a function of rule, trial
outcome, the direction of the rule-selecting saccade, and their two-way interactions.
Main effects quantify the selectivity of neural activity to individual task variables,
while interactions identify mixed selectivity to the variables. Three general patterns
emerged from this analysis. First, a significant proportion of neurons encoded each
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of the variables at all stages of the task. Second, the task variables were encoded
both through main effects (black bars) and mixed selectivity with other task variables (white bars). Lastly, substantial proportion of neurons encoded task variables
through both main effects and mixed selectivity (grey bars). Hence the neurons
exhibited diverse patterns of selectivity and mixed selectivity, as discussed in more
detail below.
4.3.4

Selectivity of SEF neurons for saccade direction

We calculated directional selectivity indices and directional biases (the absolute value
of the directional selectivity index) across our population of neurons for each of the
three saccadic epochs of our task: sac1 (Fig. 4.2A), refix (Fig. 4.2C), and sac2
(Fig. 4.2E). Of the 155 neurons analyzed, 45 neurons demonstrated directional selectivity during the sac1 epoch (Fig. 4.2B; χ2 test, χ2 “ 31.15, p ă 0.0001), when
the monkey was making its rule-selecting saccade. Similarly, 42 neurons demonstrated directional selectivity during the refix epoch (Fig. 4.2D; χ2 test, χ2 “ 27.56,
p ă 0.0001), when the monkey was making a return saccade back to the fixation
point. 22 neurons were directionally-selective in both epochs. Such selectivity is
expected in the SEF, which is known to have large but usually bounded visual and
movement fields (Russo and Bruce, 2000; Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987).
We found that this directionality was malleable, however, in that during the sac2
epoch only 11 neurons were directionally selective (Fig. 4.2F; χ2 test, χ2 “ 0.50,
p “ 0.477), when the monkey was making its rule-implementing saccade. The mean
directional bias during the rule-implementing saccade (0.089˘0.010) was significantly
lower than the mean directional biases measured during the rule-selecting saccade
(0.209 ˘ 0.019; Wilcoxon rank sum test, p ă 0.0001) and during the return saccade
after rule selection (0.176 ˘ 0.017; Wilcoxon rank sum test, p ă 0.0001). Figure 4.3
shows a representative neuron that had saccadic activity for all three saccades, but
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Figure 4.1: Significant proportions of SEF neurons exhibit firing rates modulated
by main effects of and/or mixed selectivity (i.e., interactions) for saccade direction,
rule, and trial outcome at various task epochs. The dotted line represents the uncorrected significance cutoff α “ 0.05. The dashed line represents the corrected
significance cutoff for n “ 155 neurons (18/155 neurons or a proportion of 0.116,
determined by χ2 test). Note the different y-axis scale for trial outcome during the
postrew epoch (grey background).

was only directionally selective during the sac1 and refix epochs. Thus, the directional selectivity of our SEF population could vary across functionally-different
saccades in the same behavioral task.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of saccade directional biases in SEF. Pie charts show numbers of ipsilaterally selective (Ipsi), contralaterally selective (Contra), or non-selective
(NS) neurons. Histograms show magnitudes of these neurons’ significant (black) or
non-significant (white) directional biases. (A) 45/155 neurons (p ă 0001) exhibited
significant directional selectivity during the rule-selecting saccade (sac1 epoch). (B)
42/155 (p ă 0.0001) neurons exhibited significant directional selectivity during the
return saccade (refix epoch). (C) However, only 11/155 neurons (p “ 0.477) exhibited significant directional selectivity during the rule-implementing saccade (sac2
epoch).

4.3.5

Selectivity of SEF neurons for rules

SEF neurons were most likely to encode task rules during the percstim epoch (20/155,
χ2 test, χ2 “ 5.65, p “ 0.017), when the stimuli for the 2AFC perceptual decision
were presented. This was the point in the task when the monkey had to integrate the
rule with the trial-specific decision targets to generate its decision and the appropriate
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Figure 4.3: Firing rates of a representative SEF neuron conditioned on saccade
direction, around the times of the rule-selecting saccade (left), the refixation saccade
(center), and the rule-implementing saccade. This neuron exhibited perisaccadic
modulations for all three saccades, but the modulations were only directionallysensitive around the times of the rule-selecting and refixation saccades. Shaded error
bars are S.E.M. across trials within that condition.
motor plan. A representative neuron is shown in Figure 4.4A and the population
distribution of rule biases is shown in Figure 4.4B. Task rules were not encoded by a
significant proportion of neurons in any other epoch, including during the sac1 epoch
when the rule was selected (14/155, χ2 test, χ2 “ 1.76, p “ 0.185) or during the
refix epoch when the rule needed to be held in memory (14/155, χ2 test, χ2 “ 1.76,
p “ 0.185).
4.3.6

Selectivity of SEF neurons for trial outcome

Neuronal activity in the SEF has previously been shown to encode the outcomes of
trials after decisions have been reported but before feedback has been delivered, and
in response to feedback itself (Amador et al., 2000; Donahue et al., 2013; Kawaguchi
et al., 2015; Purcell et al., 2012; Stuphorn et al., 2000). Additionally, studies have
suggested that SEF encodes conflict or difficulty (Olson and Gettner, 2002; SchlagRey et al., 1997) and may predictively encode trial outcome before decisions have
even been reported (Amador et al., 2000; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012). In
the present study, a significant proportion of SEF neurons encoded trial outcome
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Figure 4.4: Selectivity of SEF neurons for task rules. (A) Firing rate of a representative SEF neuron conditioned on task rule during the percstim epoch. This neuron
fired more when the size rule RS was in effect, with the difference in firing emerging
approximately 300 ms after perceptual decision target onset. Shaded error bars are
S.E.M. across trials within that condition. (B) Overall, 20/155 neurons (p “ 0.017)
exhibited significant rule selectivity during the percstim epoch, with the neuronal
population evenly split between firing more for RS and RB .
(correct vs. error in the 2AFC perceptual decision) at all epochs of the trial after
the appearance of the decision targets (Fig. 4.5): percstim (20/155, χ2 “ 5.65,
p “ 0.017), sac2 (27/155, χ2 “ 11.63, p ă 0.001), prerew (18/155, χ2 “ 4.20,
p “ 0.04), and postrew (83/155, χ2 “ 87.50, p ă 0.0001). This was not the case for
any of the other task epochs (all p ě 0.13). Neurons that predictively encoded trial
outcomes were approximately equally likely to fire more during correct and error
trials. Neurons that fired after feedback, however, were significantly more likely to
fire more after correct trials (i.e., firing more in response to reward) than error trials
(i.e., firing more in response to the lack of reward; χ2 “ 20.26, p ă 0.0001).
During the percstim epoch, when the subject could integrate rule information
with the decision targets and begin to formulate its decision, neuronal firing rates
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of outcome biases in SEF. (A) 20/155 (p “ 0.017) neurons
predictively encoded the outcome of the current trial during the percstim epoch,
after the onset of the perceptual decision targets. (B) 27/155 neurons (p ă 0.001)
predictively encoded trial outcome during the sac2 epoch, when the subject reported
its perceptual decision. (C) 18/155 neurons (p “ 0.04) predictively encoded trial
outcome during the prerew epoch, after the subject had reported its choice but
before feedback had been delivered. (D) 83/155 neurons (p ă 0.0001) encoded trial
outcome during the postrew epoch, after the outcome was revealed and feedback was
delivered.
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Figure 4.6: Population-averaged outcome selectivity in SEF neurons during the
percstim epoch. (A) Neurons that fired preferentially on correct trials during the
percstim epoch (n “ 8) tended to exhibit phasic modulations 100–300 ms after
perceptual target onset. (B) In contrast, neurons that fired preferentially on error
trials during the percstim epoch (n “ 12) showed more tonic modulations beginning
«150 ms after perceptual target onset and, in some cases, lasting throughout the
remainder of the trial. Shaded error bars are S.E.M. across neurons within that
subpopulation.

for outcome-sensitive neurons began to diverge 100–200 ms after target onset, with
activity in correct-preferring neurons (Fig. 4.6A, n “ 8) diverging slightly before
activity in error-preferring neurons (Fig. 4.6B, n “ 12). Both sets of neuronal modulations were caused by increases in firing for the preferred outcome (and firing rates
for the non-preferred outcome were roughly constant). In contrast, most neurons that
encoded trial outcome after feedback showed modulated firing rates predominantly
on error trials, regardless of whether the neuron preferred correct trials (Fig. 4.7A,
n “ 56) or errors (Fig. 4.7B, n “ 27).
To determine whether this outcome encoding was truly being driven by predicted/detected outcome or could be explained by the sensory characteristics of the
decision target, we first ran the following multiple linear regression on neuronal firing
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Figure 4.7: Population-averaged outcome selectivity in SEF neurons during the
postrew epoch. (A) Neurons that fired preferentially on correct trials during the
postrew epoch (n “ 56) tended to become silent on error trials «300 ms after feedback. (B) Neurons that fired preferentially on error trials during the postrew epoch
(n “ 27) mostly showed increases in firing after errors. Shaded error bars are S.E.M.
across neurons within that subpopulation.

rate in each epoch:
y “ β0 ` β1 R ` β2 ∆S ` β3 |∆S| ` β4 ∆B ` β5 |∆B|`
β6 R∆S ` β7 R|∆S| ` β8 R∆B ` β9 R|∆B| (4.5)
where y is the firing rate, R is the rule in effect (0 for RS , 1 for RB ), ∆S is the
difference in size between the decision targets, and ∆B is the difference in brightness
between the decision targets. We included the unsigned differences in the model
(i.e., |∆S| and |∆B|) to compensate for the potential encoding of task difficulty.
We also included interactions of all terms with the rule R, in case sensory variables
were encoded in a functional manner (e.g., larger difference in the chosen/unchosen
dimension) in addition to a purely-sensory manner (e.g., larger difference in the
size/brightness dimension). We then took the residuals of this model, which represent
the portion of neural activity unaccounted for by the sensory and sensory-related
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Figure 4.8: Timecourse of outcome encoding calculated the multidimensional distance (Stokes et al., 2013) between neuronal trajectories on correct and error. Distances (solid black lines) are significant when they exceed the 99% confidence interval
(grey shaded area) of the null distribution (see Section 4.2.5 for more details). Differences in neuronal trajectories predominantly occur after the onset of the perceptual
decision stimuli (percstim), persist during (sac2 ) and after (prerew ) the perceptual
decision saccade, and peak after feedback delivery (postrew, note the different y-axis
scale).

variables contained therein, and asked if those residuals encoded trial outcome.
As with our previous results, we found that a significant proportion of SEF neurons encoded trial outcome in those same epochs even after controlling for other potential explanatory variables: percstim (23/155, χ2 “ 8.06, p ă 0.01), sac2 (28/155,
χ2 “ 12.57, p ă 0.001), prerew (20/155, χ2 “ 5.65, p “ 0.017), and postrew (104/155,
χ2 “ 128.83, p ă 0.0001). This was not the case for any of the other task epochs (all
p ě 0.13).
We also analyzed the population dynamics for outcome encoding throughout the
trial (Fig. 4.8) by calculating the multidimensional distance between population firing
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rates in 155-dimensional space (see Section 4.2.5 for more details). We found that
outcome was phasically encoded in the population «200–300 ms after perceptual
decision stimulus onset (percstim), which parallels the temporal window for outcome
encoding found in Fig. 4.6. This outcome encoding arose again in the perisaccadic
window in which the subject reported its decision (sac2 ). After the subject reported
its decision, trial outcome was again encoded in the population (prerew ) and persisted
up through and after feedback delivery (postrew ).
Duration of outcome selectivity
For many SEF neurons, the selectivity for past trial outcomes lasted into and through
the subsequent trials (one-way ANOVA on outcomes of current trial and four previous
trials; Fig. 4.9). At the start of trial n, 38/155 neurons encoded the outcome of
trial n ´ 1 (χ2 “ 22.97, p ă 0.0001). This proportion dropped towards chance
levels (proportion “ 0.05) as the trial progressed. At the start of trial n, 20/155
neurons also encoded the outcome of trial n ´ 2 (20/155, χ2 “ 5.65, p “ 0.017),
demonstrating that these neurons represented previous trial outcomes even after
subsequent trials had passed. As with predictive and proximate outcome-encoding
neurons, these neurons could prefer either previous correct trials (Fig. 4.10A) or error
trials (Fig. 4.10B).

4.4 Discussion
We recorded from single neurons in the SEF while monkeys performed the serial
decision-making task of Chapter 2. This novel task required monkeys to first select
a behavioral rule, then use that rule to perform a perceptual discrimination between
two targets. We found that SEF neurons exhibited malleable directional selectivity,
“just-in-time” encoding of task rules, and robust encoding of trial outcomes both
before and after feedback was delivered.
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Figure 4.9: SEF neurons encode the outcomes of previous trials. (A) A large
proportion of neurons encode trial outcome immediately after feedback delivery. (B)
This outcome-encoding persisted in 38/155 neurons (p ă 0.0001) at the start of
the subsequent trial (baseline epoch, trial n ´ 1). The number of neurons encoding
trial outcome dropped towards chance (proportion “ 0.05) during the remainder of
the trial, but rebounded again during the baseline period of the next trial (baseline
epoch, trial n ´ 2; 20/155 neurons, p “ 0.017).

4.4.1

Timing of directional and rule selectivity

Malleability of SEF directional selectivity has been reported previously. Multiple
studies of SEF have shown that directionally-selective activity in SEF is contextdependent (Mann et al., 1988; Olson and Gettner, 1995, 1999; Purcell et al., 2012).
Furthermore, inactivation of SEF tends to lead to more balanced bilateral deficits, in
contrast to the strong contralateral biases observed after FEF inactivation (Schiller
and Chou, 1998; Sommer and Tehovnik, 1999). We found that a large proportion of
SEF neurons display directional biases when the rule-selecting saccade was made and
when the subject made a saccade back to the central fixation point, but not when the
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Figure 4.10: Representative SEF neurons that encoded outcomes of past trials.
(A) A neuron that fired more after correct trials. (B) A neuron that fired more after
error trials. Both neurons showed large modulations in firing rate immediately after
feedback delivery (postrew epoch, left). These tonic modulations persisted into the
start of the next trial (baseline epoch, trial n ´ 1, center) and were still present at
the start of the trial after that (baseline epoch, trial n ´ 2, right). Shaded error bars
are S.E.M. across trials within that condition.
subject made a rule-implementing saccade to perform a perceptual discrimination.
Taken together, these results suggest that SEF does not play a role in the spatial
encoding of targets when a visual discrimination needs to be performed (such as finding the target in a visual search task; Purcell et al., 2012). One possible explanation
is that SEF is involved in some other cognitive or oculomotor process during these
discriminations; indeed, our SEF population encodes multiple other task variables in
the epochs during and surrounding the rule-implementing saccade.
We found that our SEF population encoded task rules “just-in-time”: only when
they were directly needed to make a decision and determine the proper action to
report that decision, and not at the time that the rules were selected or instructed.
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Interestingly, this rule-related activity is followed by the loss of saccade directionalselectivity described above. Two other studies have found significant rule-related in
activity in SEF (Olson and Gettner, 2002; White and Wise, 1999). In one study,
the authors did not report how SEF rule-related activity varied across the trial
epochs (White and Wise, 1999), and in the other, one single cue instructed subjects
both which rule to use (“attend to cue features” vs. “attend to cue location”) and
where to look (the features or locations of that cue) (Olson and Gettner, 2002).
Therefore, our finding that SEF only encodes rules when they can be used for action
selection is not inconsistent with the rule selectivity previously reported in SEF.
Furthermore, that SEF may only encode rules when they can be used for action
selection is consistent with studies of a human patient with a left SEF lesion who
selectively shows task deficits when decisions need to be reported with eye movements
but not reaches (Husain et al., 2003; Parton et al., 2007). More generally, this “justin-time representation of the rule suggests a specific role of SEF in applying rules.
This did not support our hypothesis that SEF would encode the rule from selection to
application, analogous to the sustained confidence encoding found by Middlebrooks
and Sommer (2012), but it suggests an unexpected role for SEF in recalling memories
of the rule that may be stored elsewhere (e.g., PFC; Buschman et al., 2012; Wallis et
al., 2001) when context entering the second stage of the task, in our study requires
the rule to be applied.
We had hypothesized that neural activity in SEF would be modulated by task
condition: whether rules were selected or instructed. We found that this was not the
case, both for main effects and mixed selectivity (e.g., encoding task rules differently
depending on whether they are selected or instructed). One possible explanation
for this null result is that, since task condition has no relevance for the upcoming
perceptual discrimination, it is more likely to be encoded in a brain region that
often encodes task-irrelevant variables, such as prefrontal cortex (Lauwereyns et al.,
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2001). Another possible explanation stems from the fact that in our paradigm, even
when rules are instructed, the subject still needs to “select” one of two possible rule
targets by generating and following an oculomotor plan. We chose to utilize two rule
targets and require an oculomotor decision even on instructed trials in order to keep
the patterns of stimuli and actions identical across self-selected and instructed trials.
However, if instructed trials only required a saccade to a single rule target (instead
of a choice between two targets) or required no eye movements at all, we hypothesize
that SEF activity may be modulated by task condition.
4.4.2

Predictive and reactive encoding of trial outcomes

We found robust effects of trial outcome on SEF activity, including both before and
after feedback delivery. In particular, we found that a subpopulation of SEF neurons encodes the outcome of the upcoming perceptual decision as early as «200 ms
after the perceptual stimuli turn on. This predictive outcome encoding remained
even after controlling for lower-level sensory features of the perceptual targets and
emergent properties such as objective discrimination difficulty, which suggests that
SEF neurons are encoding some subjective likelihood of receiving reward. While our
paradigm does not contain an explicit readout of confidence, this finding is strongly
reminiscent of the previous work by Middlebrooks and Sommer (2012) demonstrating SEF activity that also appears early in a two-stage trial, persists throughout it,
and may encode confidence (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012). Furthermore, SEF
neurons have been shown to encode reward expectations when the reward probabilities are explicitly known (Seo et al., 2009; So and Stuphorn, 2012). Taken together,
these studies demonstrate that SEF may be important for the generalized prediction of future rewards, regardless of whether the reward probabilities are explicitly
provided or must be estimated internally.
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5
General Discussion

The goal of this set of studies was to determine how humans and monkeys use knowledge of their past decisions and the outcomes of those decisions to guide their future
behavior, and to investigate the role of one candidate brain region, the supplementary eye field, in this process. First, I showed that monkeys are capable of both
implementing behavioral rules that they have self-selected and of rationally selecting
those rules based on feedback history. This proof-of-concept study set the stage for
further exploration of rule selection strategies. Second, I showed that humans’ rule
selection strategies are plastic and dependent on the rules themselves, but can be
well predicted by probabilistic models incorporating feedback history and sensory
stimulus history. This demonstrated that lower-level task features can have considerable effects on behavioral strategies, and therefore the underlying neural activity.
Third, I found neural correlates of serial decision-making in the SEF. Its neurons
encode rules selectively at the time leading up to their application as well as trial
outcomes both before and after feedback has been delivered. Hence the SEF may
be a node in the circuit that compares expected outcomes to realized outcomes, an
essential part of optimizing behavior. Taken together, this set of studies provides
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insight into the behavioral and neural mechanisms of serial decision-making and lays
the foundation for future experiments to determine precisely how the SEF and other
brain regions combine individual decisions into coherent patterns of behavior.

5.1 What is the role of the supplementary eye field?
To this day, there is no cohesive theory of SEF function with substantial support
in the scientific community. This is partly due to the paucity of research on SEF
function: a PubMed search for “supplementary eye field” yields only 215 results.
Searches for “frontal eye field”, “supplementary motor area”, and “dorsolateral prefrontal cortex” yield 4, 16, and 27 times as many hits, respectively (879, 3416, and
5905 results). Another factor is the wide variety of behavioral processes that have
been attributed to the region (Abzug and Sommer, 2017a). For example, one of the
seminal debates about SEF, the reference frame in which it encodes space, has still
yet to be conclusively determined (Mitz and Godschalk, 1989; Olson and Gettner,
1995, 1999; Russo and Bruce, 1996; Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987), and recent research suggests that different subpopulations of SEF neurons may actually encode
space in different reference frames (Martinez-Trujillo et al., 2004; Park et al., 2006).
As discussed below, we can now add task context to the list of factors that influence
spatial representation in the SEF, based on my finding that its saccade directional
tuning depends on the purpose of the saccade.
One problem in determining a theory of the function of any brain region is the
difficulty of determining what neural activity should look like if the region is not
involved in a behavior. I designed the rule-selection task, by requiring multiple saccades within a single trial, to provide one method by which we can begin to elucidate
which modulations in SEF activity are important for generating behavior and which
are not. As noted above and detailed in Study 3, that saccades that are geometrically identical but functionally distinct are often associated with varying levels of
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directional selectivity in SEF neurons. Changes in the directional selectivity of SEF
visual and saccadic responses have been described previously across different trials or
different tasks (Chen and Wise, 1995a,b; Mann et al., 1988; Purcell et al., 2012), but
this is, to our knowledge, the first time that such changes have been found within the
same trial of the same behavioral task. This affords us the opportunity to selectively
inactivate SEF during precise temporal epochs corresponding to individual saccades,
while leaving SEF activity unperturbed for others. If SEF inactivation during the
rule-selecting or refixation saccades (when SEF activity is directionally selective)
leads to behavioral impairments but inactivation during the rule-implementing saccade (when SEF activity in directionally invariant) does not, this would suggest that
directionally-selective activity in SEF is important for target selection in space. If
the converse is true, however, this would suggest that directionally-selective in SEF
emerges through its connectivity (e.g., with FEF), and that the causal involvement
of SEF in behavior inhibits that latent directional selectivity. Such temporally specific inactivation was beyond the scope of my work since it would require optogenetic
or other fast timescale methods of inactivation which have not yet been applied in
monkey SEF. Within a few years, however, such a study should be feasible.
A variety of studies across multiple research groups seem to agree that, despite
the existence of some reach-related modulations (Fujii et al., 2002; Mann et al., 1988;
Mushiake et al., 1996; Schall, 1991), the SEF is fundamentally an oculomotor region
(Bon and Lucchetti, 1997; Huerta and Kaas, 1990; Husain et al., 2003; Parton et
al., 2007; Rosenthal et al., 2008; Russo and Bruce, 1996; Schlag and Schlag-Rey,
1987). However, the suggested involvement of SEF in higher-level cognitive concepts such as metacognition (Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012), conflict (Olson and
Gettner, 2002; Schlag-Rey et al., 1997), task rules (Chen and Wise, 1995a,b; Olson
and Gettner, 2002), and performance monitoring (Amador et al., 2000; Purcell et
al., 2012; Stuphorn et al., 2000) leads to questions about whether the brain would
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encode effector-invariant variables such as decision confidence in an effector-specific
manner (e.g., encoding confidence in one region when it is used to guide eye movements, but in another region when it is used to guide reaches). Our rule-selection
task could easily be modified to test this by requiring one or both decisions to be
reported with a reach or button-press instead of a saccade. Again, by requiring
subjects to make and report multiple distinct decisions within a single trial, we can
utilize temporally-precise perturbations to determine the contexts in which SEF may
play a selectively-oculomotor role vs. an effector-invariant role.
Even more generally, it is still unknown to what extent SEF is motoric or abstract. For instance, a neuron that “encodes confidence” could encode the confidence
associated with a particular oculomotor action plan, the confidence associated with
any oculomotor action plan (regardless of the specific plan), the confidence associated with any action plan (regardless of the effector), or simply abstract confidence
(regardless of whether there is any action plan at all). In Study 3, we found that variables that have no impact on actions (such as whether a rule is selected or instructed)
are not encoded in SEF, and that encoding of behavioral rules only appeared when
that information could be used to generate a motor plan and not beforehand. However, many of our outcome-predicting and outcome-encoding neurons were not modulated by saccadic direction. Interestingly, the confidence-encoding signals in SEF
found by Middlebrooks and Sommer are similarly not tied to a motor plan, and they
begin on the same timescale as predictive outcome-encoding in our Study 3: during the delay period before the perceptual decision is reported, «200 ms after the
perceptual stimuli appear (cf. Fig. 5C, Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012). Furthermore, different types of variables may be encoded at different levels of abstractness.
For example, neural responses to rules that are used to guide actions may be more
intimately tied to motor plans than are neural responses to feedback. In general,
studies of SEF function solely require subjects to report decisions with oculomotor
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movements (with the exception of a few foundational studies such as Mann et al.,
1988), making it difficult to determine the extent to which the SEF encodes task
variables related to skeletomotor action plans or no action plans whatsoever.
A number of studies have found that SEF activity is modulated by trial outcomes
(Amador et al., 2000; Donahue et al., 2013; Kawaguchi et al., 2015; Middlebrooks
and Sommer, 2012; Purcell et al., 2012; So and Stuphorn, 2012; Stuphorn et al., 2000;
Uchida et al., 2007). One recent review suggests that the role of the SEF is to learn
“context-dependent rules that allow predicting the likely consequences of different
eye movements”, and that the various outcome-related signals found in SEF are used
to update these rules (Stuphorn, 2015). This idea is further supported by our finding
of both predictive and reactive encoding of outcomes in Study 3. I believe that this is
a compelling theory, and one that the rule-selection task and its variations are wellsuited to investigating. Testing if a region is involved in the updating of contextual
dependencies requires a task where those dependencies fluctuate, such as the dynamic
rule-selection tasks we used in Study 2, Experiments 2 & 3. Furthermore, by having
subjects perform the task with a joystick and loosening constraints on eye movements
(as in Experiment 3), we can examine the extent to which outcome-related signals
are driven by short-term primary rewards (e.g., looking at a target to receive drops
of juice) vs. valuable information used to update dependencies on a longer timescale
(e.g., looking at a target to update its expected size distribution).
Finally, one possibility is that there may be no cohesive theory of SEF function
because SEF does not have one cohesive role in behavior. Attempts to define the
boundaries of SEF with microstimulation yield a cytoarchitectonically heterogeneous
region (Tehovnik, 1995; Tehovnik and Lee, 1993), SEF encodes space in at least two
distinct reference frames (Martinez-Trujillo et al., 2004; Park et al., 2006), and there
is little evidence that SEF has any topographic organization (Schlag and Schlag-Rey,
1987; but see Tehovnik and Lee, 1993). Given this lack of consistency, it is possible
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that SEF is too heterogeneous to be succinctly described by a single theory. While
this is an unsatisfying answer, it must be considered. With the increasing availability
of techniques for recording large numbers of neurons simultaneously, researchers may
be better able to characterize the heterogeneity of SEF and SEF neuron types across
different behavioral contexts.

5.2 How might the brain encode probabilities?
In Study 2, we found that subject behavior is best explained by a computational
model that tracks estimated probability distributions for both reward and stimulus
parameters (e.g., target sizes). Typically, if information is used to guide behavior,
we assume that it must be represented in the brain in some way. So how might
the brain encode probabilities? I will discuss and compare three possible encoding
schemes: encoding of parameters, encoding of samples, and encoding of the whole
distribution.
One possibility is that, since an entire Gaussian distribution can be described by
two scalars (the mean and variance of the distribution), the brain may encode distributional parameters rather than the distributions themselves. Neurons in auditory
cortex accurately and reliably encode auditory frequencies that, like means and variances, vary along a large continuous spectrum. Furthermore, the calculation of sums
and differences of Gaussian distributions (which is necessary for comparisons such
as Equation 3.6) only requires knowledge of their means and variances, and those
parameters can be updated iteratively as new data is acquired (as in Equation 3.1).
While the Gaussian distribution is only one of infinitely many continuous probability distributions, humans can learn Gaussian distributions faster than they can learn
bimodal distributions (Berniker et al., 2010; Kording and Wolpert, 2004), although
they can use both distributions equally well for probabilistic inference (Acerbi et al.,
2014).
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A second possibility is that neuronal activity at any given time is a single sample
(or estimate) from some probability distribution, and the distribution itself is encoded
through the variability in neuronal activity through time (or across repeated stimulus
presentations). One advantage to this potential coding scheme is its efficiency: since
neurons encode samples rather than distributional parameters, n neurons can encode
an n-dimensional variable. By comparison, a parametrically-encoded n-dimensional
Gaussian distribution would require at least n ` npn ` 1q{2 neurons to encode the
n ˆ 1 mean vector and the n ˆ n symmetric covariance matrix. In this scheme, the
actual probability distribution would be encoded in the recurrent synaptic strengths
that govern the evolution of network activity and constrain instantaneous activity
(i.e., the samples) to the probabilities dictated by the distribution. This is somewhat
similar conceptually to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms such as Gibbs
sampling or the Metropolis-Hastings algorithms, where the algorithm selects new
samples in a controlled manner based on past samples.
Instead of variability being represented over time, variability could be represented
across a population of neurons. This is the essence of the probabilistic population
coding (PPC) framework that has been proposed (Beck et al., 2007, 2008; Ma et
al., 2006). The primary advantage of this encoding scheme is that now an entire
arbitrary probability distribution can be represented in a single sample of neuronal
population activity. The evolution of network activity then corresponds to changes
in the distribution over time, rather than samples from a static distribution. Importantly, however, an unchanging distribution does not require neurons to respond
in the same way to repeated stimulus presentations: the PPC framework embraces
neuronal response variability as an expected hallmark of a system that represents
uncertainty (Beck et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2006). Furthermore, the Poisson-like variability that neurons typically display simplifies the “calculations” that a population
of neurons needs to carry out in order to perform Bayesian inference (Beck et al.,
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2007; Ma et al., 2006). The PPC framework has been successfully applied to both
behavioral (Moreno-Bote et al., 2011) and neural (Beck et al., 2008) data.
Overall, current evidence suggests that probability distributions are most likely
to be represented in the brain as probabilistic population codes. The PPC framework is versatile enough to represent arbitrary probability distributions in a single
sample of population activity, which neither parametric nor sample encoding can
accomplish. Additionally, in the PPC framework, manipulations of probabilistic information (such as Bayesian integration) can be accomplished through simple linear
operations. Ultimately, however, none of these coding schemes have been explicitly
compared in the brain, in part due to the large number of neurons that need to
be recorded simultaneously to facilitate estimation of population codes. If combined
with such large-scale neurophysiological recordings, we believe that our rule-selection
task, and in particular the shooting variation used in Experiment 3 of Study 2, would
be well-suited for evaluating the way in which probability distributions are encoded in
the brain. Specifically, optimal performance in our task requires subjects to learn, update, and compare multiple continuous and discrete probability distributions, which
would allow evaluation of these potential coding schemes across the variety of distribution types that the brain needs to encode and manipulations that the brain needs
to perform on those distributions.

5.3 Using models to compare behavior across tasks and across species
One of the key results of Study 2 is that by simply changing the pool of potential
rules, we can alter the behavioral strategies used to select between those rules. As
scientists, we define the generative processes underlying the behavioral tasks that we
present to our subjects: what stimuli appear where and when, which responses are
required, what is the task logic, etc. We create our paradigms with the intention to
probe specific cognitive processes, and that intentionality permeates every decision
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we make in regards to those generative processes. However, all of that intentionality is unknown and irrelevant to our subjects. Instead, the stimulus timing and
contingencies that we painstakingly craft are just one small piece of what governs
their behavior. Uncontrollable variables such as motivation, task engagement, and
subjective difficulty play as much of a role in emergent behavior as the controlled
stimuli that prompt those behaviors. And if the ultimate goal is to elucidate the
neural mechanisms underlying certain behaviors, then we must first confirm that
those observed behaviors are the behaviors that we intended to evoke.
In this set of studies, we turned to computational modeling in an attempt to better
understand serial decision-making. Specifically, we utilized the factorial approach
(Acerbi et al., 2014; van den Berg et al., 2014) in combination with Bayesian model
selection (Stephan et al., 2009) to test a large number of behavioral models. We
believe that this approach is superior to traditional behavioral modeling techniques
where a single model framework is selected, and then the parameters of that model
are fit to subject data. For example, we found that many of our human subjects
were well-fit by a number of different behavioral models (Figs. 3.4 and 3.8). If we
had picked only one behavioral model for data fitting, we would have missed out on
the insight gleaned from applying BMS to each model factor individually. While we
find that BMS works particularly well with sets of models generated factorially, it
can be applied to any set of models regardless of how similar or distinct they may
be.
Moreover, computational models of behavior are elegant ways to summarize many
hundreds of trials worth of data. For example, our most complex behavioral model
in Study 2 features seven parameters, effectively allowing us to summarize the data
from each subject as one point in 7-dimensional space. By applying the same behavioral model to data from subjects performing some of the task variants described
below in Section 5.4.1, we can see how subtle changes to the task lead to changes
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in the behavioral strategies used. If the same subjects perform multiple tasks in a
behavioral session, then we can investigate if subject behavior (as defined by the
model parameter fits) on one task is predictive of behavior on other tasks.
Lastly, computational models of behavior are powerful tools to compare task performance across species. It is common for scientists to turn to non-human species
because of the experimental advantages that they offer. However, if we want to
understand humans in health and disease in order to optimize biomedical and engineering interventions for treating them, we must make sure that the behaviors we
are studying in animal models are the same as the behaviors we wish to make claims
about in humans. Computational models, by trying to learn the strategies that generate behavior, allow for a more fine-grained comparison than simply comparing bulk
metrics such as performance.
Although computational approaches can ease the comparison between humans
and lab animals, a challenge remains in designing tasks that are complex enough to
provide rich inter-species comparisons but simple enough for lab animals to master.
The serial decision-making task of Study 1 is a good case in point. Based on moderate
performance levels even after months of training, we know that it pushed monkeys
to their limits of cognitive association between temporally dissociated decisions. It
yielded a rich dataset that demonstrated rational control of rule selection, among
other results, and it was well-suited for concomitant neural recordings as performed
in Study 3. We found that it had a few salient limitations, however. Used unchanged
in humans, it was an easy and somewhat tedious task, and thus fell short of serving
as a straightforward inter-species bridge. It did, however, serve well as a framework
for revised tasks that worked well in humans. When analyzed computationally, we
found that monkey behavior in the task of Study 1 was relatively simple to describe,
as demonstrated by our finding in Study 2, Experiment 1, that the behavior was best
fit by our control ‘BiasOnly’ model. Overall, we think this speaks to the limitations
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of using even the best animal model of human cognition, the rhesus monkey, in the
investigation of behaviors that demand more than just quick, discrete perception
and decision-making. Monkeys can perform more elaborate tasks, and the data
can be interpreted, but it is clear there are diminishing returns with greater task
complexity. One factor may be highly structured and stimulus-minimized tradition
of laboratory experimentation, which may be more foreign and difficult for monkeys
to adapt to than we realize. Moving toward more naturalistic tasks, perhaps with the
use of virtual reality to retain experimental control, may well reveal more flexible,
principled serial decision-making behaviors than we could elicit here.

5.4 Future directions
These studies have set the stage for future behavioral and neurophysiological inquiry
of serial decision-making. Broadly speaking, subsequent behavioral experiments will
need to continue to refine our understanding of serial decision-making through comparative behavior and modeling of data from variations on the rule-selection task.
In parallel, subsequent neurophysiological experiments will need to take advantage
of improvements in technology for recording large populations of neurons simultaneously to determine the role of various cortical and subcortical regions in serial
decision-making.
5.4.1

Next steps: behavior

In the progression of behavioral tasks across experiments in Study 2, our goal was
to make multiple changes in order to maximize the likelihood of evoking the desired
behaviors. Specifically, in going from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2, we removed
instructed trials and introduced dynamically varying rule difficulties in an effort to
get subjects to dynamically vary their rule preference. In going from Experiment
2 to Experiment 3, we introduced a third rule and changed the rules to facilitate
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sensory comparisons (see Section 3.7 for details) in an effort to get subjects to use
sensory information to guide their rule selections. Both of these manipulations were
successful, but because multiple features of the task were changed at a time, it is
difficult to determine the specific task changes responsible for the evoked behavioral
changes. Therefore, a principled walk through the potential task space is needed to
determine how task features drive behavior. This task space explored in Study 2
varies along five primary features:
1. Are instructed trials interleaved with selected trials?
2. On what timescale do rule difficulties vary?
3. How many rules are available (and are they all available on every trial)?
4. Are motor responses subject to noise (e.g., button presses vs. precise joystick
control)?
5. Are sensory feature spaces shared across rules?
In particular, I hypothesize that rule difficulties must vary on a “slow-enough”
timescale in order for subjects to stay motivated to track those dynamic difficulties.
I hypothesize that as the number of potential rules is increased, subjects will shift
towards the ‘SensoryChaser’ strategy rather than trying to track the difficulties of
all rules; if there are many rules but only a subset are available on each trial, then
the importance of modeling lapses will increase. I hypothesize that the presence
of instructed trials will have a negligible impact on rule selections. Additionally, I
hypothesize that the granularity of motor responses will also have a negligible impact
on rule selections (since, unlike in Green et al., 2010, subjects receive sensory cues
about temporal dependencies).
Lastly, I hypothesize that shared sensory feature spaces greatly increases the likelihood of tracking sensory history in addition to reward history. The rationale behind
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this, as discussed previously, is that if the sensory features that govern performance
exist in the same feature space, then psychometric curves (i.e., the relationship between features and performance) do not need to be learned and maintained in the
brain because they are identical across task rules. The shooting variation of the
rule-selection task (Study 2, Experiment 3) allows us to test this hypothesized mechanism directly. Since motor errors are corrected on all shots to control performance
(that is, control the psychometric curve), we can apply different correction factors to
different rules and force subjects to learn multiple psychometric curves even though
the sensory features still vary along the same space (target size). We can also apply
a size-dependent correction factor to invert psychometric curves and make smaller
targets easier to hit than larger ones to test how subjects’ prior beliefs (larger targets
are easier to hit) influence decision-making in the face of contradictory evidence.
The rule-selection task also represents an important step towards branching into
the study of more naturalistic decision-making behaviors. In our original behavioral
task from Study 1, we chose to use the same stimuli for both rules so we could
examine congruency effects. However, in many cases of natural behavior, no sensory
information is available about unchosen options, just as a foraging animal only ever
samples a single food patch at a time. This type of task could simply be created
by removing sensory information about unchosen rules from both the behavioral
task and the behavioral models (setting αs “ 0 for the unchosen rules on each
trial). In this variation, I hypothesize that subjects will be less likely to use sensory
information. One of the primary theoretical benefits of using sensory information
to guide decisions is that it is present for the unchosen rules (for which the subject
receives no reward information). If sensory information for the unchosen rules is not
available, then sensory information overall will be less likely to be used because the
sensory and reward information for the chosen rule are not independent (they are
linked through the psychometric function).
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In natural behavior, humans make plans but are also typically able to change
their minds. For example, a foraging animal heading towards their chosen patch
may change their mind if the patch looks barren from a distance, and instead choose
to sample a different patch. This type of behavior is particularly easy to allow in
the shooting variation of the rule-selection task where it is possible to discriminate
between within-rule errors (aiming at but missing the correct target) and betweenrule errors (aiming at the incorrect target). Changes of mind (i.e., aiming at a
different colored target than the one that was preselected) could be permitted to the
subject at some cost, such as a time-out, a penalty, or decreased rewards. Since the
models used in Study 2 currently assume a constant learning rate for both chosen
and unchosen rules, no changes to the models would be required. In this variation,
I hypothesize that subjects will be more likely to use sensory information. When
changes of mind are not permitted, sensory information for unchosen rules is globally
relevant but locally irrelevant, since it has no bearing on the subject’s ability to
hit the correct target. However, allowing subjects to change their minds would
render sensory information for initially-unchosen rules to potentially become locally
relevant.
5.4.2

Next steps: neurophysiology

All of the potential experiments described below would benefit from the advanced
technology available to neurophysiologists today that enable the simultaneous recording of large populations of neurons, even across different brain regions. These large
datasets promote the understanding of neuronal interactions and facilitate the creation of mesoscopic biophysical models that can be used as a sandbox within which
to generate new hypotheses and experimental approaches.
As already discussed in Section 5.1, I believe that our rule-selection task, in
concert with large-scale neural recordings and temporally precise perturbation tech136

niques, represents a promising way to continue determining the role of SEF in serial
decision-making, oculomotor decision-making, and decision-making in general. Three
other brain regions that are likely to be involved in different facets of serial decision
are the DLPFC, the hippocampus, and the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus.
The prefrontal cortex, and particularly the DLPFC, is often considered to be
the “home” of higher-order cognition in primates. DLPFC encodes behavioral rules
(Bengtsson et al., 2009; Buschman et al., 2012; Wallis et al., 2001; White and Wise,
1999) and has strong bilateral and reciprocal connections with SEF (Huerta and
Kaas, 1990; Schall et al., 1993), and therefore could be source of the “just-in-time”
rule encoding observed in SEF (Fig. 4.4). DLPFC also encodes task-irrelevant stimulus features (Lauwereyns et al., 2001) and therefore may encode sensory information
for unchosen rules that is locally irrelevant but important for statistical learning.
DLPFC has also been shown to differentiate between selected and instructed rules
in humans (Zhang et al., 2013), and is a likely candidate to encode task condition in
monkeys as well.
The hippocampus also plays a role in decision-making, particularly when option
values dynamically change. Humans with hippocampal lesions show impairments
tracking reward and punishment outcomes during the Iowa Gambling Task (Gupta
et al., 2009; Gutbrod et al., 2006), and theta oscillations in medial temporal cortices
correlate with performance in tasks requiring memory of responses (Guitart-Masip et
al., 2013). Modulations of hippocampal activity by reward have also been observed
in rodents (Holscher et al., 2003) and monkeys (Rolls and Xiang, 2005). Taken
together, these studies suggest that the hippocampus is crucial for making optimal
decisions when information must be tracked across trials.
The mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus (MD) is the thalamic relay that connects much of frontal cortex, including the SEF (Giguere and Goldman-Rakic, 1988;
Goldman-Rakic and Porrino, 1985; Huerta and Kaas, 1990; Shook et al., 1991). MD
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is an essential part of the feedback pathway between SC and FEF that carries oculomotor corrolary discharges (Sommer and Wurtz, 2002, 2004a,b, 2006). MD hypoactivation or lesions also impair adaptive decision-making in both rodents and monkeys
(Browning et al., 2015; Parnaudeau et al., 2015; see Baxter, 2013; Mitchell, 2015
for reviews). If regions such as DLPFC and SEF work together to adaptively select
and implement behavioral rules, then MD is likely the primary site of information
transfer between them.
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6
Conclusion

In this set of studies, we began to examine the behavioral and neural mechanisms
that underlie serial decision-making. We found that monkeys are capable of performing a novel serial decision-making task, humans use different behavioral strategies
to make serial decisions depending on context, and the SEF likely plays a role in
serial decision-making by updating the predicted consequences of oculomotor actions. More broadly, we developed a class of behavioral models that can be used
to formally compare behavior across subjects (and across species) performing variants on our serial decision-making task, and laid out a potential plan for future
experiments designed to determine how subtle task changes can drive changes in
behavioral strategy. We also identified other candidate brain regions that are likely
to play crucial roles in serial decision-making. By progressing our knowledge of serial
decision-making, we hope that these experiments will impact our understanding of
how serial decision-making breaks down in neuropsychiatric diseases. We also hope
that by better understanding how different behavioral contexts lead to different serial decision-making strategies, we can lead to more seamless interactions between
humans and intelligent automated systems.
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Appendix A
Alternative mathematical models of
decision-making

Our behavioral task is unique, in that subjects get to choose which rule they perform
on each trial, and these choices can be based on both sensory and reward information.
Therefore, we believe that the resulting behavior is appropriately described by the
novel model described in Chapter 3. However, it is still important to examine other
candidate models that may bear relevance to individual components or modules on
our model. First, we examine two model-based approaches that have been used
recently for parameter estimation in dynamic environments (Nassar et al., 2010;
Summerfield et al., 2011). Lastly, we examine two approaches that defy traditional
simplifications between model-free and model-based RL: a model-based approach
that only uses reward information (Green et al., 2010), and a model-free approach
that uses both sensory and reward information (Summerfield et al., 2011; Watkins
and Dayan, 1992).
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A.1 Parameter estimation in dynamic environments
A number of studies have proposed different potential models to explain the behavior
of subjects in dynamic environments. All of these approaches, as well as the one
outlined in Chapter 3, utilize some sort of leaky memory or learning rate that prevents
latent parameter estimates from converging in the limit of infinite data. However,
it is important to keep in mind that each of these approaches is used to estimate
subjects’ beliefs about a single generative process (e.g., the size difference between
targets in Experiment 2). Integration of any of these approaches into our behavioral
model would therefore involve implementing the algorithm 2NR , since our model
tracks both a sensory generative process and a reward generative process for each
rule (although simplifying assumptions could be made to reduce the number of added
parameters).
Change-point models, such as those popularized by Nassar et al., attempt to
predict when discrete environmental changes (jumps in the parameters of some generative process, as opposed to drifts in those values) occur, and alter learning rates
accordingly. For example, if the estimated sample mean and variance based on the
last 20 observations are x̄ “ 10 and Σ̄ “ 1, and the next observation xptq has a value
of 100, that is strong evidence that an environmental change has occurred. This is
formalized as a “delta rule” model:
x̄ptq “ x̄pt´1q ` αptq ˆ δ ptq

(A.1)

δ ptq “ xptq ´ x̄pt´1q

(A.2)

with prediction error δ ptq and variable learning rate αptq . Nassar et al. (2010) define
their learning rate as a function of the expected number of trials since the last chance
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r̄ptq , and the probability that a change occurred on a given trial Ωptq :
αptq “

1 ` Ωptq r̄ptq
r̄ptq ` 1

(A.3)

r̄pt`1q “ prptq ` 1qp1 ´ Ωptq q ` Ωptq
Ωptq “

(A.4)

ppxptq |changeq ˆ H
ptq

(A.5)

ppxptq |changeq ˆ H ` ppxptq |x̄pt´1q , Σ̄ q ˆ p1 ´ Hq

where H is the average rate of environmental changes and ppxptq |changeq is taskptq

dependent. Crucially, though, ppxptq |x̄pt´1q , Σ̄ q appears in the denominator: observations that are less likely according to the current sample distribution are more
likely to signify that an environmental change has occurred, and therefore increase
the learning rate on that trial.
Summerfield et al. (2011) investigated perceptual categorization in a dynamic
environment, where the generative process for each of two categories was estimated
and updated separately. In their study, they found that their behavioral data were
best explained by a working memory model that is equivalent to Nassar et al.’s delta
rule model with the rate of environmental change H “ 1. This leads to an update
rule with a memory of only one sample:
ptq

x̄i “ xi

(A.6)

where xi is the identity of the most recent stimulus from category i (only one generative process was updated after each trial). Choice probabilities were then calculated
as:
ptq

ppiq “ ř

|xpt`1q ´ x̄i |
ptq

(A.7)

pt`1q ´ x̄ |
j
j‰i |x

where the numerator is simply the unsigned version of the prediction error δ ptq of
Nassar et al. (2010). This working memory model bears striking similarities to
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the ‘SensoryChaser’ model described in Chapter 3, for which we found little to no
evidence.

A.2 Model-based learning without sensory information
Green et al. (2010) used a Bayesian approach to investigate model-based RL in a
2AFC task. However, their model exclusively uses trial outcomes and estimates
reward probabilities; no sensory streams of information are used. Instead, their
model learns the generative processes underlying transition probability matrices of
the form:
„

ptq
pt´1q
ppOi |Oi
q

αi0
1 ´ αi1
“
0
1 ´ αi
αi1


(A.8)

ptq

where Oi is the outcome that would result from selecting option i on trial t, αi1 is
the probability of transitioning from a success on trial t ´ 1 to a success on trial t,
and αi0 is the probability of transition from a failure on trial t ´ 1 to a failure on trial
t. One transition probability matrix is learnt for each of two possible 2AFC options.
By setting priors on the αi1 and αi0 , the model could be initialized with a variety
of beliefs, including whether options were coupled to each other (i.e., if selecting
option i leads to success on trial t, then selecting option j on trial t would have
necessarily led to failure) or whether outcomes were temporally independent (i.e.,
for each option, the probability of success on trial t is independent of the outcome of
trial t ´ 1). Posterior estimates of αi1 and αi0 are beta-distributed and trial-by-trial
updates are accomplished by updating the appropriate hyperparameter after each
observation, much like the Reward Module in our model. The primary difference
between the model of Green et al. and our Reward Module is that Green et al.
formally model the potential for temporal dependence of outcomes by conditioning
on the observed outcome of the previous trial. However, the model of Green et al.
only tracks outcomes, and therefore could not serve as a substitute for our Sensory
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and Decision Modules.

A.3 Model-free learning with sensory information
Summerfield et al. (2011) also tested a “Q-learning” model (and found it to be inferior
to their working memory model. Q-learning is a popular model-free reinforcement
learning algorithm that incorporates non-reward sources of information through state
dependence to calculate the desirability Q of performing a given action a in a given
state s (Watkins and Dayan, 1992). This desirability is then iteratively updated as:
Qpt`1q ps, aq “ Qptq ps, aq ` α ˆ pOptq ´ Qptq ps, aqq

(A.9)

where α is the learning rate, and Optq ´Qptq ps, aq is similar to the prediction error δ ptq of
Nassar et al. (2010), but applied to binomial observations. Specifically, Summerfield
et al. defined their states to be binned versions of their visual stimuli (gratings at
various angles) and their actions to be the possible category assignments. Therefore,
the state on any given trial (the stimulus shown) was not dependent on past actions.
Q-learning can be extended to account for scenarios where the subsequent state
spt`1q is dependent on the action taken in the current state sptq (Watkins and Dayan,
1992). In this case, the potential desirability of future states can be incorporated as:
Qpt`1q psptq , aptq q “ Qptq psptq , aptq q`
”
ı
α ˆ Optq ´ Qptq psptq , aptq q ` γ ˆ argmax Qptq pspt`1q , apt`1q q (A.10)
a

where γ is a discount factor and is multiplied by the estimate of future desirability of
taking the optimal action in state spt`1q . Also note that superscripts on Q represent
trial-by-trial updates of desirability as states are passed through and actions are
selected, whereas superscripts on s and a represent the actual states passed through
and actions selected on those trials.
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While Q-learning is a very powerful tool, there are two primary limitations that
prevent its implementation in our framework. First, it is not immediately clear what
the states should be in our task. For instance, if the states represent sensory history,
how many trials back should that history go (i.e., what is the dimensionality of s)?
How can recency effects be implemented (i.e., is more recent sensory information
more important than older information)? Second, Q-learning is a non-probabilistic
framework. Action choices can be determined probabilistically through the appropriate choice of decision model (e.g., the softmax function), but ultimately, Qps, aq
represents the desirability of a state-action pair, not the probability of receiving
reward.
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